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ABSTRACT
An ethylene plant was simulated on a digital computer using a
chemical process simulation program known as CHESS -U Mass (32). The
ethylene plant produced a stream of approximately 81 mole % ethylene
from an ethane feedstock by thermal cracking. Two simulations were
run using the same process configuration and the same feed rate of
ethane. The first simulation (case study l) used a pure ethane
feedstock and a reactor conversion of 0.5512. The second simulation
(case study 2) used a 90.9 mole % ethane, 9.1 mole % methane feedstock.
In case study 2, the reactor conversion and the distillation column
splits were adjusted to produce an ethylene product stream of the same
purity as was produced with pure ethane feedstock. The two case
studies were found to be useful in determining the reactor conversion,
distillation column splits, stream variables, equipment sizes and
utility consumption required to produce an ethylene product stream
from a mixed methane-ethane feedstock having the same purity as that
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INTRODUCTION
Chemical process simulation may be defined as the representation
of a chemical process by a mathematical model and the subsequent
solution of the model to obtain information about the performance of
the process. The model is usually in the form of a computer program
known as a chemical process simulation program.
In recent years, the chemical process simulation program has
become an important tool for the chemical process engineer. A chemical
process simulation program may be used for a variety of applications.
Motard et. al. (25) listed the uses for a chemical process simulation
program at different stages in the development of a chemical project
as follows:
1. Research and Development Stage - Testing the economic feasibility of
different processes by varying the process configuration.
2. Critical Examination Stage - Testing different alternatives of plant
size, layout and operating conditions for optimality.
3. Pilot Plant Stage - Obtaining good estimates of the operating
conditions in the full-scale plant from relatively few results of
the pilot plant.
4. Design Stage - Obtaining all of the process data required for the
detailed design of the equipment units in the process. In this way
the safety factors due to uncertainty in equipment design may be
reduced.
5. Simulation of Existing Plants - Simulation of an existing plant may
be very useful when there is a need for changing operating
xiii
conditions. Simulation may be helpful in finding the best strategy
for raising production, enhancing the efficiency of operation
through better energy integration, adapting the existing plant to a
different raw material, etc.
One of the largest and most common chemical process plants is a
plant producing ethylene from light paraffins by thermal cracking. The
ethylene is used to produce numerous derivatives, the most common of
which are polyethylene and ethylene oxide (34). In a typical ethylene
plant, a light paraffin feedstock, such as ethane, is thermally cracked
at a temperature around 1500°F to yield a reactor product stream
consisting of ethylene, hydrogen, methane and unreacted feedstock. The
ethylene is separated from the other components in the reactor product
stream by low temperature flash separation (-140° F) and distillation
(0°F).
The lengthy and repetitive calculations required to design some
of the equipment units in an ethylene plant, such as the reactor, the
low temperature flash separator and the distillation column, are best
performed on a high speed digital computer. A chemical process
simulation program may be used to obtain the process data for the
detailed design of these equipment units. If desired, the detailed
design may be performed by the simulation program once the process data
are known.
The simulation of a plant producing ethylene from ethane by
thermal cracking with a chemical process simulation program named
CHESS -U Mass (32) is discussed in this work. TV detailed design of the
xiv
equipment units in the ethylene plant is performed by the simulation
program.
CHAPTER I
ETHYLENE PLANT PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The ethylene plant simulated in this work produces a stream
containing approximately 81 mole % ethylene by thermal cracking of
an ethane feedstock. The process flow diagram for the ethylene plant,
adapted from one given on page 111-79 of Reference 3, is given in
Figure 1-1, attached. The ethylene plant may be broken down into
seven principal processing systems in order to facilitate description
of the plant. The principal processing systems are the reactor feed
system, the reactor system, the quench system, the compression system,
the dessicator system, the flash system and the distillation system.
The equipment units in each processing system are enclosed by dashed
boundary lines in Figure 1-1. A brief description of each processing
system is given in Section 1-1. Detailed descriptions of the equipment
units in each processing system are given in Sections 1-2 through 1-8.
1~1 Principal Processing Systems in the Ethylene Plant
A brief description of each of the seven principal processing
systems in the ethylene plant is given below :
1. Reactor feed - Ethane feedstock is mixed with recycled ethane.
Steam is added to improve the yield of ethane in the
reactor
.
2. Reactor - The ethane/steam mixture is thermally cracked to
produce ethylene, hydrogen, a small quantity of
methane, unreacted ethane and steam.
23. Quench - The reactor product stream is quenched by direct
contact with a large volume of water to minimize
undesired secondary reactions.
4. Compression - The quenched reactor product stream is compressed to
420 PSIA to permit subsequent purification of the
ethylene by low temperature flashing and distillation.
5. Dessicator - The compressed reactor product stream is dried with
silica gel to remove all water.
6. Flash - The dried reactor product stream is flashed at
-140° F and 400 PSIA to remove hydrogen as the
flash vapor and produce a C2~rich flash liquid.
7. Distillation - The C_- rich flash liquid is distilled at 0°F and 300
PSIA to separate the ethylene product, which comes
off in the net distillate stream, from the unreacted
ethane, which comes off in the net bottoms stream.
The net bottoms stream is recycled for use as feed
to the reactor.
Two closed loop refrigeration systems are used in this plant. An
ethylene refrigeration system provides -150°F refrigerant for use in
the flash separation system. A propane refrigeration system provides
-35°F refrigerant for use in the distillation system and for condensing
the ethylene refrigerant.
1-2 Reactor Feed System
Ethane feedstock at 536. 4°R and 81.0 PSIA is mixed with recycle
ethane at 537,0 K and 81.0 PSIA to produce a single ethane feed stream.
Feed Preheater E-l :
The ethane feed stream is heated at constant pressure to 690. 0°R. The
heating medium is saturated 65,0 PSIA steam.
The heated ethane feed stream from E-l is mixed with saturated
65.0 PSIA steam. The steam is added for three reasons :
1. It lowers the hydrocarbon partial pressure, shifting the reaction
equilibria towards the production of more ethylene.
2. It lessens the tendency for coke to form and collect in the reactor.
3. It raises the temperature of the reactor feed.
1-3 Reactor System
Ethane Pyrolysis Reactor R-l :
The ethane/steam feed stream to R-l is thermally cracked to produce
ethylene, hydrogen, a small amount of methane, unreacted ethane and
steam. R-l is a direct fired tubular flow reactor. The primary heat
source for R-l is the heat of combustion of the flash vapor from the
flash separator. Additional heat, as required, is supplied by burning
natural gas
.
Waste Heat Boiler E-2 :
The flue gases that result from the combustion of the flash vapor and
natural gas used to heat the reactor are used to generate 65.0 PSIA
saturated steam from water. The steam is exported to other plants.
Flash Vapor Pressure Control Valve VLV1 :
The flash vapor output stream from the flash economizer is reduced from
400.0 PSIA to 15.7 PSIA for use as fuel for the reactor.
41-4 Quench System
Quencher Q-l :
The temperature of the reactor product stream is quickly reduced from
about 1960°R to 610. 0°R by direct countercurrent contact with a large
o
volume of water supplied at 570.0 R. The rapid quenching is done to
minimize unwanted secondary reactions. The quenched reactor product
stream leaves the quencher saturated with water vapor. The major
portion of the steam contained in the reactor product stream is conden-
sed in the quencher and is removed in an overflow line. The quantity
of water fed to the quencher spray heads is removed at the bottom of
the quencher, pumped to the quench water cooler where it is cooled back
to 570. 0°R and returned to the quencher spray heads
.
Quench Water Circulation Pump P- 1 :
The water removed at the bottom of the quencher is pumped to the
quench water cooler.
Quench Water Cooler E-3 :
The output stream from the quench water circulating pump is cooled to
570. 0°R. The cooling medium is water.
Quench Aftercooler E-4 :
The quenched reactor product stream coming from the quencher is further
cooled to 560. 0°R
.
Some of the water condenses during this process,
resulting in two phase flow in the process output stream from E-4.
The cooling medium is water.
1-5 Compression System
A pressure of around 400 PSIA is needed to separate hydrogen from
the remainder of the reactor products in the flash separator. This
pressure is obtained by compression of the reactor product stream to
420.0 PSIA after it has been cooled to 560. 0°R in the quench system.
Cracked Gas Compressor Suction Separator S-l :
The two phase process output stream from the quench aftercooler is
flashed isothermally to remove entrained water in the flash liquid.
Cracked Gas Compressor C-l :
The flash vapor from S-l is compressed to 420.0 PSIA. A 2-stage
compressor with interstage cooling is used to provide "isothermal"
compression. "Isothermal" compression minimizes the energy consumed
in the compression process. The water content of the stream is reduced
by interstage cooling and separation of the condensed water.
1-6 Dessicator System
Dessicator A-l :
All water remaining in the output stream from the cracked gas compressor
is removed by drying with silica gel.
1-7 Flash System
Flash Economizer E-6 :
The dried gas from A-l is cooled and partially condensed by counter-
current contact with two coolant streams :
!• The hydrogen rich flash vapor stream from the flash separator,
6delivered to the flash economizer at 320. 0°R.
2. The rich flash liquid stream from the flash separator, delivered
to the flash economizer at 320.0°R.
Each coolant stream leaves the flash economizer as vapor at 550.0%.
The dried gas from A-l leaves the flash economizer as a 2-phase stream.
The temperature and vapor fraction of the 2-phase stream depend upon
the amount of heat absorbed by the two coolant streams.
Flash Chiller E-7 :
The two phase output stream from the flash economizer is further cooled
to 320. 0°R. The cooling medium is ethylene refrigerant supplied at
310. 0°R and 17.0 PSIA.
Flash Separator S-3 :
The 320. 0°R dried gas output stream from the flash chiller is flashed
isothermally at 400.0 PSIA. The flash vapor stream consists almost
entirely of hydrogen and lesser quantities of methane. The flash liquid
stream is a mixture of ethane, ethylene, methane and hydrogen. It is
rich in C2*s and lean in hydrogen and methane.
1-8 Distillation System
Ethylene Column Feed Stream Pressure Control Valve VLV2 :
The vapor stream that results from vaporization of the flash liquid in
the flash economizer is reduced from 400.0 PSIA to 300.0 PSIA for use
as feed to the ethylene column.
Ethylene Column D-l ;
The feed stream to the ethylene column is the rich vapor output
stream from VL.V2
. The function of the ethylene column is to separate
7the ethylene (light key) from the ethane (heavy key) in the -feed
stream.
The gross overhead stream from D-l is cooled by two partial conden-
sers (heat pump condenser E-8 and ethylene column refrigerated condenser
E-9) that are connected in parallel as shown in Figure 1-1. The net
distillate from the parallel combination of overhead condensers is a
vapor stream containing about 81 mole % ethylene.
The gross bottoms stream from D-l is flashed (VLV3), vaporized
(E-8), compressed (C-2) and used as reboiler vapor and recycle ethane.
The portion of the vaporized gross bottoms stream coming from E-8 that
is not required for compression for use as reboiler vapor is recycled
for use as reactor feed.
Ethylene Column Bottoms Flash Valve VLV3 :
The ethane rich gross bottoms stream from the ethylene column is
flashed adiabatically from 300.0 PSIA to 125.0 PSIA to yield a 2-phase
mixture at a temperature of about A25 QR.
Heat Pump Condenser E-8 :
The two phase output stream from VLV3 is used as 425°R refrigerant in
E-8 to partially condense the major portion of the gross overhead from
the ethylene column. The refrigerant stream leaves E-8 as saturated
vapor at 425°R.
The vaporized refrigerant leaving E-8 is divided into two streams.
The first stream is fed to the heat pump compressor in whatever quan-
tity is required for use as "reboiler vapor" for the ethylene column.
The second stream, which contains the portion of the vaporized refri-
gerant leaving E-8 that is not required for use as "reboiler vapor"
,
8is recycled and mixed with ethane feedstock to form the ethane feed
stream to feed preheater E-l.
Heat Pump Compressor C-2 :
The "reboiler vapor" required by the ethylene column is produced by
adiabatic compression of the primary portion of the output stream from
E-8 from 125.0 PSIA to 300.0 PSIA. Compression of this stream is re-
quired for two reasons :
1. To increase the enthalpy of the stream in order to provide the heat
input required to make the column operate properly.
2. To increase the pressure of the stream to slightly more than the
column operating pressure in order to force it into the column.
Ethylene Column Refrigerated Condenser E-9 :
The portion of the gross overhead stream from D-l which is not cooled
by the heat pump condenser is partially condensed in E-9. The cooling
medium is propane.
Ethylene Column Reflux Drum T-3 :
The ethylene column reflux drum provides storage capacity (10 minutes
holdup time) for reflux liquid to the ethylene column.
Ethylene Column Reflux Pump P-2 :
Reflux liquid from the ethylene column reflux drum is pumped to the top
of the ethylene column.
Recycle Ethane Pressure Control Valve VLV7 :
The portion of the vaporized refrigerant from E-8 that is not required
for use as "reboiler vapor" is reduced in pressure from 125.0 PSIA to
81.0 PSIA and is recycled to feed preheater E-l for eventual use as
9reactor feed.
Recycle Heater E-10 :
The recycle ethane output stream from VLV7 is heated to 537. 0°R in
order to match the temperature of the ethane feedstock. The heating
medium is saturated 65.0 PSIA steam.
Ethylene Product Pressure Control Valve VLV8 :
The net distillate stream from the ethylene column is reduced in
pressure from 300.0 PSIA to 140.0 PSIA.
Ethylene Product Heater E-14 :
The 140.0 PSIA output stream from VLV8 is heated to 560. 0°R. The
heating medium is saturated 65.0 PSIA steam. The process output
stream from the ethylene product heater is the ethylene product stream.
This stream contains 81 mole % ethylene at 560. 0°R and 140.0 PSIA.
1-9 Ethylene Refrigeration System
Ethylene Refrigerant Surge Tank T-l :
Liquid ethylene at 435. 0°R and 270.0 PSIA is stored in surge tank T-l
(10 minute holdup time).
Ethylene Refrigerant Flash Valve VLV6 :
Liquid ethylene from T-l is flashed adiabatically from 270.0 PSIA to
17.0 PSIA to yield a 2 -phase mixture with a temperature of about
310. 0°R.
Flash Chiller E-7 :
The two phase output stream from VLV6 is used as a 310°R refrigerant
in the flash chiller. The refrigerant stream leaves E-7 as saturated
vapor at 310°R.
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Ethylene Refrigerant Compressor C-3 :
The saturated ethylene vapor output stream from E-7 is adiabatically
compressed from 17.0 PSIA to 270.0 PSIA.
Ethylene Compressor Aftercooler E-ll :
The compressed ethylene vapor output stream from C-3 is cooled to
560. 0°R. The cooling medium is water.
Ethylene Refrigerant Condenser E-12 :
The 560. 0°R ethylene vapor output stream from E-ll is completely con-
densed and is subcooled to 435. 0°R. The liquefied ethylene is stored
in surge tank T-l.
1-10 Propane Refrigeration System
Propane Refrigerant Surge Tank T-2 :
Liquid propane at 560. 0°R and 190.0 PSIA is stored in surge tank T-2
(10 minute holdup time). The output stream from T-2 is divided up for
use in E-9 and E-12.
Propane Refrigerant Flash Valves VLV4 and VLV5 :
Liquid propane from T-2 is flashed adiabatically from 190.0 PSIA to
18.0 PSIA and is sent to E-9 and E-12 respectively as a 2-phase
mixture with a temperature of about 425°R.
Ethylene Column Refrigerant Condenser E-9 and Ethylene Refrigerant
Condenser E-12 :
The two phase propane output streams from VLV4 and VLV5 are used as
425 R refrigerant in E-9 and E-12 respectively. The refrigerant streams
leave E-9 and E-12 as saturated vapor at 425°R.
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The saturated propane vapor output streams from E-9 and E-12 are
mixed to form a single stream that is fed to the propane refrigerant
compressor.
Propane Refrigerant Compressor C-4 :
The combined propane vapor output streams from E-9 and E-12 are com-
pressed adiabatically from 18.0 PSIA to 190.0 PSIA.
Propane Refrigerant Condenser E-13 :
The compressed propane vapor output stream from C-4 is completely
condensed and is subcooled to 560. 0°R. The liquefied propane is stored
in surge tank T-2.
This completes the detailed description of the equipment units in
each processing system in the ethylene plant.
12.
CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION TO CHESS -U MASS (32)
CHESS-U Mass(32) is a steady state chemical process simulation
program produced at the University of Massachusetts as an expansion of
the original CHESS(24) program developed at the University of Houston.
CHESS-U Mass(32) utilizes the executive system and process modules
from the original version of CHESS (24) and includes nine new process
modules, expanded versions of the thermodynamics and physical proper-
ties packages suitable for use at cryogenic temperatures and numerous
other additions and modifications of lesser complexity. The source
code for CHESS-U Mass(32) and all source code prepared in this work is
written in Fortran Extended Version 4 (7) for use on computers that
are software compatible with the Control Data Kronos 2.1 operating
system(8). Fortran source code statements in CHESS-U Mass (32) and
in source code prepared for this work are referenced in this work
using the card identification system described in
Appendix A of Reference 32.
This chapter is an introduction to CHESS-U Mass(32) and should
familiarize the reader with the four documents (the process flow dia-
gram, information flow diagram, input data and program output) involved
in every CHESS-U Mass(32) simulation and their relation to one another.
Process simulation is defined in Section 2-1. The information flow
diagram is introduced in Section 2-2. A brief description of the pro-
gram structure is presented in Section 2-3. The input data and program
output are introduced and illustrated with an actual simulation in
13
Section 2-4. The method by which recycle calculations are performed
in CHESS-U Mass(32) is described and illustrated with the simulation of
a system containing recycle streams in Section 2-5.
2-1 Definition of Chemical Process Simulation
Chemical process simulation may be defined as the representation
of a chemical process by a mathematical model and the subsequent
solution of the model to obtain information about the performance of
the process. The model is usually in the form of a computer program
known as a chemical process simulation program.
In a chemical process simulation program, the user specifies the
equipment units used in the process, how the equipment units are inter-
connected and the properties of the feed streams to the process. The
program then calculates the properties of the intermediate and product
streams in the process.
The process flow diagram for a simple process (the flash separator
from the ethylene plant) is given in Figure 2-1. This process consists
of one equipment unit, the flash separator There is one feed stream
to the process, a 2-phase stream. There are two product streams from
the process, a vapor stream and a liquid stream. In order to simulate
this process with a chemical process simulation program, the user
specifies that the process consists of a flash separator having 1 feed
and 2 product streams, gives the type of flash (adiabatic or isothermal)
that occurs in the separator and specifies the properties (pressure,
composition, flow rate and either enthalpy or temperature) of the feed
stream. The program then calculates the temperature, pressure,
FIGURE 2-1














enthalpy, flow rate and composition of the two product streams.
2-2 The Information Flow Diagram and Process Modules
When a chemical process is simulated using CHESS^U Mass(32), the
first step performed by the user is the translation of the process flow
diagram into an equivalent network of interconnected equipment nodes
known as an information flow diagram. The information flow diagram
given in Figure 2-2 is equivalent to the process flow diagram given
in Figure 2-1.
The functional description of each equipment unit in the process
flow diagram, in this case "flash separator", is replaced by a process
module name, in this case "ADBF", in the information flow diagram. A
process module name is the name of a program in CHESS -U Mass (32) that
is used to simulate a particular type of equipment unit, in this case
a flash separator. A complete list and description of the generalized
process modules available in CHESS HJ Mass is given in Chapter IV of
Reference 32.
When an equipment unit that is specific to a particular process
(i.e. the flash economizer in the ethylene plant described in Chapter
I) is encountered, the user may prepare his own process module to
simulate the equipment unit with CHESS-U Mass(32). The preparation of
user programmed process modules is described in Chapter VIII of Refe-
rence 32.
Each equipment unit in the process flow diagram must be given a
1 to 4 character name, in this case S-3, which is carried over to the
information flow diagram. Equipment nodes ana streams in the informa-
tion flow diagram are assigned arbitrary positive integer numbers
(1 to 50 for equipment nodes, 1 to 100 for streams) for reference
purposes. In this case, the single equipment node is referenced as
equipment node number 19. The feed stream is referenced as stream
number 24, the vapor product stream is referenced as stream number 25
and the liquid product stream is referenced as stream number 27.
2-3 Structure of CHESSHJ Mass (32)
CHESS-U Mass(32) may be divided into four parts:
1. the executive system
2. the process modules
3. the thermodynamic properties package
4. the physical properties package
The executive system reads the input data, initializes variables
used in the simulation, prints the input data, controls the sequence
in which equipment nodes are simulated and prints the final results of
the simulation after calculations have been completed.
The process modules, such as ADBF, are individual programs, called
by the executive system, that perform the actual process calculations
by simulating the equipment units in the process. The simulation of
equipment units is based on steady state material and energy balances.
The thermodynamic properties package (Subroutine KHZT) is a
multiple entry point subroutine that may be called to calculate any of
the stream properties listed in Table 2-1. The entry points in the
thermodynamic properties package are called frequently by the process
modules to calculate thermodynamic properties required in the material
17
and energy balance calculations. Two different sets of thermodynamic
correlations are available :
1. a standard set of thermodynamic correlations
2. a special set of low temperature thermodynamic correlations
The thermodynamic properties package is described in detail in
Chapter V of Reference 32.
TABLE 2-1
STREAM PROPERTIES CALCULATED BY THE CHESS -U MASS (32) THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTIES PACKAGE (SUBROUTINE KHZT)
'
1. vapor compressibility factor or liquid density (entry point ZDENS)
2. enthalpy (entry point ENTH)
3. vapor-liquid equilibrium K-values (entry point KVAL)
4. temperature at known enthalpy, pressure and composition (entry point
TSUBH)
5. bubble point temperature (entry point BUBTP)
6. dew point temperature (entry point DEWTP)
The physical properties package (Program COMPID) serves as a
library of pure component properties, such as critical constants and
acentric factors, required by the equations used in Subroutine KHZT to
calculate thermodynamic properties. The physical properties of the 98
hydrocarbon and inorganic components tabulated in Table 6-1 of Referene
32 are stored in data statements in Program COMPID. At the beginning
of a simulation, the executive system calls Program COMPID to retrieve
the physical properties of all components present in the process being
simulated.
18
2-4 CHESS -U Mass (32) Input Data and Program Output
'
The input data and program output for a CHESS -U Mass (32)
simulation are described in this section. The simulation of the
ethylene plant flash separator is presented as an illustration of
actual input data and program output.
The process operating conditions for the ethylene plant flash
separator are given in Example 2-1, which appears on pages 19 through
24. The process flow diagram (Figure 2-1) and the information flow
diagram (Figure 2-2) for this process have already been discussed.
The input data required to simulate this process using CHESS -U Mass (32)
and a condensation of the program output are given in Example 2-1.
The input data consists of two header cards followed by five
Fortran NAMELIST(7) groups : PMLIST, EQLIST, SEXLST, SINLST and KELIST.
The two header cards and the five NAMELIST groups appear in the input
data for every CHESS-U Mass(32) simulation in the exact sequence used
in Example 2-1.
The first header card, "CLEAN", instructs the executive system to
initialize all variables to zero. The second card is the user's problem
title. Any desired title may be given on this card.
The first NAMELIST group, PMLIST, is used to specify the process
module used to simulate each equipment node in the information flow
diagram and how the equipment nodes are interconnected. This is
accomplished by specifying one 10 element process vector for each
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(text continued from page 18)
equipment node in the information flow diagram. The general format of
the process vector specification is
KPMj= j , AHpmod , nH enam ,nsl,ns2,ns3,ns4,ns5,ns6,ns7,
where
j = equipment node number
pmod = process module name (4 alphanumeric characters). The
-names of the process modules available in CHESS-U Mass
are listed in Table 4-1 of Reference 32.
n = number of characters in equipment external name (1 to 4)
nsl thru ns7 = numbers of the streams connected to the equipment node
From 1 to 7 streams may be connected to an equipment node. Input
streams to the equipment node are specified by the positive value of
the stream number and output streams are specified by the negative
value of the stream number. Whon less than 7 streams are connected to
an equipment node, the unused stream connections are specified as zero.
In Example 2-1, one process vector, KPM19, is used to specify the
single equipment node in the information flow diagram. The information
specified in process vector KPM19 indicates that equipment node number
19 is an ADBF process module with user assigned external name S-3.
Stream number 24 is an input to the equipment node and stream numbers
25 and 27 are outputs. Four stream connections are unused. The
information specified in process vector KPM19, as tabulated in the
actual program output, is reproduced in Item 1 of the condensed
program output.
The chemical components present in the process are also specified
26
in PMLIST. The format of the chemical component specification is
NOCOMP=nc , COMPNT=nl , n2 , n3 , . . .
.
, nl 9 , n2 0
,
where
nc = number of components present in the process
n . ,i=l,20 = pure component index number. For values of "i" greater
than the number of components present in the process,
n. is specified as zero,
l
The pure component index number is an integer from 1 to 98 that
corresponds to one of the 98 substances lised in Table 6-1 of Reference
32.
In the input data given in Example 2-1, NOCOMP=A specifies that
there are A chemical components present in the process. C0MPNT=1,2 , 3,
22,16-0, identifies the components as component numbers 1,2,3 and 22
in Table 6-1 of Reference 32. This corresponds to hydrogen, methane,
ethane and ethylene respectively. TL0W=700.0 specifies that whenever
the temperature of a stream is below 700. 0°^, its thermodynamic
properties are to be calculated with the special set of low temperature
thermodynamic correlations. Above 700. 0°R, the standard set of
thermodynamic correlations is used.
The second NAMELIST group, EQLIST, is used to specify a set of
equipment parameters for each equipment unit in the process. This is
accomplished by specifying one 25 element equipment parameters vector
for each equipment node in the information flow diagram. The format of
the equipment parameters vector specification is






j = equipment node number (integer)
r j = equipment node number, j (real)
pi thru p24 = equipment parameters for the process module used to
simulate the equipment node
In Example 2-1, one equipment parameters vector, EQP19, is used to
specify the equipment parameters for the single equipment node in the
information flow diagram. The information in vector EQP19 is specified
in accordance with the details for an ADBF process module given in
Section 4-2 of Reference 32. In this case, the mode is specified as
1.0, which corresponds to an isothermal flash. The remaining parameters
which may be specified in EQP19 pertain to drum sizing calculations.
A description of these parameters is given in Section 4-2 of Reference
32. In Example 2-1, these parameters are specified as zero, which
indicates that drum sizing calculations are to be bypassed. The
information specified in equipment parameters vector EQP19, as tabulated
in the actual program output, is reproduced in Item 2 of the condensed
program output.
The third NAMELIST group, SEXLST, is used to specify the extensive
properties (total and component molar flow rates) of each stream in the
process. One 23 element extensive properties vector is specified for
each feed stream in the information flow diagram. The format of the







= stream number (integer)
rj = stream number, j (real)
tm = total molar flow rate, lb moles /hr
cl thru c20= flow rates of components specified in the same order as
specified in vector COMPNT(20), lb moles /hr
If desired, an initial guess of the extensive properties of an
intermediate stream may be made by specifying the SEXj vector for the
intermediate stream in exactly the same manner as is done for a feed
stream.
When the extensive properties of a stream are not known at the time
the input data is prepared (this applies to most intermediate streams
and all product streams), the stream number is specified in vector
SNAME(IOO). The format for the specification of SNAME is
where
nsl thru nslOO = stream numbers whose extensive properties are not
Unused elements in SNAME are filled with zeroes.
In Example 2-1, one extensive properties vector, SEX24, is used to
specify the extensive stream properties for the single feed stream to
the process. The informati on specified in vector SEX24 indicates that
stream number 24 consists of 613.5583 lb moles/hr of total feed with
component molar flow rates of 202.2054, 17.8014, 79.1303 and 214.4212
lb moles/hr respectively for each of the components specified in vector
COMPNT. Product streams 25 and 27 are specified in vector SNAME(lOO).
This indicates that the extensive properties of streams 25 and 27
SNAME=nsl,ns2, ns99,nsl00,
known at the time the input data is prepared
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are not known and are to be determined in the course of the simula-
tion.
The fourth NAMELIST group, SINLST, is used to specify the
intensive properties (vapor fraction, temperature and pressure) and
other pertinent information for each stream in the process. One ten
element intensive properties vector is specified for each feed stream
and product stream in the information flow diagram. The specification
of the intensive properties vector for an intermediate stream is




j = stream number (integer)
rj- stream number, j (real)
s = stream status; 0. = intermediate stream
1. = feed stream
2. = product stream
vf=vapor fraction, lb moles vapor/lb mole total flow
t = temperature, °R
p - pressure, PSIA
h = total heat content (enthalpy), BTU/hr
BASIS
: Each component in the ideal gas state at O.OTi. This basis
is used throughout CHESS -U Mass (32).
For feed streams, the stream number, stream status, pressure and either
temperature or enthalpy must be specified. The remaining items may be
specified as zero if not known. For product streams, only the stream
30
number and stream status must be specified.
A tabulation of the stream variables data specified in the SEXLST
and SINLST NAMELIST groups for Example 2-1, together with the feed
stream vapor fraction and enthalpy, as initialized by the executive
system, is given in Item 3 of the condensed program output.
The fifth NAMELIST group, KELIST, is used to specify information
that pertains to recycle streams in the process. Since the process
under discussion in Example 2-1 does not contain any recycle streams,
no information is specified in KELIST. The delimiters $KELIST follow-
ed by $ must be included in the input data to avoid reaching an end of
file condition when the input data is read.
The calculated properties of the two product streams and the
equipment parameters for the flash separator, as printed by the
executive system after calculations were completed, are reproduced in
Items 4 and 5 respectively of the condensed program output. This
information constitutes the final results of the simulation.
2-5 Recycle Calculations
The calculation procedure used' in CHESS-U Mass(32) to simulate a
process in which intermediate streams are recycled is known as recycle
calculations. Recycle calculations are discussed in this section and
are illustrated with the simulation of the ethylene plant flash system.
In Example 2-2, which appears on pages 31 through 49, the flash
system from the subject ethylene plant is simulated using CHESS-U Mass
(32), The process flow diagram for this system (Figure 2-3), the
information flow diagram (Figure 2-4), the input data and a condensa-
31
tion of the program output are included in Example 2-2.
(text continues, page 50)
EXAMPLE 2-2
Process Data for Dried Gas Input Stream to Flash Economizer E-6 :
Temperature, R : 560.0
Pressure, PSIA : 400.0









Total molar flow rate,
lb moles /hr : 613.5583
FIGURE 2-3


























EXAMPLE 2-2 - Continued
FIGURE 2 -A
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(text continued from page 31)
The process flow diagram given in Figure 2-3 is extracted from
Figure 1 -1. The corresponding information flow diagram, given in
Figure 2-4, indicates that the flash economizer is being simulated with
a process module named ADD4, the flash chiller is being simulated with
a process module named HXR5 and the flash separator is being simulated
with process module ADBF.
ADD 4 is a user programmed process module. A user programmed
process module is required to simulate the flash economizer because
its configuration (3 input streams and 3 output streams) is special and
cannot be simulated with any of the generalized process modules availa-
ble in CHESS-U Mass(32). ADD4 is discussed in detail in Section 5-3.
HXR5 is a generalized process module, furnished with CHESS-iJ Mass
(32), that is used to simulate refrigerated heat exchangers. HXR5 is
discussed in detail in Section 4-17 of Reference 32.
ADBF is a generalized process module, furnished with CHESS-U Mass
(32), that is used to simulate flash separators. ADBF is discussed in
detail in Section 4-2 of Reference 32.
According to the definition of process simulation presented in
Section 2-1, in order to simulate the process, the user need only spe-
cify the equipment units being used in the process, how the equipment
units are interconnected and the properties of the feed streams to the
process. The feed streams to this process are the cracked gas input
stream to the flash economizer and the ethylene refrigerant input stream
to the flash chiller. Clearly, the properties of these two feed streams
alone are not sufficient to simulate any of the equipment units in the
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process. The properties of the process input streams to the flash
chiller and the flash separator are undefined, so neither of these
units can be simulated. The properties of the two coolant input
streams to the flash economizer are undefined, so the flash economizer
cannot be simulated. How can the process be simulated under these
circums tances?
The following procedure was used to solve this problem :
1. Attempt to simulate the flash economizer.
a. If the properties of either of the two coolant input streams
are undefined, transfer the composition of the dried gas input
stream to the dried gas output stream and take the temperature
of the output stream at 340. 0°R.
b. If the properties of both of the coolant input streams are
defined, simulate the flash economizer.
(Options a and b, above, are incorporated in process module ADD4.)
Upon completion of this step, the properties of the process input
stream to the flash chiller are defined.
2. Simulate the flash chiller. Upon completion of this step, the
properties of the input stream to the flash separator are defined.
3. Simulate the flash separator. Upon completion of this step, the
properties of all three input streams to the flash economizer are
defined.
4. If the values of all the output stream variables from the equipment
units just simulated in steps 1 through 3 fall within a specified
tolerance of their values prior to the most recent pass through
steps 1 through 3 then the simulation of the process is complete.
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If this criterion is not satisfied, repeat steps 1 through 3 until
the criterion is satisfied or a specified maximum number of iterations
is reached.
The iterative procedure described above is known as a recycle
calculation. The list of equipment node numbers involved in the
recycle calculation, in the order in which they are simulated, is
known as the recycle equipment list or the recycle loop. The recycle
equipment list for Example 2-2, developed from the iterative procedure
outlined above, is 17,18,19. The recycle equipment list is specified
by the user in vector KE2(50) as part of NAMELIST KELIST in the input
data.
The input data given in Example 2-2 consists of the same two
header cards and the same five NAMELIST groups that were used in
Example 2-1. Three process vectors, KPM17 through KPM19, are specified
in PMLIST, one for each equipment node in the information flow diagram.
The information specified in each of the three process vectors, as
tabulated in the actual program output, is reproduced in Item 1 of
the condensed program output. In this simulation, the component
numbers specified in vector COMPNT(2 0) and the value of scalar TLOW
are the same as those used in Example 2-1.
Three equipment parameters vectors, EQP17 through EQP19, are
specified in EQLIST. One equipment parameters vector is specified for
each equipment node in the information flow diagram.
EQP17 is specified in accordance with the details for an ADD4
process module given in the source code for Program ADDA (ADD40430
through ADD407 00) on pages 286 and 287 of Appendix B. EQP18 is
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specified in accordance with the details for an HXR5 module given in
Section 4-17 of Reference 32. EQP19 is specified in accordance with
the details for an ADBF process module given in Section 4-2 of Reference
32. The information specified in each of these three vectors, as
tabulated in the actual program output, is reproduced in Item 2 of the
condensed program output.
The following information is specified in EQP17:
1. The equipment node number is 17.0.
2. The temperature of both coolant output streams is 550. 0°R.
3. The overall heat transfer coefficient is 40.0 BTU/hr ft °R for both
coolant streams.
4. There is no pressure drop in any of the three input streams to the
equipment node.
The following information is specified in EQP18:
1. The equipment node number is 18.0.
2. The overall heat transfer coefficient is 52.0 BTU/hr ft °R.
3. The refrigerant is the component indexed as 22.0 in Table 6-1 of
Reference 32. This is the CHESS-U Mass(32) pure component index
number for ethylene.
4. The refrigerant is vaporized at 17.0 PSIA and 309.64%.
5. The process output stream temperature is 320. 0°R.
The information specified in EQP19 is the same as that specified
in EQP19 in Example 2-1.
One extensive properties vector, SEX22, is specified in SEXLST.
The total molar flow rate and the composition of the one feed stream
to the process are specified in this vector. Stream numbers 23, 24,
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25, 26, 27, 28, 51 and 56 are specified in SNAME. This indicates that
the extensive properties of these streams are not known and are to be
determined in the course of the simulation.
Five intensive properties vectors, SIN22, SIN26, SIN28, SIN51 and
SIN56, are specified in SINLST. The status of stream numbers 22 and 56
is specified as 1.0 (feed stream) in SIN22 and SIN56 respectively. The
status of stream numbers 26, 28 and 51 is specified as 2.0 (product
stream) in SIN26, SIN28 and SIN51 respectively. The temperature and
pressure of feed streams 22 and 56 are also specified "in SIN22 and
SIN56. The vapor fraction and enthalpy specified in the third and
sixth elements respectively of S1N22, SIN26, SIN28, SIN51 and SIN56
are initial guesses and are recalculated by the executive system
immediately after the input, data has been read and by the process
modules as the equipment nodes the streams are connected to are
simulated. Stream numbers 23, 24, 25 amd 27 are specified in SNAME.
This indicates that streams 23, 24, 25, and 27 are intermediate streams
whose intensive properties are not known and are to be determined in
the course of the simulation.
A tabulation of the stream variables data specified in the SEXLST
and SINLST NAMELIST groups, together with the vapor fraction and
enthalpy of feed stream 22, as initialized by the executive system
immediately after the input data was read, is given in Item 3 of the
condensed program output.
In Example 2-2, the fifth NAMELIST group, KELIST, which was not
used in Example 2-1, is utilized. A maximum fractional difference of
°.002 is specified for DERROR. This value is compared against the
value of the quantity DEV, defined as
DEV= INV-OV I
where
NV = new value of stream variable
OV = old value of stream variable
for all the stream variables in every output stream originating at
equipment nodes in the recycle loop. The value of DEV must be less
than that of DERROR for each of these stream variables in order for
convergence to be achieved in the recycle loop.
LOOPS=A limits the maximum number of passes through the recycle
loop to 4. KTRACE=1 requests printing of the sequence in which
the equipment nodes in the recycle loop are simulated. The recycle
equipment list is specified in vector KE2(50). The integers 17,18,19,
specified in KE2, specify the order of simulation as equipment node
number 17, followed by node 18, followed by node 19.
The executive system produces a printout of the intermediate re-
sults that traces the progress of recycle calculations. This printout
provides the following information :
1. The number of loops (passes through the recycle loop) required to
achieve convergence of the recycle loop.
2. Messages from the process modules that indicate the status of
calculations, such as the results of the design calculations for
an equipment node.
3. The values of NV, OV and DEV, as defined in Equation (2-1), for eve-
ry output stream variable from an equipment node in the recycle
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loop for which DEV>DERROR. The printout is one of three error
messages in the form
tf****EQUIP. NO. ne xxxx DID NOT CONVERGE
nv=vnv ov=vov DEV=vdev
where
ne = current equipment node number
nv = symbolic name of the location where the new value of the
output stream variable found out of convergence is stored
ov = symbolic name of the location where the old value of the
output stream variable found out of convergence is stored
xxxx = description of the output stream variable found out of
convergence
vdev = value of DEV, as computed from Equation (2-1)
vnv = value of NV in Equation (2-1)
vov = value of OV in Equation (2-1)
A detailed discussion of these error messages is given in Section
3-5 of Reference 32.
4. When KTRACE=1, the order in which the equipment nodes are simula-
ted.
The printout of the intermediate results is given in Item 4 of
the condensed program output. This printout provides the following
information :
1. The number of passes through the recycle loop required to achieve
convergence of the recycle loop was 3.
2. The order of calculation in each pass through the recycle loop was
equipment node number 17, number 18, number 19.
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3. a. On the first pass through the recycle loop ( * LOOP 1», pages 40-42),
all the non-zero stream variables in every output stream from each
equipment node in the recycle loop were found out of convergence
and exhibited a value of 1.0 for DEV. This is due to the fact
that on the first pass through the recycle loop, OV=0.0 for all of
these variables.
b. On the second pass through the recycle loop ('LOOP 2', pages
43 and 44), several stream variables in the output streams from
equipment node number 17 and three stream variables in the
output streams from equipment node number 18 were found out of
convergence. All of the stream variables in the output streams
from equipment node number 19 converged.
c. On the third pass through the recycle loop ('LOOP 3*, page 44),
no output stream variables were found out of convergence and hence
the recycle loop converged on the third pass
.
The message "*** BUBBLE POINT TEMP. CANNOT BE DETERMINED,
ASSUMED TEMP. WILL BE USED, NE=17" is produced when an adiabatic flash
calculation on stream number 23, requested by process module ADD4,
attempts to find the bubble point temperature of stream 23. The bubble
point temperature is sought in order to determine the lowest temperature
at which a portion of the stream can exist as vapor. The bubble point
temperature cannot be found because the stream contains hydrogen, a
component whose critical temperature is 59° R, well below the low
temperature limit (207° R) of the special set of low temperature
thermodynamic correlations available in CHESS -U Mass(32). This does
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not present any problems here. Whenever the bubblepoint temperature
is found to be below 200.0° R, a default value of 200.0° R is returned
by the thermodynamic properties package. This value is well below the
true bubble point temperature of the hydrocarbon portion of stream
number 23 and is adequate for bracketing the possible two phase region.
The final values (values after completion of process calculations,
i.e., after the recycle loop has converged) of all stream variables
data for the simulation, as tabulated in the actual program output,
are reproduced in Item 5 of the condensed program output.
The final values of all equipment parameters involved in the
simulation, as tabulated in the actual program output, are reproduced
in Item 6 of the condensed program output. The final values of the
equipment parameters for equipment node number 19 (the flash separator)
are identical to those in the input data. The final values of the
equipment parameters for equipment node number 17 (the flash economizer)
include the values specified in the input data for the output stream
temperatures, heat transfer coefficients and stream pressure drops and
the values of the vapor coolant side area, liquid coolant side area
and total area, which were calculated by ADD 4 when this node was
simulated on the third pass through the recycle loop. The final values
of the equipment parameters for equipment node number 18 (the flash
chiller) include the values specified in the input data ("U" through
"TEMP. OUT") and the heat duty, refrigerant usage and heat transfer
area that were calculated by HXR5 when this node was simulated on the
third pass through the recycle loop.
The final values of the stream variables data and equipment
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parameters given in Items 5 and 6 respectively of the condensed proeram
output constitute the results of the simulation.
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CHAPTER III
ETHYLENE PLANT INFORMATION FLOW DIAGRAM
In order to simulate the ethylene plant with CHESS -U Mass(32),
the information flow diagram given in Figure 3-1, attached, was
developed from the process flow diagram of the ethylene plant given in
Figure 1-1. The information flow diagram for the ethylene plant is
discussed in this chapter.
3-1 Process Modules Used in the Ethylene Plant Information Flow Diagram
The functional description of each equipment unit in the ethylene
plant process flow diagram, except for the heat pump condenser (E-8)
and the ethylene column refrigerated condenser (E-9), was replaced by
one process module name in the information flow diagram. The heat pump
condenser (E-8) and the ethylene column refrigerated condenser (E-9)
were replaced with a single user programmed process module, ADD5. A
single process module was used to simulate these two condensers
because the condensers are connected in parallel and have common
process input and process output streams.
Several process modules used in the information flow diagram do
not have corresponding equipment units in the information flow diagram.
These process modules are used to simulate the mixing and dividing of
streams, to simulate liquid pressure drop in a pipeline that is part
°f a liquid circulation loop and to maintain a specified steam/
hydrocarbon mass ratio in the feed stream to the reactor.
When two streams are mixed in the process flow diagram, a process
module named MIXR must be used to simulate the mixing operation.
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Similarly, when a stream is divided into two streams, a process module
named DVDR must be used to simulate the dividing operation.
In the information flow diagram for the ethylene plant, MIXR
modules are used in the following applications :
1, Equipment node number 1, external name MIX1 :
To mix the ethane feedstock with the recycle ethane stream to
produce the single ethane feed stream to the feed preheater (E~l).
2 . Equipment node number 33, external name MIX3 :
To mix the vaporized propane refrigerant streams coming from the
ethylene column refrigerated condenser (E-9) and the ethylene
refrigerant condenser (E-12).
A DVDR module is used in the following application :
1. Equipment node numer 27, external name DVD1 :
To divide the vaporized gross bottoms stream from the heat pump
condenser (E-8) into two streams : reboiler vapor to the heat pump
compressor (C-2) and recycle ethane to the recycle ethane pressure
control valve (VLV7).
A user programmed process module, ADD1, is used to simulate the
addition of saturated 65.0 PSIA steam to the ethane output stream from
the feed preheater (E-l) upstream of the reactor (R-l). ADD1 adds a
specified mass ratio (i.e. lb steam/lb hydrocarbons) of steam to the
ethane output stream from the feed preheater.
v When a liquid circulation loop containing a pump appears in the
process flow diagram, a process module named LIQP may be used to reduce
the pressure in the circulation loop from the pump discharge pressure
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to the pump suction pressure in order to balance the pressure drops
around the circulation loop. Process module LIQP accomplishes this
by simulating the liquid pressure drop in a pipe line due to head and
frictional losses. In the ethylene plant information flow diagram,
process module LIQP is used to simulate the pressure drop in the
pipeline between the ethylene column reflux pump (P-2) and the top of
the ethylene column (D-l).
The list of process modules used in the ethylene plant infomation
flow diagram is given in Table 3-1. All process modules listed in
Table 3~1, except those identified by an asterisk (*), are generalized
CHESS-U Mass process modules described in Chapter IV of Reference 32.
Process modules whose names are identified by an asterisk are user
programmed process modules prepared for this simulation and are
specific to the ethylene plant. User programmed process module ADD2,
which is used to simulate the ethane pyrolysis reactor, is described in
Chapter IV. User programmed process modules ADD1, ADD3, ADDA, and ADD5
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PYROLYSIS REACTOR MODULE ADD
2
Process module ADD2 is a user programmed process module prepared
in this work to simulate a direct fired tubular flow reactor for the
production of ethylene from either ethane or propane feedstock. For
ethane pyrolysis, the kinetic model consisting of the two primary
cracking reactions given on pages II -5 through II -7 of Reference 3 is
used in the simulation. For propane pyrolysis, the kinetic model
consisting of the four primary cracking reactions given in Table LIV
of Reference 19 is used in the simulation. A constant heat flux,
specified by the user in the equipment parameters vector, is used.
ADD2 determines the composition, temperature and pressure of the
reactor product stream and the total heat input required. The primary
fuel used to fire the reactor is the flash vapor from the flash separa-
tor (S-3). When the total heat input required is less than the total
heating value of the available flash vapor, ADD2 determines the amount
of natural gas which must be burned in order to make up the difference.
ADD2 also determines the number of parallel tube runs required and the
minimum acceptable tube size. The number of tubes per tube run
required to achieve the desired yield is determined by ADD2 unless
it is specified by the user.
The reactor geometry used in ADD2 is described in Section 4-1.
The user inputs and module outputs to the equipment parameters vector
are described in Section 4-2. The calculation procedure used in ADD2
to determine the reactor product stream properties and the required
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reactor length is described in Section 4-3. Auxiliary subroutines
( PDROP, QCALC, RATES, and VISCAL ) prepared for use with ADD 2 are
discusssed in Sections 4-4 through 4-7 respectively. Fuel usage
calculations are discusssed in Section 4-8. The sequence of operations
and source code for Program ADD2 and Subroutines PDROP, QCALC, RATES
and VISCAL are given in Appendix A.
In the course of the simulation, the reactor is divided into a
series of tube increments, each of which is simulated separately.
Subroutine PDROP calculates the pressure at the outlet of a tube
increment using Equation 98, Reference 19, which accounts for the
pressure drop due to friction in the increment. Subroutine RATES
calculates the outlet composition from a tube increment and the total
heat of reaction that would result if the reaction occurring in the
increment were carried out at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm. Subroutine RATES
is programmed for the pyrolysis of either ethane or propane.
Calculations performed by Subroutine RATES are based on kinetic
models of ethane and propane pyrolysis previously cited. Subroutine
VISCAL calculates the average viscosity in a tube increment by applying
the equations of Chapman and Cowling (4) and Herning and Zipperer(l6)
at the average stream properties in the increment.
4-1 Reactor Geometry
Process module ADD2 simulates a direct fired tubular flow reactor
consisting of one or more parallel tube runs. Each tube run consists
°f a number of tubes connected in series. A diagram of one such tube
is given in Figure 4-1.
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An individual tube, as depicted in Figure 4-1, consists of a
straight run and a 180° return bend downstream of the straight run
that connects the straight run to the inlet of the straight run of the
following tube. Each straight run consists of a heated section and two
unheated sections. The two unheated sections are of equal length. The
return bends are unheated.
FIGURE 4-1
DIAGRAM OF REACTOR GEOMETRY SHOWING ONE TUBE
AND CONNECTING RETURN BENDS
180°
return bend
end of straight run, conversion








beginning of tube and beginning




1. Each return bend has a volume equal to 3. Id"* where d is the inside
diameter of the tube.
2. The equivalent length of a return bend for pressure drop calculations
is sixty diameters of straight pipe.
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4-2 User Inputs and Module Outputs
The following information is specified by the user in the
equipment parameters vector for the ADD2 module :
1. The key component being cracked. This may be either ethane or
propane.
2. The fraction of the key component in the feed stream to the reactor
that is to be cracked (desired yield).
3. The minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure.
4. The maximum allowable mass flow rate per tube run.
5. The heat flux per unit area of heated tube (constant).
6. The tolerance for use in ascertaining whether iterative calculations
of component concentrations at the outlet from a tube increment have
converged.
7. The length of the heated section in each straight run.
8. The total length of the two unheated sections in each straight run.
9. The tube increment length for use in performing conversion calcula-
tions
.
10. The temperature at which the flue gases that are used to heat the
reactor leave the reactor.
11. The smallest tube size to be tried. If this parameter is omitted,
all tube sizes from 1" to 6" inclusive are tried until an acceptable
discharge pressure is found.
12. OPTIONAL : The number of tubes in a tube run. This variable is
only specified when the user knows the number of tubes required.
When this variable is not specified, the number of tubes required to
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achieve the desired yield is determined by ADD2
.
The following information is determined by ADD2 and is stored in
the equipment parameters vector for the ADD2 module :
1. The number of parallel tube runs required. This is obtained by
dividing the total mass feed rate to the reactor by the maximum
allowable mass flow rate per tube run specified by the user.
2. The minimum acceptable tube size and the number of tubes required
per tube run. This information is determined by a numerical
integration procedure described in Section 4-3. The number of
tubes required per tube run is not calculated if it has been
specified by the user in the input data.
The structure of the process and equipment parameters vectors for
the ADD2 module is given in the source code (ADD20230 through ADD20880)
for Program ADD2 on pages 218-220 of Appendix A.
4-3 Procedure Used to Determine Reactor Stream
Properties and Reactor Length
The material balance for component "i" over a differential element
of a tubular plug flow reactor is





= ^ate of conversion of component "i" to products, lb moles "i"/hr
r
i
~ rate of reaction of component "i", lb moles "i"/ft hr
v
= reactor volume, ft 3
The primary cracking reactions for ethane and propane pyrolysis
ar e given in Section 4-6. The rate of each of the primary cracking
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reactions is a function of temperature, pressure and composition, all
of which vary along the length of the reactor.
The reactor product stream composition is found by numerical
integration of Equation (4~l). A tube increment size is chosen
sufficiently small that the conversion of component "i" to products
in the tube increment, Af., in lb moles /hr, can be calculated from the
rate of reaction at the arithmetic average temperature, pressure and




where r^ is evaluated at the arithmetic average temperature, pressure
and composition in the increment. Equation (4-2) is applied to
successive elements of tube increment volume ?Av. At the end of each
straight run, the total rate of conversion of key component "k" over
the entire reactor, Af , is compared against the desired j'ield and
K
the pressure at the end of the straight run is compared against the
minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure. One of four steps is
then taken :
1. If the pressure at the end of the straight run is less than the
minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure, calculations are
restarted at the next largest tube size.
2. If the pressure at the end of the straight section is equal to or
greater than the minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure and
the user has specified the number of tubes per tube run, the
numerical integration is continued until the number of tubes speci-
fied by the user is reached.
•
If tnr> pressure at the end of the straight section is equal to or
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greater than the minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure, the
conversion of the key component is less than the desired yield and
the user has not specified the number of tubes, the numerical
integration is continued.
4. If the pressure at the end of the straight section is equal to or
greater than the minimum acceptable reactor discharge pressure, the
conversion of the key component is equal to or greater than the
desired yield and the user has not specified the number of tubes
per tube run, the numerical integration is complete.
The numerical integration of Equation (4-1) is carried out by
calculating the value ofZ^\ in each tube increment from Equation(4-2)
using the iterative procedure described below and flowcharted in
Figure 4-2.
The sequence of calculations in the iterative procedure used to
determine the value ofAF\ for a single tube increment is as follows :
1. Call Subroutine QCALC to calculate the heat flux to the increment
in BTU/hr.
2. As siiming no reaction in the increment, calculate the enthalpy, in
BTU/hr, at the outlet of the increment by adding the heat flux
obtained in step 1 to the enthalpy at the inlet of the increment.
3. Call entry point TSUBH (Subroutine KHZT) to calculate the tempera-
ture at the outlet of the increment.
4. Call Subroutine VISCAL to calculate the viscosity at the arithmetic
average of the temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the increment
and the pressure at the inlet of the increment.
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5. Call Subroutine PDROP to calculate the pressure at the outlet of
the increment using the viscosity and conditions from step 4.
6. Call Subroutine RATES to calculate the composition at the outlet of
the increment, COUT1(20). Subroutine RATES determines the composi-
tion at the outlet of the increment by adding the value of Af^, as
calculated for each component from Equation (4-2), in lb moles/hr,
to the respective component molar flow rate at the inlet of the
increment. Subroutine RATES also determines the total heat of
reaction for the increment in BTU/hr at 25.0 C and "1.0 atm.
Calculations performed by Subroutine RATES in this step are based
on the arithmetic average of the inlet and outlet temperatures and
pressures for the increment and the inlet composition.
7. Calculate the heat of reaction for the increment in BTU/hr.
8. Calculate the enthalpy at the outlet of the increment in BTU/hr by
adding the heat flux obtained in step 1 and the heat of reaction
obtained in step 7 to the enthalpy at the inlet of the increment.
9. Call entry point TSUBH to recalculate the temperature at the outlet
of the increment.
10. Call Subroutine VISCAL to recalculate the viscosity at the arithme-
tic average of the inlet and outlet temperatures, pressures and
compositions for the increment.
11. Call Subroutine PDROP to recalculate the pressure at the outlet of
the increment using the viscosity and conditions from step 10.
12. Call Subroutine RATES to calculate the composition at the outlet of
the increment, COUT2(20), and the total heat of reaction for the
increment at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm. Calculations performed by Subrou-
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tine RATES in this step are based on the arithmetic average of the
inlet and outlet temperatures, pressures and compositions for the
increment
.
13. See if the values of the outlet composition calculated in step 6
(C0UT1(20)) and step 12 (COUT2(20)) fall within a specified tolerance
of one another. If this condition is satisfied, calculations are
complete and the composition at the outlet of the increment is that
stored in COUT2(20). If this condition is not satisfied, steps 7
through 13 are repeated.
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FIGURE 4-2
SIMPLIFIED FLOWCHART OF THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE USED BY PROCESS MODULE
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FIGURE 4-2 - Continued
SUBROUTINES REFERENCED IN FIGURE 4-2 :
Name Description
MFRAC Subroutine used to calculate the mole fractions in a stream.
PDROP Subroutine used to calculate the pressure drop in a tube
increment. Described in Section 4-4.
QCALC Subroutine used to calculate the heat input to a tube
increment. Described in Section 4-5.
RATES Subroutine used to calculate the composition at the dis-
charge of a tube increment and the total heat of reaction
for the increment at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm. Described in
Section 4-6.
TSUBH Entry point in Subroutine KHZT used to calculate the tempe-
rature of a stream when the enthalpy, pressure and composi-
tion are known.
VISCAL Subroutine used to calculate the average viscosity in a
tube increment. Described in Section 4-7.
AVGMW
CAVG(20)
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, FIGURE 4-2 :
NarQe Description
Average molecular weight
Vector containing the average values of the component molar
flow rates in a tube increment, lb moles /hr-
C0UT1(20) Vector containing the values of the component molar flow
rates at the outlet from a tube increment calculated during
the preceding iteration, lb moles/hr.
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, FIGURE 4-2 - Continued
Name Description
C0UT2(20) Vector containing the values of the component molar flow
rates at the outlet from a tube increment calculated during
the current iteration, lb moles/hr
HIN Enthalpy at the inlet to a tube increment, BTU/hr
HOUT Enthalpy at the outlet from a tube increment, BTU/hr
HR25 Total heat of reaction that would result if the reaction
occurring in a tube increment were carried out at 25.0°C
and 1.0 atm, BTU/hr
HREAC Total heat of reaction in a tube increment, BTU/hr
NOCOMP Number of components present in the process
PAVG Average pressure in a tube increment, PSIA
PIN Pressure at inlet to a tube increment, PSIA
POUT Pressure at outlet from a tube increment, PSIA
Q Rate of addition of heat to a tube increment, BTU/hr
3
RHOAVG Average density in a tube increment, lbs /ft
TAVG Average temperature in a tube increment, °R
TIN Temperature at inlet to a tube increment, °R
TOL Absolute value of the maximum acceptable fractional
difference between successive calculated values of the
component molar flow rates at the outlet of a tube
increment
TOUT Temperature at outlet from a tube increment, °R
XAVG(20) Vector containing the average values of the mole fractions
in a tube increment
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, FIGURE 4-2 - Continued
Name Description
XIN(20) Vector containing the values of the mole fractions at the
inlet to a tube increment
SYMBOL DEFINITIONS, FIGURE 4-2 :
Symbol Description
/l\ Step number, in this case 1, from the description of the
sequence of calculations given on pages 73-75
.
Statement number, in this case 1195, from Program ADD2.
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4-4 Subroutine PDROP
Subroutine PDROP is an auxiliary subroutine used by ADD2 to
calculate the pressure at the outlet of a tube increment. The
pressure at the outlet from the tube increment is calculated from
Equation (4-3) (Equation 98, page 86 9, Reference 19) .
PflTTT — IpTM^ — 0 r> • ffYMQIrUUl — lr±lN Z.U UUiNoi (.4-3;
where
C0NS1 10 . 7 3(C0NS) (TMLAVG) (TAVG) (PDLEN) /FMASS (4-4)
CONS 0.0235(FMASS/1000.0) 1#8 (VISCM) 0,2 /DIN4,8 (4-5)
DIN tube inside diameter, inches
FMASS mass flow rate in tube increment, lbs/hr
PDLEN length of increment, ft
TAVG average temperature in increment, °R
TMLAVG average total molar flow rate in increment, lb moles /hr
VISCM average vsicosity in increment, micropoises
The sequence of operations and the source listing for Subroutine
PDROP are given on pages 237-240 of Appendix A.
4-5 Subroutine QCALC
Subroutine QCALC is an auxiliary subroutine used by ADD2 to calcu-
late the total heat input to a tube increment in BTU/hr. Subroutine
QCALC determines the length of the portion of the current tube
increment that is heated and calculates the total heat input to the
increment from Equation (4-6).
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Q = (DOUT)(HL)(HTFLUX)/12.0 ' (4-6)
where
DOUT = outside diameter of tube, ft
HL = length of the portion of the current tube increment that is
heated, ft
HTFLUX = heat flux per unit area specified by the user (constant),
2
BTU/hr ft
The sequence of operations and the source listing for Subroutine
QCALC are given on pages 241-245 of Appendix A.
4-6 Subroutine RATES
Subroutine RATES is an auxiliary subroutine used by ADD2 to
calculate the composition at the outlet from a tube increment and the
total heat of reaction that would result if the reaction occurring in
the increment were carried out at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm.
For ethane pyrolysis, the primary cracking reactions considered
by Subroutine RATES are :
• C.H C-H, + H. (4-7)
2 6 2 4 2
C„H ^C_H. + CH. (4-8)
2 6 2 4 4
For propane pyrolysis, the primary cracking reactions considered
















































Secondary reactions undergone by the products of the primary reac-
tions have not been included in Subroutine RATES.
For ethane
.
pyrolysis , Subroutine RATES calculates the rates of
reactions (4-7) and (4-8) from Equations (4-13) and (4-14) respectively.
ci -i q« inl 4 -70200. 0/RT - -, - .Rl = -1.535x10 e X p/ M (4-13)
t>-> o ml6 "86000. 0/RT - -. - ,R2 = -2.58x10 e X p/ M (4~14)
where
M = average molecular weight in the increment
R = 1.987 cal/gm mole °K
3
R1,R2 = rate of reaction, lb moles ethane/ft hr
T = average temperature in the reaction increment, °K
X = average mole fraction of ethane in the increment
_ 3
^
= average density in the increment, lbs /ft
The kinetic model of ethane pyrolysis used by Subroutine RATES is
given on pages II-5 through II-7 of Reference 3. Equation (4-13) is
taken from Schutt (27). Equation (4-14) is taken from Davis (10).
For propane pyrolysis, Subroutine RATES calculates the rates of
reactions (4-9) through (4-12) from a kinetic model for propane pyroly-
sis developed by Myers and Watson as given in Table LIV, pp. 862 and
863, Reference 19.
After the rates of the primary cracking reactions are calculated,
Af^ is evaluated for each component from Equation (4-2). The
composition at the outlet of the increment is calculated by adding the
value ofAf^ for each component to the respective component molar flow
ra
-te at the inlet of the increment. The heat of reaction for the
increment (BTU/hr) is then calculated at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm.
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The sequence of operations and the source listing for Subroutine
RATES are given on pages 246-254 of Appendix A.
4-7 Subroutine VISCAL
Subroutine VISCAL is an auxiliary subroutine used by ADD2 to
calculate the average viscosity in a tube increment. The viscosity
of component "i" is calculated from
jX
x
= 0.001 98 9|| M. T (4-15)
where
M. = molecular weight of component "i"
T = temperature, °R
0-\ = Lennard-Jones (17) collision diameter for component "i ", S.
*^"v. = collision integral for component "i" . A,, is given by an
empirical equation fitted by Kirk(2l). See the program listing
for the actual equation (VIS00620 and VIS00630).
jX^ = viscosity of component "i", cp





= mole fraction of component "i" in the mixture
Equation (4-15) was proposed by Chapman and Cowling (4). Equation
(4-16) was suggested by Herning and Zipperer (16).
The sequeice of operations and the source listing for Subroutine
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VISCAL are given on pages 255-259 of Appendix A.
4-8 Fuel Usage Calculations
The primary fuel used to fire the reactor is the flash vapor from
the flash separator (S-3). When the total heat input required is less
than that available from combustion of the flash vapor, ADD2 determines
the amount of natural gas required to make up the difference.
ADD2 calculates the flow rate of oxygen and nitrogen (air) required
to burn the flash vapor at the fraction of excess air specified by the
user. The flash vapor is mixed adiabatically with the air. The total
heating value of the flash vapor/air stream is found from
QR = HFLUE - H2 + HREAC (ADD25420)(4-17)
where
H2 = enthalpy of the flue gases that result from combustion of the
flash vapor/air mixture at the feed temperature of the flash
vapor/air mixture, BTU/hr
HREAC = heat of combustion of the flash vapor/air mixture at the feed
temperature of the flash vapor/air mixture and 1.0 atm, BTU/hr
HFLUE = enthalpy of the flue gases at the flue gas exit temperature
specified by the user, BTU/hr
QR
= heating value of the flash vapor/air mixture, BTU/hr
The heat to be supplied by burning natural gas is found from
QG = QREQ + QR (ADD25450)(4-18)
where
QREQ
= total heat input required by the reactor, BTU/hr
QG — heat to be supplied by burning natural gas. For calculated
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values of QG less than 0.0, QG = 0.0 .
The natural gas is taken as pure methane. The methane is mixed
isothermally with the air required to burn the methane at 25.0°C and
1.0 atm. The molar heating value of the methane/air stream is
calculated from
QCH4 = HFLUE - H2 + HCCH4 (ADD25870)(4-19)
where
H2 = enthalpy of the flue gases that result from combustion of one
mole of methane at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm, BTU/lb mole CH,
4
HFLUE = enthalpy of the flue gases that result from the combustion
of one mole of methane at the flue gas exit temperature
specified by the user, BTU/lb mole CH^
HCCH4 = heat of combustion of methane, BTU/lb mole CH^
The required natural gas flow, FGAS , in lb moles /hr, is calculated
from
FGAS = -QG/QCH4 (ADD25890) (4-20)
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CHAPTER V
PROCESS MODULES ADD1, ADD3, ADD 4 AND ADD
5
Process modules ADD1, ADD3, ADD 4, and ADD5 are user programmed
process modules prepared in this work to simulate equipment units and
operations specific to the ethylene plant. These modules are used in
the following applications:
ADD1- Steam/hydrocarbon mass ratio controller on reactor feed stream
ADD3- Quencher
ADD 4- Flash economizer
ADD5- Heat pump condenser and ethylene column refrigerated condenser
The sequence of operations and the source listing for each of
these process modules are given in Appendix B. The structures of the
process and equipment parameters vectors for these process modules are
given in the comment cards immediately following the declaration
statements in the source code for the respective process module.
5-1 Process Module ADD1
Process module ADD1 adds steam to the ethane output stream from
the feed preheater (E-l) at the mass flow rate given by Equation (5-1):
STM = HC . MR (5-1)
where
= total mass flow rate of hydrocarbons in the ethane output stream
from the feed preheater (E-l), Ibs/hr
MR — mass ratio of steam to hydrocarbons specified by the user in the
equipment parameters vector for the ADD! module
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STM = mass flow rate of steam, lbs/hr
The saturation temperature and pressure of the steam are specified by
the user in the equipment parameters vector for the ADD1 module.
5-2 Process Module ADD
3
Process module ADD3 simulates the quencher by means of material
and energy balances. The process flow diagram for the quencher is
given in Figure 5-1. The quench water supply and return stream
temperatures and the desired temperature of the quenched gas stream
(quenched reactor product stream) are specified by the user in the
equipment parameters vector for the ADD3 module. ADD3 determines the
properties of the quenched gas stream, the quench water supply and
return streams and the overflow stream in which condensed steam is
removed. ADD3 also sizes the quencher based on the process conditions
and the diameter and spray head separation specified by the user in
the equipment parameters vector.
As described in Section 1-4, the quench system includes a quench
water circulation loop. The quantity of quench water required at the
quencher spray heads is removed at the bottom of the quencher, pumped
to the quench water cooler (E-3) by the quench water circulation pump
(p~l)> cooled to 570. 0°R in the quench water cooler and fed to the spray
heads. The quencher operates at the pressure of the reactor product
stream. I n order to pump the quench water through the quench water
cooler and the quencher spray heads, the discharge pressure of the
Quench water circulation pump (P-l) must exceed the quencher operating
(text continues, page 90 )
FIGURE 5-1











(text continued from page 88 )
pressure by the pressure drop in the quench water circulation loop.
The user specifies the pressure drop in the quench water circulation
loop in the equipment parameters vector for the ADD 3 module. ADD3 adds
this pressure drop to the quencher operating pressure to obtain the
discharge pressure of the quench water circulation pump.
The discharge pressure is stored in the appropriate element of the
equipment parameters vector of the pump module used to simulate the
quench water circulation pump. ADD3 also stores the pressure drop in
the element of the equipment parameters vector of the HXR3 module used
to simulate the quench water cooler that is used to specify the process
stream pressure drop in the cooler. This procedure accounts for the
pressure drop in the quench water circulation loop, permits simulation
of the quench water circulation pump and permits convergence of the
recycle loop formed by the quencher, the quench water circulation pump
and the quench water cooler.
The mole fraction of steam in the quenched gas, XWOUT, is found
from
XWOUT = PS4/PIN (5-2)
where
PIN = reactor discharge pressure, PSIA
PS4 = pressure of saturated steam at the specified quenched gas stream
temperature, °R
The total molar flow rate in the quenched gas stream is found from
TMOUT = FHCIN/Cl.O - XWOUT) (5-3)
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where
FHCIN = total molar flow rate of steam free reactor product stream,
lb moles /hr
TMOUT = total molar flow rate of quenched gas stream, lb moles /hr
The steam condensation rate is calculated from
W5 = TMIN - TMOUT (5-4)
where
TMIN = total molar flow rate of reactor product stream, lb moles /hr
W5 = steam condensation rate, lb moles /hr
The flow rate in the quench water supply and return streams, 'in
lbmoles/hr, is found from
Wl = (HIN2 - H0UT2 - HOUT3)/(H3 - Hi) (5-5)
where
HI = molar enthalpy of quench water supply stream, BTU/lb mole
H3 = molar enthalpy of quench water return stream, BTU/lb mole
HIN2 = enthalpy of reactor product stream, BTU/hr
H0UT2 = enthalpy of quenched gas stream, BTU/hr
H0UT3 = enthalpy of condensed steam stream, BTU/hr
The quencher is sized using the method of Fair (28). The equations
used to size the quencher are:
DTB = TIN2 - T0UT1 (5-6)
DTA = T0UT2 - TIN1 (5-7)
DTLM = (DTB - DTA) /ln(DTB/DTA) (5-8)
HGA = 0.043(z
t
)"0 - 5 (G) 0 ' 8 (L.)°'
4 (5-9)
VMIN = (HIN2 - H0UT2 - H0UT3)/(DTLM • HGA) (5-10)
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where





L = total mass flow rate of quench water per unit cross -sectional
2
quencher area, lt>m/ft
TIN1 = quench water supply stream temperature, °R
TIN2 = reactor product stream temperature, °R
T0UT1= quench water return stream temperature, °R
T0UT2= quenched gas stream temperature, °R
3
VMIN = minimum acceptable quencher volume, ft
z = vertical distance between spray heads in quencher, ft
The quench water circulation pump discharge pressure is calculated
from
POUT = PIN2 + DP (5-11)
where
DP = quench water circulation system pressure drop specified by the
user in the equipment parameters vector for the ADD3 module, PSI
PIN2 = reactor discharge pressure, PSIA
5-3 Process Module ADD
4
Process module ADD4 simulates the flash economizer by means of
material and energy balances. The process flow diagram for the flash
economizer is given in Figure 5-2. The function of process module
ADD4 is to determine the temperature and vapor fraction of the dried
gas output stream from a heat balance and to size the flash economizer.
°ne of two procedures is employed by ADD4 to simulate the flash
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economizer:
1, When the properties of either of the two coolant input streams are
unknown, the temperature of the dried gas output stream is taken at
2. When the properties of the two coolant input streams are known, the
enthalpy of the dried gas output stream is found from
where
HIN1 = enthalpy of dried gas scream from dessicator, BTU/hr
HIN2 = enthalpy of flash vapor stream from flash separator, BTU/hr
HIN3 = enthalpy of flash liquid stream from flash separator, BTU/hr
H0UT2 = enthalpy of flash vapor stream to reactor, BTU/hr
H0UT3 = enthalpy of vaporized flash liquid stream to ethylene column,
The temperature and vapor fraction of the dried gas output stream
are then found by adiabatic flash at enthalpy H0UT1.
Separate heat transfer areas are calculated for the vapor (flash
vapor/dried gas) and the liquid (flash liquid/dried gas) sections of the
a default value of -120.0 °F.
H0UT1 = HIN1 + H0UT3 - HIN3 + H0UT2 - HIN2 (5-12)
BTU/hr
flash economizer. The vapor section is sized from
DTLM = (DT3 - DTl)/ln(DT3/DTl) (5-13)
AV = (H0UT2 - HI N2)/ (DTLM • UV) (5-14)
where
AV heat transfer area of vapor section, ft
°T1, DT3 temperature differences shown in Figure 5-2
(text continues on page 95)
FIGURE 5-2
PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM OF FLASH ECONOMIZER (E-3)
FLASH ECONOMIZER E-3
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(text continued from page 93 )
UV = overall heat transfer coefficient for vapor section,
BTU/hr ft °F
The liquid section is sized from
DTLM = (DT4 - DT2)/ln(DT4/DT2) (5-15)
AL = (H0UT3 - HIN3)/(DTLM • UL) (5-16)
where
2
AL = heat transfer area of liquid section, ft
DT2, DT4= temperature differences shown in Figure 5-2
UL = overall heat transfer coefficient for liquid section,
BTU/hr ft °F
5-4 Process Module ADD
5
Process module ADD5 simulates the ethylene column overhead
condenser system; the process flow diagram is given in Figure 5-4.
The overhead condenser system consists of two condensers: the heat
pump condenser (E-8) and the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
(E-9). These two condensers are connected in parallel and have common
process input and output streams but operate with different refrigerants.
Both E-8 and E-9 operate as partial condensers.
The refrigerant for the heat pump condenser (E-8) is a 2 -phase
stream produced by adiabatic flashing of the gross bottoms stream from
the ethylene column. The flow rate of this refrigerant stream is
dependent upon the operating conditions in the ethylene column (D-l)
an d is normally sufficient to provide about 80% of the cooling capacity
(text continues, page 97 )
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FIGURE 5-3













































NOTE: Ethylene column overhead condenser system shown in solid lines
Related equipment from other systems shown in broken lines.
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(text continued from page 95 )
required in the ethylene column overhead condenser system.
The refrigerant for the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
(E-9) is a 2 -phase propane stream. This stream is supplied in whatever
quantity is required to cool the portion of the ethylene column gross
overhead stream that is not cooled by the heat pump condenser (E-8).
Process module ADD5 determines the stream properties for the
process and refrigerant streams for the two condensers and sizes each
condenser. The calculation procedure used in ADD5 is described below.
A. Heat Pump Condenser E-8
The cooling capacity of the heat pump condenser is calculated from
Q = HOUT - HIN (5-17)
where
HIN = enthalpy of 2-phase vaporized gross bottoms stream used as
refrigerant, BTU/hr
HOUT = enthalpy of gross bottoms stream as saturated vapor, BTU/hr
Q = cooling capacity of heat pump condenser, BTU/hr
The amount of gross overhead cooled by the heat pump condenser
is found from
W = Q/DHOH (5-18)
where
DHOH = lenthalpy changel per lb mole of gross overhead passing through
the overhead condenser system, BTU/lb mole. The value of DHOH
is calculated and stored in the equipment parameters vector for
the ADD 5 module by the DISC module used to simulate the ethylene
column.
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W = amount of gross overhead cooled by the heat pump condenser,
lb moles /hr
The amount of vapor distillate produced by the heat pump condenser
is calculated from
TMV1 = TMD • W/(TMD + TMR) (5-19)
where
TMD = total molar flow rate of vapor distillate from the overhead
condenser system as calculated by the DISC process module
used to simulate the ethylene column, lb moles /hr
TMR = total molar flow rate of liquid reflux from the overhead
condenser system as calculated by the DISC process module
used to simulate the ethylene column, lb moles/hr
TMV1 = amount of vapor distillate produced by the heat pump condenser,
lb moles/hr
The amount of liquid reflux produced by the heat pump condenser is
calculated from
TML1 = TMR • W/(TMD + TMR) (5-20)
where
TMLl = total molar flow rate of liquid reflux produced by the heat pump
condenser, lb moles/hr
The heat exchange area in the heat pump condenser required to
produce the vapor distillate stream is found from
DTLMV = (DTI - DT2)/ln(DTl/DT2) (5-21)
QV = H0UT2 - HIN2 • TMVl/(TMD + TMR) (5-22)
AV =




AV = heat transfer area for vapor section, ft
DTI = temperature difference between gross overhead stream and
refrigerant stream, °R
DT2 = temperature difference between vapor distillate stream and
refrigerant stream, °R. The temperature of the vapor distillate
stream is calculated by the DISC process module used to simulate
the ethylene column.
H0UT2 = enthalpy of vapor distillate produced in the heat pump condenser,
BTU/hr
HIN2 = enthalpy of gross overhead stream, BTU/hr
UV = overall heat transfer coefficient for vapor cooled in the heat
pump condenser, BTU/hr ft F
The heat exchange area in the heat pump condenser required to
produce the liquid reflux stream is found from
DTLML = (DTI - DT3)/ln(DTl/DT3) (5-24)
QL = H0UT3 - HIN2 • TMLl/(TMD + TMR) (5-25)
AL = -QL/ (DTLML • UL) (5-26)
where
AL
= heat transfer area for liquid section, ft
2
DT3
= temperature difference between liquid reflux stream and
refrigerant stream, °R . The temperature of the liquid reflux
stream is calculated by the DISC process module used to simulate
the ethylene column.
enthalpy of liquid reflux produced in the heat pump condenser,
BTU/hr
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UL = overall heat transfer coefficient for liquid condensed in the
heat pump condenser, BTU/hr ft F
g. Ethylene Column Refrigerated Condenser E-9
The amount of vapor distillate and liquid reflux produced by the
ethylene column refrigerated condenser is calculated from
SMV = TMD - TMV1 (5-27)
SML = TMR - TML1 (5-28)
where
SMV = total molar flow rate of vapor distillate produced by the
ethylene column refrigerated condenser, lb moles /hr
SML = total molar flow rate of liquid reflux produced by the ethylene
column refrigerated condenser, lb moles/hr
The enthalpies of the vapor distillate and liquid reflux streams
produced by the ethylene column refrigerated condenser are calculated
from
HV = HD - H0UT2 (5-29)
HL = HR - H0UT3 (5-30)
where
HD
= enthalpy of all vapor distillate produced by the overhead
condenser system, BTU/hr
HR
= enthalpy of all liquid reflux produced by the overhead condenser
system, BTU/hr
The values of HD and HR are calculated by the DISC process module used
to simulate the ethylene column.
The heat which must be removed in order to produce the vapor and
1 iquid reflux streams is calculated from
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QV = HV - HIN2 • SMV/(TMD + TMR) (5-31)
QL = HL - HIN2 • SML/(TMD + TMR) (5-32)
where
QV = heat removed in the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
in order to produce vapor distillate, BTU/hr
QL = heat removed in the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
in order to produce liquid reflux, BTU/hr
The heat exchange area in the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
required to produce vapor distillate is calculated from Equations
(5-21), (5-31) and (5-23). The heat exchange area in the ethylene
column refrigerated condenser required to produce liquid reflux is
calculated from Equations (5-24), (5-32) and (5-26).
The flow rate of propane refrigerant required in the ethylene
column refrigerated condenser is found from
Ql = QV + QL (5-33)
HVAP= HV - HL (5-34)
W = - Ql/HVAP (5-35)
where
HL = molar enthalpy of propane refrigerant supply stream, BTU/lb mole.
When the value of HL is not known from prior calculations, the
value of the enthalpy of saturated liquid propane at the saturation
temperature and pressure specified by the user in the equipment
parameters vector is used for HL.
HV ~~ molar enthalpy of saturated propane vapor at the saturation
temperature and pressure specified by the user in the equipment
parameters vector, BTU/lb mol
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CHAPTER VI
METHOD OF IDEAL GAS ENTHALPY CALCULATION USED
IN THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION
In both the original version of CHESS(24) anf CHESS-U Mass(32),




= H° + AH (6-1)
where H° is the enthalpy of the stream in the ideal gas state at
absolute temperature T relative to the stream in the ideal gas state
at 0.0°K and AH is the isothermal enthalpy departure of the stream




are BTU/hr. The value of AH is calculated from an isothermal
enthalpy departure equation derived from an equation of state, such as
the Redlich~Kwong(26) equation of state. The value of H° is calculated
from an equation of the form
i
H° = H° + 1.8 |C U dT (6-2)
\
where C^ is given by Equation (6-3), T^ is a base temperature in K,
T is the stream temperature in °K and HD is the stream enthalpy at theD
base temperature in the ideal gas state in BTU/hr.
NOCOMP - „
C° = X x .( a. + b.T + c.T + d.TJ ) (6-3)
p i=l ill l l
a




= number of components present in the process
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x = molar flow rate of component "i" in the stream,
i
lb moles /hr
Section 6-1 decribes the method used in the original version of
CHESS(24) to evaluate the terms on the right hand side of Equation(6-2)
and cites inadequacies in the method that were discovered in this work.
Section 6-2 describes an alternative method developed in this work
to eliminate the problems encountered with the method used in the
original version of CHESS(24). In Section 6-3, ideal gas enthalpies
and heat duties calculated with the alternative method and the method
used in the original version of CHESS(24) are compared against published
values (1). The alternative method is found to be a significant
improvement over that used in the original version of CHESS(24).
6-1 Method of Ideal Gas Enthalpy Calculation Used
in the Original Version of CHESS (24)
In the original version of CHESS (24), the values of TD and H^ inD D
Equation(6-2) are taken as 0.0°K and 0.0 BTU/hr respectively. The
values of coefficients a., b. , c. and d. in Equation(6-3) are takenill l
from published values of Kobe et. al. (22) and Spencer (29). The
values published by Kobe et. al. (22) are valid in the temperature
range between 273°K and 1500°K; those published by Spencer (2 9) are
valid between 300°K and 1500°K. This method results in calculated
ideal gas enthalpies that disagree sharply with published values (1)
a t all temperatures, and erroneous ideal gas heat duties when one of
the temperatures involved in the heat duty calculation is substantially
below the temperature range over which the coefficients of
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Equation (6-3) are valid. These inadequacies are caused by the use
of Kobe's and Spencer's coefficients in Equation (6-3) down to 0.0°K,
the lower temperature limit of the integral in Equation (6-2). As
stated above, these coefficients are valid only down to 273°K and
300°K respectively.
6-2 Alternative Method of Ideal Gas Enthalpy Calculation
Used in CHESS-U Mass (32)
An alternative method for calculating H° was developed in this
work and was implemented in CHESS-U Mass (32) in place of the method
used in the original version of CHESS(2A). In the alternative method,
the value of T,, is 300. 0°K and H° is calculated from
D D
NOCOMP
H° = 1.8 2. H300. x. (6-4)
i=l
where
H300^ = molar enthalpy of component "i" in the ideal gas state at
300. 0°K relative to the ideal gas state at 0.0°K, cal/gm mole.
Values of H300. are taken from Reference 1.
l
NOCOMP = number of components present in the process
x
^
= molar flow rate of component "i" in the stream of interest,
lb moles /hr
Although the value of T is taken as 300. 0°K, because of the method by
which H° is defined, the actual basis is an enthalpy of 0.0 cal/gm mole
for each component in the ideal gas state at 0.0°K.
The alternative method uses values for coefficients a^, b^, c^ and
^
m Equation (6-3) that were published by Thinh et. al. (30) in
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the temperature range above 300. 0°K. Special values of a^, b^, c. and
d determined in this work are used in the temperature range below
i
300. 0°K for the components present in the ethylene plant. For compo-
nents not present in the ethylene plant, the values of a^, b^, c^ and
d. published by Thinh et. al. (30) are also used in the temperature
range below 300. 0°K.
The special values of a^, b^, c^ and d^ determined in this work
for the components present in the ethylene plant in the temperature
range below 300. 0°K are listed in Table 6-1. Equations (6-3) and (6-4)
were substituted into Equation (6-2), yielding
T
(H°). = H300. + \(a. + b.T + c.T
2
+ d.T 3 ) dT (6-5)
T i i I l i i i
300
The coefficients listed in Table 6-1 were determined by fitting Equation
(6-5) to published values of ideal gas molar enthalpies in the tempera-
ture range between 50.0°K and 300. 0°K using a linear least squares
procedure. The literature sources for the ideal gas molar enthalpy
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TABLE 6-1
6-3 COMPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF IDEAL GAS ENTHALPY
CALCULATION WITH THE METHOD USED IN THE
ORIGINAL VERSION OF CHESS
API Research Project 44(1) provides extensive data on ideal gas
enthalpies. Additional low temperature data for ethylene is given in
References (11) and (20). The ideal gas molar enthalpies of the
components of interest in the ethylene plant, as calculated using
the alternative method and the method in the original version of
CHESS(24), are compared in Table 6-2. The program used to produce
Table 6-2, HIDEAL, is described in Appendix C. The heat duties
required to heat one gram mole of each of the components of interest
in the ethylene plant from 100. 0°K to 300. 0°K, as determined from
the data for the two calculation methods in Table 6-2, are compared
with the same heat duties calculated from published ideal gas
enthalpies (1) in Table 6-3. The heat duties required to heat one
gram mole of each of these components from 300. 0°K to 1500. 0°K, as
determined from the data for the two calculation methods in Table 6-2,
are compared with the same heat duties calculated from published ideal
gas enthalpies (l) in Table 6-4.
The data in Table 6-2 indicate that ideal gas enthalpies calculated
with the alternative method agree closely with published ideal gas
enthalpies (1) and that ideal gas enthalpies calculated with the
method used in the original version of CHESS(24) disagree sharply with
Published ideal gas enthalpies (l), particularly for light hydrocarbons.
The data in Table 6-3 indicate that the alternative method is far
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superior to the method used in the original version of CHESS (24) for
calculating heat duties in the ideal gas state in the range of
temperatures between 100. 0°K and 300. 0°K, particularly for light
hydrocarbons. The data in Table 6-4 indicate that both methods
are satisfactory and of equal accuracy for calculating heat duties
in the ideal gas state in the range of temperatures between 300. 0°K
and 1500. 0°K.
The conclusions which may be drawn from the data in Tables 6-2
through 6-4 are as follows:
1. The alternative method of ideal gas enthalpy calculation developed
in this work yields calculated values of ideal gas enthalpies that
agree closely with published values (l) of ideal gas enthalpies.
The method of ideal gas enthalpy calculation used in the original
version of CHESS (24) yields calculated values of ideal gas enthal-
pies that disagree substantially with published values (l) of
ideal gas enthalpies, particularly with light hydrocarbons.
The improved performance obtained with the alternative method is
due to the use of published values of H300^ in Equation (6-5),
which eliminates errors caused by extrapolation of coefficients
a., b., c. and d. when the value of T is above 300.0° K and elimi-1 i l l
nates or minimizes them when the value of T is below 300. 0°K.
2. The alternative method yields accurate values of heat duties in the
ideal gas state in the range of temperatures between 100. 0°K and
300. 0°K; the method used in the original version of CHESS (24)
exibits substantial errors in calculated ideal gas heat duties in
this range of temperatures, particularly with light hydrocarbons.
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The improved performance obtained with the alternative method
is due to the use of special values for coefficients a^, b., c. and
d in Equation (6-5) for temperatures below 300. 0°K.
i
Both methods are satisfactory and of equal accuracy for calculating
heat duties in the ideal gas state in the range of temperatures
between 300. 0°K and 1500. 0°K.
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CHAPTER VII
METHODS OF ENTHALPY AND COMPONENT VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM K-VALUE
CALCULATION USED IN THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION
Two different methods for calculating thermodynamic properties
are available in CHESS -U Mass (32):
1. A standard set of thermodynamic correlations. These are:
a. Redlich-Kwong(26) equation of state for vapor phase compressibi-
lity factor
b. Yen and Woods (33) correlation for liquid density
c. Redlich-Kwong(26) equation of state for isothermal enthalpy
departures of real vapor and liquid streams from ideal gas
behavior
d. Chao-Seader(5) or Grayson-Streed(l5) modified Chao-Seader(5)
procedure for component vapor-liquid equilibrium K-values
.
The approximate temperature limitations of these two procedures
are -100°F to 500°F.
2. A special set of low temperature thermodynamic correlations
developed by Lee, Erbar and Edmister (23). These correlations
are:
a. A three parameter equation of state for all vapor phase
calculations
b. A seventeen constant empirical equation for calculating pure
component liquid fugacities and enthalpies
c. The Scatchard-Hildebrand (18) model for correlating liquid
activity coefficients with a generalized expression for the
binary interaction coefficients
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The recommended temperature limitations of this set of thermodynamic
correlations is -250°F to 500°F. *
Two utility programs , MOLLIER and MULKV, were prepared to
determine which of the two methods of calculating thermodynamic
properties available in CHESS-U Mass (32) was best for use in the
simulation of the ethylene plant. Both programs operate independent
of CHESS-U Mass (32) but use the CHESS-U Mass (32) thermodynamic
properties package (Subroutine KHZT) for all thermodynamic property
calculations
.
Program MOLLIER calculates the enthalpies of pure methane,
ethane and ethylene over a series of pressures and temperatures by
each of the two enthalpy calculation methods. The sequence of
operations and the source listing for Program MOLLIER are given in
Appendix D
.
Program MULKV is a generalized program that calculates component
vapor-liquid equilibrium K-values in a multicomponent system from
T-P-x-y (temperature, pressure, liquid phase mole fractions, vapor
phase mole fractions ) data using the three K-value prediction
methods available in CHESS-U Mass (32). Program MULKV computes the
average percent deviation of K-values for a multicomponent system
calculated by each of the three K-value prediction methods from the
experimental K-values. In this work, Program MULKV was applied to
experimental data for the hydrogen-methane-ethane-ethylene system (6)
between
-50°F and
-150°F, the range of temperatures encountered in the
flash and distillation systems in the ethylene plant. The sequence of
operations and the source listing for Program MULKV are given
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in Appendix G.
The results obtained with Program MOLLIER are discussed in Section
7_2. The results obtained with Program MULKV are discussed in Section
7-4. The conclusions drawn from the results obtained with these two
programs and their application to the ethylene plant simulation are
discussed in Section 7-5.
7-1 Description of Program MOLLIER
Briefly, the following calculations are performed separately in
Program MOLLIER for each of the two enthalpy calculation methods:
1. For each component of interest (methane, ethane and ethylene),
tables of enthalpy vs. temperature at constant pressure are
produced at a series of pressures.
2. The dew point temperature (boiling point) is calculated at each
pressure studied. For temperatures below the dew point, values
of the liquid phase enthalpy are calculated. At the dew point,
the vapor and liquid phase enthalpies are calculated. Above the
dew point (or above the critical temperature), values of the vapor
phase enthalpy are calculated. The dew point temperature is
calculated by the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure when the same
procedure is being used to calculate isothermal enthalpy departures
and by the Grayson-Streed (15) modification of the Chao-Seader (5)
method when the Redlich-Kwong (26) equation of state is being used
to calculate isothermal enthalpy departures.
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7-2 Results : Program MOLLIER
The enthalpies of methane, ethane and ethylene, as calculated with
the two enthalpy calculation methods available in CHESS Mass (32),
are compared against published values (12) in Table 7-1. The average
deviation of the calculated enthalpies from the published values (12)
are given in BTU/lb over a series of isobars. The actual enthalpies,
as calculated by Program MOLLIER, are tabulated in Appendix E for the
Lee-Erbar-Edmister (2 3) procedure and in Appendix F for the Redlich-
Kwong (26) equation of state.
The boiling points of methane, ethane and ethylene, as calculated
with the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure and the Grays on-Streed (15)
modification of the Chao-Seader (5) method, are compared against
published values (12) in Table 7-2. The calculated boiling points
listed in Table 7-2 were obtained with Program MOLLIER. The actual
program output is tabulated in Appendix E for the Lee-Erbar-Edmister
(23) procedure and in Appendix F for the Grays on-Streed (15)
modification of the Chao-Seader (5) method.
Enthalpies of methane, ethane and ethylene calculated using the
Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure agree more closely with published
values (12) over the range of conditions investigated than do those
calculated with the Redlich-Kwong(26) equation of state and are of more
than sufficient accuracy for design purposes. The Redlich-Kwong (26)
equation of state is adequate for the calculation of the vapor phase
enthalpies of these components but is clearly inadequate for the
calculation of the liquid phase enthalpies of methane and ethylene.
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The Grayson-Streed (15) modification of the Chao-Seader (5) method
5_s inadequate for determining the boiling point of methane but appears
adequate for ethane and ethylene.
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TABLE 7-1
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED ENTHALPIES OF METHANE, ETHANE
AND ETHYLENE WITH PUBLISHED VALUES
Average Deviation from Published Values (BTU/lb)
(Values in parentheses are the number of data
points from which each average deviation was
calculated)
Component Pressure n v £uU ri v —tvi\. nJ-i rJJ
(PSIA)
Methane 20.0 0.9(18) 1.1(18) 1.5(2) 40.0(2)
(-260°F to 50.0 0.9(17) 1.4(18) 0.7(3) 38.5(2)
400°F) 100.0 0.9(16) 1.2(17) 0.5(4) 33.3(3)
200.0 1.1(14) 1.3(15) 0.5(6) 27.6(5)
300.0 1.4(14) 3.5(15) 1.0(6) 27.0(5)
400.0 1.5(13) 4.9(14) 0.4(7) 25.1(6)
1000.0 1 .oQii; lo.l(12) o r f o N2 .6(8) 16 .8(8)
4000.0 5.5(10) 10.6(18) 5.0(8) 32.0(2)
Avg Dev (Methane) 1.6 4.6 1.8 26.6
Ethane 20.0 0.7(15) 0.5(15) 3.5(2) 11.0(2)
(-120°F to 50.0 0.5(13) 0.7(13) 1.8(4) 6.8(4)
400°F) 100.0 1.2(12) 0.8(12) 2.2(5) 5.4(5)
200.0 1.7(7) 1.2(10) 1.4(10) 4.4(7)
300.0 2.1(8) 1.1(8) 1.9(9) 4.0(9)
400.0 2.0(7) 0.9(7) 1.5(10) 3.6(10)
1000.0 2.6(5) 18.0(5) 1.4(11) 4.4(12)
4000.0 4.4(5) 9.7(7) 3.7(11) 5.9(10)
Avg Dev (Ethane) 1.5 2.7 2.1 4.9
Ethylene 20.0 0.8(17) 1.2(17) 0.0(1) 27.0(1)
(-145°F to 50.0 0.5(15) 1.0(15) 0.7(3) 22.7(3)
400°F) 100.0 0.8(14) 0.5(13) 0.3(4) 19.8(5)
200.0 0.7(12) 4.2(12) 0.7(6) 18.7(6)
300.0 0.6(10) 1.2(10) 0.6(8) 15.4(8)
400.0 1.0(9) 1.1(9) 0.7(9) 14.7(9)
1000.0 1.3(7) 12.1(7) 2.7(10) 12.4(11)
4000.0 5.6(7) 7.9(9) 2.8(10) 14.1(9)
Avg Dev (Ethylene) 1.1 2.9 1.4 15.9
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TABLE 7-1 - Continued
Abbreviations, Table 7-1 :
Avg Dev Average deviation from published values (12), BTU/lb
HL-ED Liquid phase enthalpy as calculated by the Lee-Erbar-Edmister
(23) procedure, BTU/lb
HL-RK Liquid phase enthalpy as calculated by the Redlich-Kwong (26)
equation of state, BTU/lb
HV-ED Vapor phase enthalpy as calculated by the Lee-Erbar-Edmister
(23) procedure, BTU/lb
HV-RK Vapor phase enthalpy as calculated by the Redlich-Kwong (26)
equation of state, BTU/lb
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TABLE 7-2
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED BOILING POINTS OF METHANE, ETHANE
AND ETHYLENE WITH PUBLISHED VALUES (12)
Component Pressure Boiling Point, °F





(-260.0 F to 50.0 -228. -228. -252.







Avg Dev (Methane) 0.5 20.2
Ethane
(-120.0°F to 20.0 -117. -116. -117.
400. 0°F) 50.0 -80. -80. -79.
100.0 -47. -46. -44.
200.0 -5. -6. -5.
300.0 /0. 20. 21.
400.0 42. 42. 40.
Avg Dev (Ethane) 0.5 1.2
Ethylene 20.0 -145. -145. -146.
(-145. 0°F to 50.0 -112. -111. -110.
400. 0°F) 100.0 -80. -80. -78.
200.0 -43. -43. -41.
300.0 -18. -18. -17.
400.0 3. 3. 1.
Avg Dev (Ethylene) 0.5 1.2
Abbreviations, Table 7-2 :
Avg Dev Average deviation from published values (12), BTU/lb
Boiling point as calculated with the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure, °F
G S Boiling point as calculated with the Grays on-Streed (15)
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TABLE 7-2 - Continued
modification of the Chao-Seader (5) method
Publ Published value (12), °F
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7-3 Description of Program MULKV
The input data for Program MULKV consists of vapor-liquid
equilibrium data for a multicomponent system. The data are in the form
of a series of experimental T-P-x-y measurements (temperature, pressure,
liquid phase mole fractions, vapor phase mole fractions). Program
MULKV performs the following calculations:
1, For each of the three K-value calculation methods available in





^i = f^., PR.V^i> < 7
"2 >
i l
X = fCT_ , x.) (7-3)
* l R. l
l
<b . = f(Tp , Pp ,60. , y.) (7-4)T i R. R. i il l
where
= reduced pressure of pure component "i" at system pressure
i




= mole fraction of component "i" in liquid phase
3^ = mole fraction of component "i" in vapor phase
= activity coefficient of component "i" in liquid solution
W
i = acentric factor of component "i"
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^.
= fugacity coefficient of component "i" in vapor phase
V = fugacity coefficient of pure liquid component "i" at system
i
conditions
2. For each of the three K-value calculation methods available in
CHESSHJ Mass (32), the average deviation of the calculated K-values
from the experimental K-values is determined for each experimental
isotherm and for all the experimental points for a particular
multicomponent system.
7-4 Results : Program MULKV
The complete results obtained by applying Program MULKV to
experimental data for the hydrogen-methane-ethane-ethylene system (6)
in the range of remperatures encountered in the flash and distillation
systems in the etylene plant simulated in this work (-50°F to -150°F)
are given inAppendix H. The average deviations of the three K-value
calculation methods available in CHESS-U Mass (32) from the experimental
data are compared in Table 7-3.
The results given in Table 7-3 shov that the Lee-Erbar-Edmister
(23) procedure is superior to the other K-value calculation methods
for both hydrocarbons and hydrogen in the hydrogen-methane-ethane-
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7-5 Selection of Enthalpy and K-Value Calculation Methods
for the Ethylene Plant Simulation
In the preceding discussion, the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure
was shown to be substantially more accurate than the standard set of
thermodynamic correlations available in CHESS -U Mass (32) for calcula-
ting the enthalpies and K-Values of the components present in the
ethylene plant at low temperatures. It was decided to use the Lee-
Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure to calculate thermodynamic properties
at low temperatures in the ethylene plant simulation whenever feasible
in order to achieve maximum accuracy and to use the standard set of
thermodynamic correlations at high temperatures and in other applica-
tions where the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (2 3) procedure could not be utilized
(i.e. streams containing water).
Inspection of the process and information flow diagrams for the
ethylene plant indicated that equipment nodes 3 through 16 (the steam/
hydrocarbon mass ratio controller, MIX2, through the dessicator, A-l)
could not be simulated using the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure to
calculate thermodynamic properties. This was caused by the fact that,
streams connected to these equipment nodes were at high temperatures,
contained water, or both. All other equipment nodes could be simulated
using the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure to calculate thermodynamic
properties
.
The use of the two sets of thermodynamic correlations is controlled
by the value of scalar TLOW. In order to switch from one set of
correlations to the other, the value of TLOW was altered twice on each
Pass through the recycle loop (the recycle equipment list is given in
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Table 8-1). As discussed in Section 5-8 of Reference 32, the low
temperature limit at which the standard set of thermodynamic correla-
tions is used may be altered by changing the value of TLOW in the source
code for a process module. At temperatures below this low temperature
limit, the special set of low temperature thermodynamic correlations
containing the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure is used. The value
of TLOW was altered as follows:
1. The value of TLOW specified in the input data (700. 0°R) was used in
the simulation of equipment nodes 1 and 2 (the feed/recycle ethane
mixer, MIX1, and the feed preheater, E-l). This resulted in the use
of the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure to calculate thermodynamic
properties in the simulation of these nodes.
2. When process module ADD1 was called to simulate the steam/hydrocarbon
mass ratio controller, MIX2, ADD1 saved the value of TLOW in STLOW
(ADD10620) and changed the value of TLOW to 0.0°R (ADD10640) before
simulating MIX2
. The value of TLOW remained at 0. 0°R until process
module DESS completed the simulation of the dessicator, D-l. After
completing the simulation of the dessicator, DESS restored the value
saved in STLOW to TLOW. This resulted in the use of the standard set
of thermodynamic correlations in the simulation of equipment nodes
3 through 16 (the steam hydrocarbon mass ratio controller, MIX2,
through the dessicator, A-l) and the use of the Lee-Erbar-Edmister
(23) procedure in the simulation of all the remaining equipment nodes




INPUT DATA FOR THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION
The ethylene plant shown in Figure 1-1 was simulated with two
different feedstocks : pure ethane (case study 1) and 90.9 mole %
ethane, 9.1 mole % methane (case study 2). The input data for case
study 1, which is given in Figure 8-1, is discussed in this chapter.
The input data for case study 2, which is nearly identical to that
for case study 1, is given on pages 532-535 of Appendix K. The
input data for both simulations consists of the same two header cards
and the same five NAMELIST groups that were used in Examples 1-1 and
1-2. The information specified in each NAMELIST group is discussed in
Sections 8-1 through 8-5. Many of the process operating conditions
and equipment parameters specified in the input data for the two
case studies were taken from Reference 3.
8-1 NAMELIST PMLIST
Forty process vectors, KPM1 through KPM11 and KPM16 through KPM44,
are specified in PMLIST, one for each equipment node in Figure 3-1.
The equipment node number, process module name, equipment external name
and stream connections specified in each process vector are taken from
Figure 3-1, The information specified in each process vector, as
tabulated by the CHESSHU Mass (32) executive system, is listed on
pages 381-383 of Appendix I. Equipment node numbers 12 through 15,
which do not have corresponding process vectors in PMLIST, are reserved
for the interstage condensers and separation drums that are designed by
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process module COMP when the cracked gas compressor (C-l) is simulated.
The components specified in vector COMPNT(20) are hydrogen,
methane, ethane, ethylene, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water
and propane respectively. The value of scalar TLOW is specified as
700. 0°R. The use of scalar TLOW in the ethylene plant simulation is
discussed in Section 7-5.
8-2 NAMELIST EQLIST
Thirty-nine equipment parameters vectors, EQP1 through EQPH,
EQP16 through EQP26 and EQP28 through EQP4A, are specified in EQLIST.
Equipment node numbers 12 through 15, which are reserved for the
interstage condensers and separation drums that are designed by process
module COMP when the cracked gas compressor (C-l) is simulated, are
specified in vector ENAME(50). Specifying an equipment node number
in ENAME indicates that the first element in the respective equipment
parameters vector is equal to the equipment node number and the
remaining elements are 0.0 at the time the input data is read.
Equipment node number 27, the DVDR module used to divide the
ethylene column gross bottoms stream, is also specified in vector
ENAME. The equipment parameters for equipment node number 2 7 are the
fractions of its input stream allocated to each of the two output
streams. These fractions are calculated and stored in equipment
parameters vector EQP27 when the ethylene column is simulated.
The information in equipment parameters vector EQPA is specified
In acc°rdance with the instructions in the source code for process
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module ADD2 (ADD20230 through ADD20730) listed on pages 218-220 0f
Appendix A. The information in equipment parameters vectors EQP3, EQP6,
EQP17 and EQP22 is specified in accordance with the instructions in the
comment cards immediately following the declaration statements in the
source code for process modules ADD1, ADD3, ADDA and ADD 5 respectively
in Appendix B. The information in the remaining equipment parameters
vectors in EQLIST is specified in accordance with the details for the
respective process module given in Chapter IV of Reference 32.
The complete equipment list and a listing of the information
specified in each of the equipment parameters vectors, as tabulated
by the executive system after NAMELIST EQLIST was read, are given on
pages 384-408 of Appendix I.
8-3 NAMELIST SEXLST
All streams in the information flow diagram (Figure 3-1), except
stream numbers 1 and 2, are specified in vector SNAME(lOO). The
extensive properties of all streams specified in SNAME are unknown at
the time the input data is prepared and are to be calculated in the
course of the simulation. The extensive properties of the pure ethane
feed stream to the plant are specified in vector SEX1. An initial guess
of the extensive properties of the recycle ethane stream is specified
m vector SEX2
. The source of the process data specified in vectors
SEXl and SEX2 is discussed in Section 10-1.
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8-4 NAMELIST SINLST
The intensive properties (temperature and pressure) of the pure
ethane feed and recycle ethane streams are specified in vectors SINl
and SIN2 respectively. The steam supply stream to the steam/
hydrocarbon mass ratio controller (MIX2) and the natural gas and air
supply streams to the reactor are specified as feed streams in vectors
SIN5, SIN7 and SIN9 respectively. The flue gas effluent stream from the
waste heat boiler, the water overflow line from the quencher, the
flash liquid stream from the cracked gas compressor suction separator
and the 81 mole % ethylene product stream are specified as product
streams in vectors SIN12, SIN15, SIN20 and SIN61 respectively. All
other stream numbers in the information flow diagram (Figure 3-1) are
specified in vector SNAME. The stream numbers specified in SNAME are
intermediate streams whose intensive properties are unknown at the
time the input data is prepared.
The extensive and intensive properties of streams 1 and 2, as
tabulated by the executive system after NAMELIST SEXLST and NAMELIST
SINLST were read, are listed on page 409 of Appendix I.
8-5 NAMELIST KELIST
The recycle equipment list (vector KE2) and the values of scalars
KTRACE, LOOPS and DERROR are specified in KELIST. KTRACE=1 requests
printing of the sequence in which the equipment nodes in the recycle
loop are simulated. L00PS=4 limits the maximum number of passes through
the recycle loop to 4. DERR0R=.002 specifies the maximum acceptable
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fractional deviation of stream variables data in the recycle loop,
as defined by Equation (2-1), as 0.002.
The names of the equipment units that correspond to the sequence
of equipment node numbers specified in the recycle equipment list are
given in Table 8-1.
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TABLE 8-1
SEQUENCE IN WHICH EQUIPMENT NODES ARE CALCULATED IN THE
ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION (RECYCLE EQUIPMENT LIST)
Equipment External




2 2 Feed Preheater E-l
3 3 - MIX2
4 4 Reactor R-l
5 5 Waste Heat Boiler E-2
6 6 Quencher Q-l
7 7 Quench Water Circulation Pump P-l
8 8 Quench Water Cooler E-3
9 9 Quench Aftercooler E-4
10 10 Cracked Gas Compressor Suction Separator s-i
11 11 Cracked Gas Compressor c-i
12 16 Dessicator A-l
13 17 Flash Economizer E-6
14 18 Flash Chiller E-7
15 19 Flash Separator S-3
16 30 Ethylene Refrigerant Compressor C-3
17 31 Ethylene Compressor Aftercooler E-ll
18 32 Ethylene Refrigerant Condenser E-12
19 39 Ethylene Refrigerant Surge Tank T-l
20 36 Ethylene Refrigerant Flash Valve VLV6
21 20 Flash Vapor Pressure Control Valve VLV1
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TABLE 8-1 - Continued
Equipment









































Ethylene Column Feed Stream Pressure
Control Valve
Ethylene Column
Ethylene Column Bottoms Flash Valve
Heat Pump Condenser
and
Ethyl ene Column Refrigerated Condenser
Ethylene Column Reflux Drum
Ethylene Column Reflux Pump
Propane Refrigerant Compressor
Propane Refrigerant Condenser
Propane Refrigerant Surge Tank
Propane Refrigerant Flash Valve
Propane Refrigerant Flash Valve
Heat Pump Compressor
Recycle Ethane Pressure Control Valve
Recycle Heater
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CHAPTER IX
THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION - GENERAL BACKGROUND
The ethylene plant shown in Figure 1-1 was simulated with two
different feedstocks, pure ethane (case study 1) and 90.9 mole % ethane,
9.1 mole % methane (case study 2). In case study 1 (pure ethane
feedstock), a reactor conversion was chosen and the flow rate of the
net bottoms stream from the ethylene column (stream number 41) required
to converge the recycle calculations was approximated from preliminary
calculations. In case study 2 (90.9 mole % ethane feedstock), the
reactor conversion and distillation column splits were adjusted in
order to produce an ethylene product stream of the same purity as was
produced in case study 1.
General background material pertaining to both case studies is
discussed in this chapter. The method used to converge the recycle
calculations in both case studies is discussed in Section 9-1. The
method used to simulate the reactor in both case studies is described
in Section 9-2. Case study 1 is discussed in detail in Chapter X.
Case study 2 is discussed in detail in Chapter XI. The results
obtained from case studies 1 and 2 are compared in Chapter XII.
9-1 Recycle Loop Convergence
In a normal CHESS-U Mass (32) simulation, each equipment node in
the recycle equipment list is calculated once for each pass through
the recycle loop. The recycle equipment list for the ethylene plant
simulation is given in Table 8-1. The principal processing systems in
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When the ethylene plant was first simulated using the recycle
equipment list in Table 8-1, the output streams from the flash
economizer (E-6), the flash chiller (E-7) and all the equipment units
in the ethylene refrigeration system failed to converge. This difficul-
ty was caused by large fluctuations in the heat balance on the flash
economizer (E-6). For example, on the first pass through the recycle
loop, the temperature of stream number 2 3 was taken at its default
value of
-120.0°F. On subsequent passes, the temperature of stream
number 23 was found from a heat balance on the flash economizer
carried out with the properties of stream numbers 25 and 27 calculated
during the previous pass through the recycle loop.
The large fluctuations in the heat balance on the flash economizer
were eliminated by reprogramming Subroutine RCYCLE (RCY00410 through
RCY00600) in the CHESS-U Mass (32) executive system to carry out a
nested recycle loop calculation of up to 20 iterations on equipment
node numbers 17 (flash economizer), 18 (flash chiller) and 19 (flash
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separator) each time equipment node number 17 was reached in a pass
through the main recycle loop. The nested loop functioned as follows:
X. After each iteration was completed, a check was made to see if the
stream variables data from all of the output streams from equipment
node numbers 17 through 19 had converged (RCY00580).
2. a. If the output stream variables data converged, a message in the
form
"NESTED RECYCLE LOOP CONVERGED IN nn2 ITERATIONS"
was printed (RCY00630 and RCY00640) ,where nn2 was the number of
iterations required to converge the nested recycle loop,
b. If the output stream variables data failed to converge after
20 iterations, the message
"NESTED RECYCLE LOOP DID NOT CONVERGE"
was printed (RCY00600 and RCY00610), exit was made from the main
recycle loop and a flag, LIMIT2 , was set (RCY00730), indicating that
stream variables data had been found out of convergence for purposes
of ascertaining the convergence of the main recycle loop.
3. When equipment node numbers 18 and 19 were reached following the
completion of the nested recycle loop calculation, the calculation
of these nodes was bypassed.
This modification to Subroutine RCYCLE was made expressly for the
ethylene plant simulation and was not incorporated into the active
source code for CHESS-U Mass (32) on a permanant basis. The source code
for this modification remains in CHESS -U Mass (32) in the form of
comment cards (RCY00410 through RCY00660).
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9-2 Simulation of the Ethane Pyrolysis Reactor (R-l)
Process module ADD2 was used to simulate the ethane pyrolysis
reactor. As discussed in Section 4-2, the number of tubes in the
reactor is either determined by ADD2 as required to achieve the
desired yield or is specified by the user. When process module ADD
2
was used in the recycle loop in the ethylene plant and the number of
tubes in the reactor was determined by ADD 2 based on the desired
yield, a small change in the ethane feed rate to the reactor from one
pass through the recycle loop to the next resulted in a change of 1
tube in the total reactor length required to achieve the desired
yield. This change in the reactor length substantially altered the
composition of the reactor product stream, thus altering the flow rate
of recycle ethane, resulting in a substantial change in the feed rate
of ethane to the reactor on the succeeding pass through the recycle
loop. The net effect of all these changes was the oscillation of all
the stream variables in the recycle loop between two essentially
constant sets of values.
In order to eliminate the oscillatory behavior discussed above,
the number of tubes in the reactor required to achieve the desired
conversion was determined in the preliminary calculations described in




THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION - CASE STUDY 1
The simulation of the ethylene plant shown in Figure 1-1 with a
pure ethane feedstock (case study 1) is discussed in this chapter.
In case study 1, a reactor conversion was chosen and the flow rate
of the net bottoms stream from the ethylene column (stream number 41)
required to converge the recycle calculations was approximated from
preliminary calculations described in Section 10-1. The program output
of the intermediate results, which traces the progress of recycle
calculations and includes equipment design information, is discussed in
Section 10-2. Section 10-3 discusses the separate simulation of the
ethylene column by a rigorous stage to stage method in order to verify
that the use of short cut distillation module DISC to simulate the
ethylene column is a realistic approximation.
The program output of the intermediate and final results from case
study 1 is given in Appendix I. The execution time for case study 1
was 473.6 CP seconds (decimal) on the University of Massachusetts
Control Data Cyber 74-18.
10-1 Preliminary Calculations - Case Study 1
The process and material flow diagram for the ethylene plant given
on page III
-7 9 of Reference 3 is the basis for the input data prepared
for case study 1. The material flow rates given in this flow diagram
a^e for an ethylene plant with 6 reactors ( 4.4 "operating", 1.6
spare"), each having two parallel tube runs. The pure ethane feed
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rate to the plant given in this flow diagram, 33179.0 lbs/hr, was
scaled down by a factor of approximately 4.4 to obtain a pure ethane
feed rate of 255.0 lb moles /hr to the plant simulated in case study 1.
The following design conditions were selected for the ethane
pyrolysis reactor (R~l) based upon the reactor specification given
on page 111-33 of Reference 3 :
1. Component flow rates :
Ethane 12000.0000 lbs/hr (399.0954 lb moles/hr)
Ethylene 92.5716 lbs/hr ( 3.3000 lb moles/hr)
Steam 2418.5143 lbs/hr (134.2128 lb moles/hr)
2. Maximum flow rate per tube run : 7300.0 lbs/hr
3. Desired conversion based on ethane : 0.5465
The reactor was simulated separately (i.e. as a process consisting of
one equipment node) at the above conditions with process module ADD2
.
The information obtained from this simulation was :
1. Required tube size : 5.0 inches
2. Number of parallel tube runs : 2
3. Number of tubes per tube run : 53
4. Actual conversion based on ethane : 0.5516








The flow diagram of ethane through the ethylene plant given in
Figure 10-1 was prepared. The flash separator (S-3) was simulated
separately (i.e. as a process consisting of one equipment node) with
process module ADBF. This simulation, which was identical in form to
that presented in Example 2-1, determined the ethane split in the flash
separator using the composition of the water free portion of the
reactor product stream listed on page 152 as the feed stream to the
flash separator. The results of the simulation indicated that the
fraction of ethane in the feed stream to the flash separator that comes
out in the flash liquid (variable "x" in Figure 10-1) is 0.9821.
Since the reactor feed consists of 399.0954 lb moles /hr of ethane
and the feed rate of ethane to the plant is 255.0 lb moles /hr, the
recycle ethane flow rate is the difference between these two feed
rates, i.e. 144.0954 lb moles/hr.
A material balance on the ethylene column net bottoms stream using
the nomenclature in Figure 10-1 yields
(1.0 - FHK)(x)(0.4484)(F + R) = E (10-1)
Substituting the values of F, R and x given on page 154 into Equation
(10-1) yields FHK=0.1801.
The values of F, FHK, R and the reactor conversion of 0.5516 that
were arrived at by the procedure outlined above were used in the input
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FIGURE 10-1 - Continued
Notation, Figure 10-1 :
F = pure ethane feed rate to plant, lb moles/hr
FHK = fraction of ethane in the feed to the ethylene column that
comes off in the net distillate
R = recycle ethane stream flow rate, lb moles/hr
x = fraction of ethane in the feed to the flash separator that
comes off in the flash liquid
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10-2 Intermediate Results - Case Study 1
In order to maintain continuity, the complete program output
for the intermediate results for case study 1 is given on pages
410-490 of Appendix I. The intermediate results trace the progress
of process calculations and include the printout of equipment design
information that is too extensive to be printed by CHESS-U Mass (32)
in the tabulation of the final values in the equipment parameters
vectors
.
Briefly, the program output given on pages 410-490 indicates the
following:
1. Equipment node numbers 1, 2 and 3 were simulated before recycle
calculations were started. This is indicated by the output
"NOW CALLING EQUIPMENT 1 - 'MIXR'
NOW CALLING EQUIPMENT 2 - 'HXR2*
NOW CALLING EQUIPMENT 3 - 'ADD1* "
that appears on page 410 prior to the message
""
— ""BEGIN TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS WITH EQUIPMENT LIST .." .
2. The message
""""""BEGIN TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS WITH EQUIPMENT LIST .."
that appears on page 410 indicates that recycle calculations have
been started. The message "BEGIN 'LOOP 1' .." on page 410
indicates that the first pass through the recycle loop has started.
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The messages "BEGIN 'LOOP 2' " and "BEGIN 'LOOP 3' " on pages 450
and 472 respectively indicate that the second and third passes
through the recycle loop have started. The message "*****END OF
RECYCLE CALCULATIONS" immediately following the message "NOW
CALLING EQUIPMENT 44 - •HXR2* " on page 490 indicates that recycle
calculations converged on the third pass through the recycle loop.
3. The sequence of equipment node numbers simulated in each pass
through the recycle loop was exactly that specified in vector
KE2 in the input data, with the exception of the nested recycle
loop between equipment node numbers 17 and 19, which was simulated
as described in Section 9-1. This is indicated by messages of the
form "NOW CALLING EQUIPMENT ne - 'pmod' " where
ne = current equipment node number
pmod = name of process module used to simulate the current equipment
node
These messages appear throughout the intermediate results. For
the first pass through the recycle loop ('LOOP 1') these messages
appear on the following pages in Appendix I :
Equipment Node Numbers Page Number





Equipment Node Numbers Page Number
17 (Nested loop 1) 425
18 (Nested loop 1) A2 6
19 (Nested loop l) 427
17 (Nested loop 2)
, 42 9
18, 19 (Nested loop 2) 430

















quipment design information for equipment node numbers 4, 6, 7, 10,
l
> 19, 30, 39, 37, 38, 25, 34 and 28 is printed by the respective
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process module used to simulate each of these equipment nodes
every time the equipment node is called in a pass through a recycle
loop. For the first pass through the recycle loop (»LOOP 1«) this
information is printed on the following pages in Appendix I :














5. The principal information obtained in the first pass through the
recycle loop ('LOOP 1») was:
a. The reactor, which was simulated with a user specified total of
53 tubes, operated at a conversion of 0.5516 based on ethane (page
413 ). Since the flash separator had not yet been simulated, there
was no flash vapor available to fire the reactor. The natural gas
us age of the reactor was 54.85 MSCFH (page 413).
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b. All non-zero output stream variables data for each equipment node
in the recycle loop, except that for equipment node numbers 1 through
3, were found out of convergence and exhibited a value of 1.0 for
DEV, as defined by Equation (2-1). This is exemplified by the
printout for equipment node number 4, the reactor, on pages 413 and
414 , which indicates that various extensive and intensive variables
for stream numbers 10 and 11, the two output streams from the reac-
tor, have been found out of convergence. The output streams from
equipment node numbers 1, 2 and 3, with the exception of the
temperature of stream 3 (S0IDUM(l,4)
,
SINTSV(4,3), page 410 ),
converged because these equipment nodes were each simulated once
before recycle calculations were started.
c. The nested recycle loop consisting of equipment node numbers
17, 18 and 19 converged in three iterations, as indicated by the
message "NESTED LOOP CONVERGED IN 3 ITERATIONS" on page 431 .
On the first iteration (pages 425 -428 ), the dried gas output
stream from the flash economizer was assigned a temperature of
340. 0°R (S0IDUM(1,4), page 425 ). On the second iteration, the
temperature of this stream, as calculated by a heat balance on the
flash economizer, was 334.5073^ (S0IDUM(l,4)
,
page 429 ).
• The principal information obtained in the second pass through the
recycle loop ('LOOP 2') was:
a. The reactor, which was simulated with a user specified total of
53 tubes, operated at a conversion of 0.5514 based on ethane
(page 453 ). ^he flash vapor stream composition calculated on the
first pass through the recycle loop was used to fire the reactor,
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reducing the natural gas usage of the reactor from 54.85 MSCFH in
loop 1 to 2 0.76 MSCFH in loop 2 (page 453 ).
b. All stream variables data in the quench, compression and
dessicator systems converged to within a fractional tolerance
of 0.002 of its value in loop 1. This is indicated by the absence
of any messages flagging output stream variables found out of
convergence when the equipment nodes in these systems were simulated
(pages 454 ~459 ).
c. The flow rates of the refrigerants used by condensers E-7, E-9
and E-12 varied substantially in loop 2 from their values in loop
1 (page 459 for E-7, 465 for E-9 and 463 for E-12). This was due
to the fact that in loop 1 the process modules used to simulate
condensers E-7, E-9 and E-12 (HXR5, ADD5, and HXR5 respectively)
calculated the required refrigerant flow rates assuming the
refrigerant supply streams were saturated liquid whereas in loop 2
the molar enthalpies of the 2 -phase refrigerant output streams
from pressure control valves VLV6, VLV4 and VLV5 respectively,
calculated in loop 1, were used to calculate the required refrigerant
flow rates.
d. The nested recycle loop consisting of equipment node numbers
17, 18 and 19 converged in three iterations (pages 459 -461 ).
•
The principal information obtained in the third pass through the
recycle loop ( * LOOP 3») was:
a. The reactor, which was simulated with a user specified total of
53 tubes, operated at a conversion of 0.5512 based on ethane
(page 475 ). The natural gas usage of the reactor was 20.78 MSCFH
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(page 475 )•
b. The nested recycle loop consisting of equipment node numbers 17,
18, and 19 converged in three iterations (pages 480 - 482 ).
c. The stream variables data for all the output streams from
equipment nodes in the recycle loop converged to within the specified
fractional tolerance of 0.002 of their values in loop 2, i.e. the
recycle loop converged. This is indicated by the following:
1) The absence of any messages flagging output stream variables
found out of convergence in the intermediate results for loop 3
(pages 472 - 490 ), except on the first and second of the three
iterations through the nested loop between equipment node
numbers 17 and 19 (pages 480 - 481 ). Only the results of the
convergence tests performed in the final (third) iteration
through the nested loop were considered when determining
whether the recycle loop had converged.
2) The message "***** END OF RECYCLE CALCULATIONS" immediately
following the message "NOW CALLING EQUIPMENT 44- »HXR2' " on
page 490
.
10-3 Rigorous Stage to Stage Simulation of the Ethylene Column (D-l)
In both case studies, the ethylene column (D-l) was simulated with
Process module DISC. DISC, which is described in Section 4-7 of
Reference 32, simulates a distillation column by one of a number of
"ell known short cut methods. In this work, the FenskeHJnderwood-
^Uliland (13, 31, 14) method was used.
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After case study 1 was completed, the ethylene column was simulated
separately (i.e. as a process consisting of one equipment node) with
process module MSEQ. MSEQ, which is described in Section 4-20 of
Reference 32, simulates an equilibrium process of a specified number
of theoretical stages by a rigorous stage to stage method. In general,
MSEQ cannot be used in recycle loops because it consumes a tremendous
amount of computer time and creates problems with recycle loop
convergence. MSEQ is, however, most useful for simulating an individual
multistage equilibrium process, such as a distillation column.
In simulating the ethylene column with MSEQ, the final stream
variables data for the reflux, reboiler vapor and feed streams (stream
numbers 29, 33 and 35 respectively) from case study 1, listed on pages
496 and 497 in Appendix I, were used as the input stream variables
data for the MSEQ module. The number of theoretical stages and the
feed tray location from the top of the column calculated by short
cut module DISC in case study 1, as listed on page 512 of Appendix I,
were specified in the equipment parameters vector for the MSEQ module.
The input data and the listing of the final stream variables data for
the separate simulation of the ethylene column with MSEQ are given in
Appendix J.
The stream variables data for the gross overhead and gross bottoms
output streams from the ethylene column, as calculated by process
module MSEQ, are compared with the same data, as calculated by process
module DISC, in Table 10-1. In general, the results obtained by these
two methods agree closely with one another. The largest difference
between the results obtained with the two modules, 3.4%, occurred in
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the flew rate of ethane in the gross overhead stream. From this
comparison, it was concluded that simulation of the ethylene




COMPARISON OF GROSS OVERHEAD AND GROSS BOTTOMS STREAM VARIABLES DATA
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Total 1319.0 1328.7 868.0 858.3
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CHAPTER XI
THE ETHYLENE PLANT SIMULATION - CASE STUDY 2
The simulation of the ethylene plant shown in Figure 1-1 with a
90.9 mole % ethane, 9.1 mole % methane feedstock (case study 2) is
discussed in this chapter. The process configuration and equipment
parameters used in case study 2, except for the reactor conversion
and the ethylene column splits, were identical to those used in case
study 1. The reactor conversion and ethylene column splits used in
case study 2 were adjusted in order to produce the same quantity and
purity of ethylene product as was obtained in case study 1.
In Section 11-1, the preliminary calculations made for case study
2 to select the reactor conversion and the ethylene column splits and
to obtain an initial guess for the recycle ethane flow rate are
discussed. The input data for case study 2 is given on pages 532 -
535 of Appendix K. An abridged copy of the program output for case
study 2 is given in Appendix K. The abridged program output includes
only the following information:
1. The listings of the equipment parameters vectors for the ethylene
column and the reactor and the properties of stream numbers 1 and 2
as specified in the input data (pages 536 - 539 ). The remainder of
of the input data listings for case study 2 is identical to that for
case study 1.
2. The intermediate results between the first simulations of equipment
node number 1 (feed/recycle ethane mixer MIX1) and equipment node
number 4 (reactor) (pages 540 -544 ) and the complete intermediate
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results for loop 3 (pages 545 -563 ). The recycle calculations
converged in loop 3.
3. The final results (pages 564 -597 ).
The input data and program output for case study 2 are nearly
identical to those for case study 1 as discussed in Chapters VIII and
X and do not warrant separate discussion in this chapter.
11-1 Preliminary Calculations - Case Study 2
Prior to the preparation of the input data for case study 2, the
following feed stream conditions were selected based on the conditions
used in case study 1:
255.0 lb moles/hr ethane (same as case study 1)
25.5 lb moles/hr methane
The following design conditions were selected for the ethane pyrolysis
reactor (R-l) based on the conditions used in case study 1 and the
desire to obtain the same mole fraction of ethylene in the reactor
product stream as was obtained in case study 1 :
1. Component flow rates :
'
Ethane 12000.0000 lbs/hr (399.0954 lb moles/hr)
Methane 409.0710 lbs/hr ( 25.5000 lb moles/hr)
Ethylene 87.2417 lbs/hr ( 3.1100 lb moles/hr)
Steam 2499.2625 lbs/hr (138.6938 lb moles/hr)
2
-
Maximum flow rate per tube run : 7600.0 lbs/hr
3. Desired conversion based on ethane : 0.5688
The rea
-ctor was simulated separately (i.e. as a process consisting of
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one equipment node) at the above conditions with process module ADD2
.
The information obtained from this simulation was :
1. Required tube size : 5.0 inches
2. Number of parallel tube runs : 2
3. Number of tubes per tube run : 55
4. Actual conversion based on ethane : 0.5688







A diagram of the ethane flow through the ethylene plant similar
to Figure 10-1 was prepared. Maintaining the flow rate of recycle
ethane at 144.0954 lb moles/hr, as was done in case study 1, a material
balance on the ethylene column yielded FHK=0.1474.
A complete simulation of the ethylene plant using the operating
conditions listed above was run. The simulation indicated that the
purity of the ethylene product stream was 78.89 mole %, as opposed to
81.13 mole % obtained in case study 1.
In order to raise the ethylene product stream purity to about
81 mole %, the number of tubes in the reactor was increased to 56
and a separate simulation of the reactor was run using the other
Parameters given above, except for the flow rate of ethylene in the
reactor feed stream, which was taken as 138.7508 lbs/hr (4.9462 lb
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moles/hr). The information obtained from this simulation was :
1. Required tube size : 5.0 inches
2. Number of parallel tube runs : 2
3. Number of tubes per tube run : 56
4. Actual conversion based on ethane : 0.5857







Using the procedure outlined in Section 10-1, the diagram of the
ethane flow through the ethylene plant given in Figure 11-1 was
prepared. Using the data obtained from the simulation that yielded
a 78.89 mole 7„ ethylene product stream, the value of x in Figure 11 -1
was approximated as 0.9804. Maintaining the flow rate of recycle ethane
at 144.0954 lb moles/hr, a material balance for ethane on the ethylene
column yielded FHK=0.1126. A material balance for ethylene on the
ethylene column based on data obtained from the simulation that yielded
a 78.89 mole % ethylene product stream was performed. This material
balance indicated that for a value of ELK (fraction of ethylene in
feed to D-l to net distillate) of 0.9743, the composition of the net
distillate from D-l would be about 81.2 mole % ethylene.
The values of FHK and FLK developed by the procedure outlined
1170
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FIGURE 11-1 - Continued
Notation, Figure 11-1 :
F j= flow rate of ethane in feed stream to plant, lb moles/hr
FHK = fraction of ethane in the feed to the ethylene column that
peonies off in the net distillate
R = recycle ethane stream flow rate, lb moles/hr
x = fraction of ethane in the feed to the flash separator that
comes off in the flash liquid
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CHAPTER XII
COMPARISON OF CASE STUDIES 1 AND 2
The effect of changing the feedstock composition on the stream
variables, equipment parameters and utility consumption of the
ethylene plant while maintaining the same product purity is discussed
in this chapter. The properties of key streams in the plant with each
of the two feedstocks are compared in Section 12-1. The equipment
sizes for the two feedstocks are compared in Section 12-2. Differences
in the plant utility consumption with the too feedstocks are discussed
in Section 12-3.
12-1 Comparison of Key Stream Properties in Case Studies 1 and 2
The properties of key streams in the ethylene plant in case
studies 1 and 2 are compared in Table 12-1. The flow rate of ethane
in both feedstocks is identical (255.0 lb moles /hr). The composition
and flow rates of the recycle streams in both case studies are nearly
identical. The reactor product stream and ethylene product stream in
ease study 2 exhibit the following differences and similarities with
respect to the same streams in case study 1 :
1. Higher total molar flow rate
2. Higher mole fraction of methane
3. Lower mole fraction of ethane
4
« Same mole fraction of ethylene
The higher total molar flow rates of the reactor and ethylene
Product streams in case study 2 are caused by two factors :
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X, The higher flow rate of methane due to the methane in the feedstock
2, The higher conversion required to obtain a sufficient quantity of
ethylene to equal the product stream purity in case study 1. The
primary cracking reactions, (4-7) and (4-8), considered by subroutine
RATES produce 2 and \\ moles of products respectively for every mole
Of ethane that is cracked.
The higher mole fraction of methane in the reactor product and
ethylene product streams in case study 2 is caused primarily by the use
of a feedstock containing methane. The lower mole fraction of ethane
in the reactor product and ethylene product streams in case study 2
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12-2 Comparison of Equipment Sizes in Case Studies 1 and 2
The required equipment sizes for case studies 1 and 2 are listed
in Table 12-2. In general, the size of a particular equipment unit in
case study 2 is equal to or greater than the size of the same
equipment unit in case study 1. All the major increases in equipment
sizes for case study 2 over case study 1 occurred in equipment units
in the process flow stream between the reactor system and the
distillation system. The major increases in equipment sizes are
summarized in Table 12-3.
The increase in the number of tubes in the reactor from 53 in case
study 1 to 56 in case study 2 is required in order to produce a reactor
product stream containing approximately the same mole fraction (0.29)
of ethylene.
The larger sizes required for the quench water cooler, the
cracked gas compressor and the flash economizer in case study 2 are due
to the learger process flow rates through these equipment units in case
study 2.
The dramatic increases in the sizes of the heat pump condenser
and the ethylene column refrigerated condenser in case study 2 over case
study 1 are due primarily to the smaller available log mean temperature
differences in these equipment units in case study 2. This is due to
the fact that the temperature of the gross overhead stream from the
ethylene column is lower in case study 2 (4 44.3927°R vs. 449. 4408 °R)
than in case study 1 whereas the refrigerants used in E-8 and E-9 are
SuPplied at the same temperature in both case studies. The gross
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overhead stream is at its dew point temperature. In case study 2, the
dew point temperature of the gross overhead stream is lower than in
case study 1 due to the higher mole fraction of methane (0.038 in
case study 2 vs. 0.016 in case study l).
The dramatic increase in the required surface areas of E-8 and E-9
-in case study 2 is an example of the type of beneficial information
that one may obtain by testing different alternatives of plant
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12-3 COMPARISON OF PLANT UTILITY CONSUMPTION IN CASE STUDIES 1 AND 2
The utilities consumed in the ethylene plant are air, electricity,
natural gas, 65 PSIA steam, 165 PSIA steam and cooling water. The
consumption of these utilities in case studies 1 and 2 is compared
in Tables 12-4 through 12-7 respectively. The production rate of
65.0 PSIA steam in the waste heat boiler (E-2) is included in
Table 12-6.
The information contained in Tables 12-4 through 12-7 indicates
that with the exception of natural gas consumption, the consumption
of all plant utilities increased by 5 to 10 percent in case study 2
compared with case study 1. The natural gas consumed in the reactor
decreased by 17.3% due largely to the increased flow rate of methane
(19.0541 lb moles/hr in case study 2 compared with 7.2788 lb moles/hr
in case study l) in the flash vapor stream used as the primary heat
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COMPARISON OF PLANT ELECTRIC USAGE IN CASE STUDIES 1 AND 2












7 P-l 11*4 11.9
Ethylene Column
Reflux Pump
38 P-2 4.7 U 7
Cracked Gas Compressor 11 c-i £i n /,0 IU, H bo4.1
Heat Pump Compressor 28 C-2 179.6 187.5
Ethylene Refrigerant
Compressor
30 C-3 140.4 145.0
Propane Refrigerant
Compressor
25 C-4 40.6 40.5
Total 982.2 1073.8
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Quench Water Cooler 8 E-3 2156 .5 2258.3





31 E-ll 1.9 1.8
Propane Refrigerant
Compressor
26 E-13 299.2 312.2
Cracked Gas Compressor-
1st. Stage Intercooler
12 c-i 122.9 137.8
Cracked Gas Compressor-
2nd. Stage Intercooler
14 c-i 116.4 129.4
Total 2818.2 2975.1




Conclusions drawn from this work are of two different classes.
The first class is conclusions based on the work performed to develop
and select adequate methods for calculating thermodynamic properties.
These are discussed in Section 13-1. The second class is conclusions
based on the results of the two case studies. These are discussed in
Section 13-2
.
13~1 Conclusions Regarding the Methods for
Calculating Thermodynamic Properties
The conclusions regarding the methods for calculating thermodynamic
properties are as follows:
1. The method of ideal gas enthalpy calculation used in the original
version of CHESS (24) is inadequate for use in this work. The new
method of ideal gas enthalpy calculation developed in this work
is substantially more accurate than that used in the original
version of CHESS (24) and is more than adequate for design purposes.
2. Enthalpies of methane, ethane and ethylene calculated using the
Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure agree more closely with published
enthalpies (12) over the range of conditions investigated than do
those calculated using the Redlich-Kwong (26) equation of state and
are of more than sufficient accuracy for design purposes. The
Redlich-Kwong (26) equation of state is adequate for the calculation
of vapor phase enthalpies of these components but is not adequate
for the calculation of liquid phase enthalpies of methane and
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ethylene.
3. The Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure is adequate for determining
the boiling points of methane, ethane and ethylene over the range of
conditions investigated. The Grayson-Streed (15) modification of
the Chao-Seader (5) method is not adequate for determining the
boiling point of methane but appears adequate for ethane and
ethylene.
4. For the hydrogen-methane -ethane -ethylene system, vapor-liquid
equilibrium K-values calculated with the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure agree substantially more closely with experimental
data ' (6) for this system that do the K-values calculated with the
Grayson-Streed (15) modified Chao-Seader (5) method or the Chao-
Seader (5) method. The Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure is the
only procedure of the three studied that is capable of adequately
calculating the K-values of hydrogen in this system.
13-2 Conclusions Based on the Results of Case Studies 1 and 2
The conclusions which may be drawn from the results of case studies
1 and 2 are as follows:
1. When a complex chemical process containing multiple and nested
recycle loops is simulated with CHESS-U Mass (32), rapid convergence
of the recycle calculations is essential in order to minimize
computer time usage. In this work, recycle calculations were
performed using the method of successive substitutions. The recycle
calculations always converged on the third pass through the recycle
loop, provided that adequate preliminary calculations were performed
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prior to the simulation. The preliminary calculations involved the
solution of the material balance for ethane throughout the entire
plant.
2. The ethylene column (D-l) may be adequately simulated with process
module DISC using the short-cut Fenske^Underwood-Gilliland (13, 31,
14) method. The composition of the gross overhead and gross
bottoms streams from the ethylene column, as calculated by this
short-cut method, agree closely with those calculated by a rigorous
stage to stage method.
3. When methane is introduced into the ethane feedstock, the equipment
sizes and consumption of utilities required to maintain a constant
ethylene composition in the ethylene product stream increase. If
an ethylene plant is to be designed to produce an ethylene product
stream of constant composition from both pure ethane and mixed
methane-ethane feedstocks, the equipment sizes and utility consump-
tion used in the design of the plant should be based on the use
of the mixed methane -ethane feedstock. The only exception to this
rule is the natural gas supply line to the reactor, which should be
sized for pure ethane feedstock.
4. When the composition of the feedstock to the ethylene plant changes,
the number of tubes in the reactor and the splits in the ethylene
column required to maintain constant composition in the ethylene
Product stream change. The number of trays required in the column
does not change substantially although the required feed tray loca-
tion does. The final design of an ethylene plant should therefore
incorporate the following:
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a. The reactor should contain a sufficient number of tubes to
handle all potential feedstocks to the plant. Specifically, the
number of tubes in the reactor should be large enough to permit
production of a reactor product stream capable of being purified
to the desired ethylene product stream composition from all
potential feedstocks. When this design is used, the rate of
production of product ethylene increases as the purity of the
ethane feedstock increases.
b. The control system for the ethylene column should include
provisions for adjusting the column performance as the composition
and flow rate of the feed stream to the column vary. The control
system should be capable of maintaining a constant mole fraction
of ethylene in the ethylene product stream.
c. The feed rate of ethane to the reactor should be held constant.
This can best be done by running the recycle ethane stream
uncontrolled (with respect to flow rate) and controlling the
flow rate of fresh ethane feedstock in a manner that results in a




The two case studies performed in this work and the study of the
methods of calculating thermodynamic properties uncovered numerous
areas where additional work may be performed. Recommendations for
additional work on CHESS-U Mass (32) are summarized in Section 14-1.
Recommendations for additional work on ethylene plant simulation are
summarized in Section 14-2.
14-1 Recommendations for Additional Work on CHESSHJ Mass (32)
The potential areas for additional work on CHESSHJ Mass (32) are
numerous. The areas which the author feels require the most urgent
attention are outlined below :
1. Expansion of Thermodynamics and Physical Properties Packages :
a. Modification of the thermodynamics package (Subroutine KHZT)
to calculate the properties of liquid water as a pure component and
in miscible and immiscible liquid mixtures.
b. Addition of the properties of polar and associating components,
such as alcohols and ketones, to the physical properties package
(Program COMPID). Modification of the thermodynamic properties
package to calculate the properties of these components in the pure
state and in miscible and immiscible liquid mixtures.
c. Addition of internal functions to Subroutine KHZT to find the
bubble point and dew point pressures of a stream at a specified
temperature and composition.
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d. Addition of internal functions to Subroutine KHZT to determine
the molar entropy of a stream when the temperature, pressure and
composition are known and to find the temperature when the molar
entropy, pressure and composition are known.
e. Improvement of the accuracy of the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure. Experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium K-values for a
large number of binary systems containing hydrocarbons and non-
hydrocarbons were collected and compared against the K-values
calculated by each of the three K-value calculation methods available
in CHESS HJ Mass (32). The data, results and a preliminary report on
this work are available from Dr. R. S. Kirk.
f. Determination of the coefficients a., b., c. , and d. in
X 1 1 1
Equation (6-5) in the temperature range below 300. 0°K for the
components included in the physical properties package that are not
present in the ethylene plant.
g. Incorporation of an option to allow enthalpies to be based on
the elements at 0.0°R and 0.0 PSIA rather that the pure component
in the ideal gas state at 0. The values of the heats of forma-
tion of the 98 components in the physical properties package in the
ideal gas state at 0.0°R from the elements are stored in vector
HF0 (CID02990 through CID 03120) but are presently unused.
• Preparation of New Process Modules :
a
» Preparation of a generalized, thermodynamically rigorous 3 -phase
(liquid-liquid-vapor) flash module capable of performing adiabatic
and isothermal flash calculations.
b
- Preparation of a generalized, thermodynamically rigorous module
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that changes the temperature and pressure of a stream to .. specified
values and then finds its vapor fraction and enthalpy by isothermal
flash.
3. Expansion and Modification of Existing Process Modules :
a. Addition of complete equipment sizing routines as options in
process modules that do not already include this feature.
b. Modification of process module COMP to treat the stream being
compressed as a real vapor rather than an ideal gas.
c. Preparation of a second version of process module DISC that
performs short-cut distillation calculations without material and
energy balances. The new module would have 1 input stream (feed)
and two output streams (net distillate and net bottoms).
d. Expansion of process module MSEQ to permit product streams to be
drawn from intermediate stages.
4. Expansion and Modification of the Executive System :
a. Removal of the recycle net decomposition program (Program
DENETS). Experience with CHESS Mass (32) indicates that the
recycle equipment list can best be determined by the user and is
seldom satisfactorily determined by Program DENETS for complex
plants
.
t>. Addition of facilities to permit the specification of nested
recycle loops in the input data.
5
« Addition of Cost Estimation :
a
« Addition of a program to estimate the following:
1) FOB equipment costs. These would be estimated from equipment
sizes calculated and stored in the equipment parameters
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vectors by the process modules and equipment design
information (i.e. materials of construction, design pressure,
etc.) specified by the user in the equipment parameters
vectors
.
2) Installed plant cost. This would be estimated by applying
appropriate installation cost factors to the FOB equipment
costs to obtain installed equipment costs, summing the
installed equipment costs and applying appropriate plant-wide
factors to the sum.
3) Plant operating cost. This would be estimated from utility
usages calculated and stored in the equipment parameters
vectors by CHESS -U Mass (32), material flows calculated and
stored in the extensive properties vectors by CHESSHJ Mass
(32), the total installed plant cost, the process configura-
tion, and material, utility and labor costs supplied by the
user in the input data.
14-2 Recommendations for Additional Work on Ethylene Plant Simulation
The potential areas for additional work on ethylene plant simula-
tion are extensive. The areas which the author encountered in this
work are outlined bel ow :
1. Simulation of an ethylene plant using the process flow diagram from
case study 2 and the equipment sizes calculated in case study 2 with
different feedstocks in order to determine the best overall control
scheme for maintaining constant product purity under conditions of
varying feedstock composition.
2. Expansion of process module ADD2 (pyrolysis reactor simulation
module):
a. Addition of facilities to calculate the heat flux to a reaction
increment by simultaneous solution of the equations for radiant,
conductive and convective heat transfer to and through the tube
wall and internal film.
b. Modification of Subroutine RATES to handle secondary cracking
reactions and feedstocks containing n-butane and heavier
hydrocarbons
.
3. Simulation of an ethylene plant producing 97.5 mole % ethylene
or 99.9 mole % ethylene using a contemporary process. The
feedstocks should be similar to those used in an actual ethylene
plant.
4. Use of rigorous stage to stage methods to simulate the purification
column(s) in the ethylene plant.
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APPENDIX A
Sequence of Operations and Source Listing
Program ADD2 (Pyrolysis reactor simulation module)
Subroutine PDROP (tube increment outlet pressure calculation
subroutine, called by Program ADD2)
Subroutine QCALC (tube increment heat input calculation subroutine,
called by Program ADD2)
Subroutine RATES (tube increment conversion and heat of reaction
calculation subroutine - called by Program ADD2)
Subroutine VISCAL (tube increment viscosity calculation subroutine
called by Program ADD2)
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Seqeunce of Operations : Program ADD
2
The sequence of operations in Program ADD2 is:
1. Set the return code for subroutine VISCAL, NRET, to normal (ADD20920).
2. Verify that the reactor feed stream is all vapor (ADD20960). If the
reactor feed stream is not all vapor, print an error message to this
effect (ADD20970 through ADD20990) and return (ADD21000).
3. Verify that there is flow in the reactor feed stream (ADD21020).
If there is no flow, print an error message to that effect
(ADD21030 through ADD21050) and return (ADD21060).
4. Save the stream variables for input stream 1, the reactor feed stream
(ADD21080 through ADD21130).
5. Retrieve input data from the equipment parameters vector (ADD21150
through ADD21270).
6. Determine the key component in the reactor feed stream (ADD21290
through ADD21340). If the key component is improperly specified,
print an error message to that effect (ADD21350 through ADD21370)
and return (ADD21380).
Establish Reactor Gemometric Parameters Applicable to All Tube Sizes
7. Set the tube size index, ISIZE, to zero (ADD21430).
8. See if the user has specified the smallest tube size to be tried
(ADD21450 through ADD21500). If the smallest tube size has been
specified by the user, reset the tube size index, ISIZE, to one less
than the tube size corresponding to the smallest tube size specified
by the user (ADD21520).
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9. Calculate the length of one straight run, TTL (ADD21540).
10. Determine the total mass feed rate to the reactor (ADD21560
through ADD21580).
11. Calculate the number of parallel tube runs required, RNTUBE, by
dividing the total mass feed rate to the reactor by the maximum
allowable mass flow rate per tube run and round off the result
to the next largest integral value (ADD21600 and ADD21610).
12. Establish the mass feed rate for each tube run by dividing the
total mass feed rate to the reactor by the number of parallel
tube runs (ADD21630).
Set Up New Tube Size
13. Increment the tube size index, ISIZE, by one (ADD21680).
14. If the tube size index is greater than 9 (ADD21690), print an
error message indicating that ADD2 has failed to converge for all
allowable tube sizes (ADD21700 through ADD21720) and go to step
115 (ADD21730).
15. Based on the tube size index, ISIZE, retrieve the appropriate
tube size (ADD21740), inside diameter (ADD21750) and outside
diameter (ADD21760). This information is stored in vectors
TUBSIZ(9), PIPEID(9) and PIPE0D(9) respectively. The user may
enter the inside and outside diameters for a specific tube
schedule by changing the values stored in vectors PIPEID(9)
(ADD20200) and PIPE0D(9) (ADD20210).
16
*
Calculate the return bend length (ADD21780).
17
*
Es tablish the stream variables data at the inlet to the first tube
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increment in a single tube run (ADD21800 through ADD21860).
18. If IPRINT 4 0 (ADD21880), print the page heading (ADD21890 through
ADD22230).
19. Set the position indicator for the current tube, XPOS, to zero
(ADD22240).
20. Set the total heat input counter for the tube run, QTOT, to
zero (ADD22250).
21. Set the increment size for pressure drop calculations, PDLEN,
equal to the tube increment length specified by the user in the
equipment parameters vector, DXPOS (ADD22270).
22. Set the increment volume, VOL, equal to the volume of a tube
increment (ADD22290).
23. Set the tube counter, NT, to zero (ADD22310).
24. Set flag IRB to point to the straight run (ADD22340).
Set Up New Increment
25. Increment the position indicator for the current tube, XPOS,
by the tube increment length, DXPOS (ADD22380).
26. Check whether the end of the straight run has been passed (ADD22410
and ADD22420). If the end of the straight run has not been passed,
go to step 39.
27. If flag IRB points to the return bend, go to step 34 (ADD22450).
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Switch Geometry to Return Bend
28. Save the value of the tube increment length (ADD22470).
29. Set the position indicator for the current tube to point to the
end of the return bend (ADD22490).
30. Set flag 1KB to point to the return bend (ADD22510).
31. Set the value of the tube increment length equal to the return
bend length (ADD22520).
32. Set the increment size for pressure drop calculations, PDLEN,
in feet, equal to sixty times the tube size in inches (ADD22530).
33. Set the increment volume, VOL, equal to the volume of a return
bend (ADD22540) and go to step 39 (ADD22550).
Switch Tube Geometry Back to Straight Run
34. Set the value of the tube increment length, DXPOS, equal to the
value saved in step 28 (ADD22570).
35. Set the position indicator for the current tube, XPOS, to zero
(ADD22580).
36. Set flag IRB to point to the straight run (ADD22590).
37. Set the increment size for pressure drop calculations, PDLEN,
equal to the value of DXPOS restored in step 34 (ADD22600).
38. Set the increment volume, VOL, equal to the volume of a tube
increment (ADD22610) and go to step 25 (ADD22620).
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Approximate the Heat and Material Balances for the Current Increment
39. Call Subroutine QCALC to determine the heat flux to the current
tube increment, Q (ADD22660).
40. Assume there is no reaction in the increment. Calculate the
enthalpy at the outlet of the increment, HOUT, by adding the value
of Q determined in step 39 to the enthalpy at the inlet of the
increment, HIN (ADD22670).
41. Add the value of Q (step 39) for the current increment to the total
heat input for the tube run, QTOT (ADD22690).
42. Make the following assumptions about the outlet from the current
increment and load the appropriate process module vector elements
for input stream 1 :
a. The outlet pressure equals the inlet pressure (ADD22740).
b. The outlet enthalpy is as determined in step 40 (ADD22750).
c. The outlet total molar flow rate equals the inlet total molar
flow rate (ADD22760).
d. The outlet composition equals the inlet composition (ADD22770
and ADD22780). Call entry point TSUBH in Subroutine KHZT to find
the outlet temperature, TOUT, based on these assumptions (ADD22790).
43. Define the average temperature for the current increment as the
average of the inlet temperature and the outlet temperature as
determined in step 42 (ADD22830).
44. Call ZDENS to determine the average vapor compressibility factor
for the current increment (ADD22850) taking the following values of
the stream variables as average for the increment :
a. The average pressure equals the inlet pressure.
b. The average temperature as defined in step 43.
c. The outlet total molar flow rate equals the inlet total molar
flow rate.
d. The outlet composition equals the inlet composition.
45. Calculate the molecular weight at the inlet to the current
increment (ADD22880).
46. Call MFRAC to determine the mole fractions at the inlet to the
current increment (ADD22900).
47. Call VISCAL to determine the average viscosity for the current
increment (ADD22920) taking the following values of the stream
variables as average for the increment :
a. The average temperature as defined in step 43.
b. The inlet composition.
48. If the return code for Subroutine VISCAL, MET, indicates a fatal
error in Subroutine VISCAL, go to step 115(ADD22930)
.
49. Call PDROP to determine the outlet pressure from the current
increment (ADD22950) taking the following values of the stream
variables as average for the increment :
a. The viscosity as determined in step 47.
b. The inlet composition.
c. The average temperature as defined in step 43.
c. The average vapor compressibility factor as determined in step
44.
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50, Define the average pressure for the current increment as the average
of the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure as determined in
Step 49 (ADD22970).
51, Calculate the average vapor density for the current increment
(ADD22990) taking the following values of the stream variables as
average for the increment :
a. The average pressure as defined in step 50.
b. The average molecular weight equals the inlet molecular weight
calculated in step 45.
c. The average temperature as defined in step 43.
d. The average vapor compressibility factor as determined in step
44.
52, Call Subroutine RATES (ADD23020 and ADD23030) to calculate the
outlet composition from the current reaction increment, store it
into C0UTl(20), and calculate the total heat of reaction for the
increment (in BTU/hr at 25°C and 1.0 atm) , HR25, taking the
following values of the stream variables as average for the
increment :
a. The average temperature as defined in step 43.
b. The average pressure as defined in step 50.
c. The inlet mole fractions.
d. The average density as calculated in step 51.
53
• Set the iteration counter for the current increment, ICT, to
zero (ADD2308O).
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Iterative Calculations of Output Composition from Current Increment
54. Increment the iteration counter for the current increment, ICT
(ADD23090).
55. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 1 with
the information required to calculate each of the enthalpies
listed below and in each case call entry point ENTH in Subroutine
KHZT to calculate the enthalpy :
H2 = enthalpy of the products (outlet composition C0UTl(20))
from the current tube increment at the inlet temperature
and pressure of the increment (ADD23130 through ADD23200).
H2T25 = enthalpy of the products (outlet composition COUT1(20))
from the current tube increment at 25.0°C and 1.0 a tin
(ADD23230 through ADD23250).
HIN25 = enthalpy of the reactants (inlet) to the current tube
increment at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm (ADD23280 through ADD23310).
56. Calculate the heat of reaction, HREAC, at the inlet temperature
and pressure of the current increment from
HREAC=HIN25 - HIN + HR25 +H2 - H2T25 (ADD23340) (A-l)
where HIN25, H2 and K2T25 are as defined in step 54 and
HIN
= enthalpy of the reactants (inlet) to the current tube
increment at the inlet temperature and pressure of the
increment (BTU/hr) as calculated in step 17 (ADD21820) or
set in step 69 (ADD23890).
HR25
= heat of reaction that would result if the reaction
occurring in the increment were carried out at 25.0°C and
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1.0 atm as determined in step 52 (ADD23020 and ADD23030).
57. Equation (A-2) applies if enthalpies HOUT and HIN are relative to
the same base enthalpy
HOUT = HIN + Q (A-2)
where Q and HIN are as defined in steps 39 and 56 respectively and
HOUT = enthalpy of the products (outlet) from the current tube
increment at the outlet temperature and pressure of the
increment (BTU/hr)
Since the enthalpies in CHESS-U Mass (32) are based on the pure
components in the ideal gas state at 0.oV whenever a chemical
reaction occurs, HIN and HOUT have different bases. The value of
HIN based on the product enthalpies in the ideal gas state at
o
0.0 R may be calculated from
HIN = H2 - HREAC (A-3)
where H2 is the enthalpy of the products at the inlet temperature
and pressure based on the products in the ideal gas state at 0.
HREAC is the heat of reaction at the inlet temperature and pressure.
Substituting Equation (A-3) into Equation (A-2) yields
HOUT = H2 - HREAC + Q (ADD23360)(A-4)
58. Load the process module vector elements for output stream 1 with
the values of the stream variables at the outlet of the current
increment listed below:
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a. The outlet pressure as determined in step 49 or step 61
(ADD23390).
b. The outlet enthalpy as calculated in step 57 (ADD23400).
c. The outlet total molar flow rate and composition based on
C0UT1(20) as determined in step 52 or step 62 (ADD23410 through
ADD23430). Call TSUBH to find the outlet temperature, TOUT,
based on these values (ADD23440).
59. Redefine the average properties for the current increment as
follows :
a. The average temperature equals the average of the inlet tempera-
ture and the outlet temperature calculated in step 58 (ADD23480).
b. The average pressure equals the average of the inlet pressure
and the outlet pressure as determined in step 50 or step 62
(ADD23490).
c. The average total molar flow rate equals the average of the
inlet total molar flow rate and the outlet total molar flow rate
(ADD23500).
d. The average of each component molar flow rate equals the average
of its respective inlet and outlet values as determined in step 52
or step 62 (ADD23540 through ADD23560).
60. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 1 with
the average properties for the current increment defined in step
59 (ADD23510 through ADD23560).
61
'
Calculate the average value of the following variables for the
current increment based on the average stream properties defined
in step 59 :
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a. vapor compressibility factor (ADD23570).
b. molecular weight (ADD23580).
c. stream mole fractions (ADD23590).
d. viscosity (ADD23600).
e. pressure (ADD23610 and ADD23630).
f. density (ADD23640).
62. Call RATES (ADD23650 and ADD23660) to recalculate the outlet •
composition from the current increment, store it into C0UT2(20) and
recalculate the total heat of reaction for the increment taking the
following values of the stream variables as average for the
increment s
a. The average temperature as defined in step 59.
b. The average pressure as defined in step 59.
c. The average stream mole fractions as calculated in step 61.
d. The average density as calculated in step 61.




against the user specified convergence tolerance, TOL (ADD23710
and ADD23720).
64. For each component having a zero value in C0UTl(20) and a non-zero




against the user specified convergence tolerance, TOL
(ADD23730 and ADD23740).
65. If all of the values checked against TOL in steps 63 and 64 are less
than or equal to TOL, the conversion calculations for the current
increment have converged. If any of the values checked against
TOL is greater than TOL, the conversion calculations for the
current increment have not converged.
66. If the conversion calculations for the current increment have not
converged, store vector C0UT2(20) into vector COUT1(20) (ADD26590
and ADD26600), check the number of iterations for the current
increment (ADD26610), print an error message that ADD2 has hung up
every hundredth iteration (ADD26620 through ADD26640) and return
to step 54.
67. If the conversion calculations for the current increment have
converged, see if the current increment is at the end of a straight
run (ADD23770).
68. If the current increment is not at the end of a straight run, pro-
ceed to step 70.
69. Store the stream variables at the outlet of the current increment
into the locations corresponding to the inlet to the next increment
(ADD23790 through ADD23850) and return to step 25.
7o
« Increment the tube counter, NT (ADD23890), and compute the yield
at the outlet of the current increment (ADD23910 through ADD23960).
x Printout of intermediate results is desired, make the printout
(ADD23980 through ADD24060).
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72. See if the outlet pressure from the current increment is below
the minimum acceptable discharge pressure specified by the user
(ADD24080).
73. If the outlet pressure from the current increment is below the
minimum acceptable discharge pressure specified by the user,
print an error message to that effect (ADD26530 through ADD26560)
and return to step 13 (ADD26570).
74. If the outlet pressure from the current increment is not below
the minimum acceptable discharge pressure specified by the user and
a. the number of tubes per tube run equals the number of tubes
per tube run specified by the user (ADD24110) go to step 76.
b. the number of tubes per tube run does not equal the number
of tubes per tube run specified by the user (ADD24110 and ADD24120),
go to step 69.
c. the number of tubes per tube run was not specified by the user
(ADD24120), see if the yield at the outlet of the current increment
(computed in step 70) is greater than or equal to the desired yield
specified by the user (ADD24150).
75
.
If the yield at the outlet of the current increment is greater than
or equal to the desired yield, proceed to the calculations dealing
with the reactor heat supply (step 76). Otherwise, go to step 69.
Fuel Usage Calculations
76
• Define the heats of combustion for hydrogen, methane, ethane, pro-
pane, n-butane, ethylene and propylene in BTU/lb mole with all
Products in the vapor phase (ADD24220 through ADD24280).
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77. Define the fraction of excess air for use in flue gas combustion
calculations as 0.10 (ADD24300).
78. Verify that nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water are
included in C0MPNT(20) (ADD24330 through ADD24460). Print an
error message (ADD24380 through ADD24400) indicating each of
these components" omitted from C0MPNT(20).
79. If any of the components searched for in step 78 is missing
(ADD24470), print an error message indicating that fuel usage
calculations have been bypassed (ADD24420 and ADD24430) and
return (ADD24440).
80. Store the numbers of the elements in vector COMPNT(20) correspond-
ing to nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water in local
variables (ADD24480 through ADD2 4510)
.
81. Save the stream variables for input stream 3, the flash gas supply
stream (ADD24530 through ADD24580).
82. Verify that there is a flow in the flash gas supply stream
(ADD24600).
83. If there is no flow in the flash gas supply stream, set the flue
gas stream enthalpy, total molar flow rate and component molar
flow rates to zero (ADD24610 through ADD24640), initialize the
flue gas stream vapor fraction (ADD24650) and temperature
(ADD24660), set the heat supplied by the flash gas, OR, to zero
(ADD24670) and go to step 100.
ransfer the flash gas component molar flows to local vector
FF(7) (ADD24710 through ADD24770).
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85. Calculate the exact stoichiometric amount of oxygen, in lb moles /hr,
required to burn the flash gas (ADD24800 through ADD24810).
86. Multiply the result of step 85 by the quantity (l.O plus the
fraction of excess air defined in step 77) (ADD24840).
87. Calculate the nitrogen flow rate that results when the quantity
of oxygen calculated in step 86 is obtained from air (ADD24860).
88. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 4 with the
following stream variables :
a. Temperature = 25.0°C (ADD24900).
b. Pressure = 14.696 PSIA (ADD24910).
c. Composition = air requirement calculated in steps 86 and 87
(ADD24920 through ADD24940).
d. Vapor fraction = 1.0 (ADD24950).
89. Call ENTH to calculate the enthalpy of the air stream defined in
step 88, HAIR (ADD24960).
90. Adiabatically mix the air stream defined in steps 88 and 89 with
the flash gas stream at 14.696 PSIA to get a product stream of
enthalpy HIN (ADD24990 through ADD25050).
91. Call TSUBH to find the adiabatic mixing temperature, TIN, that
results from the process carried out in step 90 (ADD25070).
92. Determine the enthalpy of the mixture defined in step 90 at 25.0°C,
HIN25 (ADD25100 and ADD25110).
' determine the heat of combustion of the mixture defined in step
90 at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm, HR25 (ADD25130 and ADD25140).
Calculate the composition of the combustion products that result
from burning the mixture defined in step 90 (ADD25160 through
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ADD25180).
95. Load the composition of the flue gas stream produced by burning
the mixture defined in step 90 into the process module vector
elements for output stream 2 (ADD25220 through ADD25260). Calculate
the enthalpy of this stream at the adiabatic mixing temperature
found in step 91 and 1.0 atm, H2 (ADD25280).
96. Determine the enthalpy of the stream defined in step 95 at 25.0°C,
H2T25 (ADD25310 and ADD25320).
97. Calculate the heat of combustion, HREAC, for the stream defined in
step 90, at the adiabatic mixing temperature found in step 91
and 1.0 atm from
HREAC = HIN25 - HIN + HR25 + H2 - H2T25 (A-5)
(ADD25340)
98. Calculate the enthalpy, HFLUE, of the flue gases defined in
step 95 at the flue gas temperature defined by the user, TFLUE
(ADD25360 and ADD25370).
99. In accordance with the prior discussion of enthalpy bases for
reacting systems (step 57), HFLUE may be calculated from Equation
(A-6).
HFLUE = H2 - HREAC + QR (A-6)
"here H2 and HREAC are as defined in steps 95 and 97 respectively
and QR = heat removed from the flue gases by the reactor tubes,
BTU/hr. qr is calculated from
QR = HFLUE - H2 + HREAC (ADD25420)(A-7)
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100. Calculate the total amount of heat required for the reactor,
QREQ, by multiplying the total amount of heat required per
tube run, QTOT, by the number of parallel tube runs, RNTUBE
(ADD25440).
101. Subtract the heat obtained from the flue gases resulting from
the flash gas combustion, QR, from the total amount of heat
required for the reactor, QREQ, to get the total heat supplied
by combustion of natural gas, QG (ADD25450).
102.. Check the sign of QG (ADD25460).
a. If QG is negative, print a warning that the heating value of
the flash gas exceeds the total heat required by the reactor
(ADD25470 through ADD25490), set the flow rate of natural gas
equal to zero (ADD25500) and go to step 109 (ADD25510).
b. If QG=0.0, set the flow rate of natural gas equal to zero
(ADD25500) and go to step 109 (ADD25510).
c. If QG is positive, go to step 103.
103. See if methane is included in COMPNT(20) (ADD25540 through : .
ADD25560). If methane is omitted, print an error message to that
effect (ADD25570 through ADD2 5590)
,
print an error message
indicating that fuel usage calculations have been bypassed
(ADD24420 and ADD24430) and return (ADD24440).
104. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 5
with 1.0 mole of methane and the previously specified fraction
of excess air required for combustion at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm
(ADD25620 through ADD25680) and call ENTH to calculate the
enthalpy of this mixture, HIN (ADD25700).
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105. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 5 with
the product composition that results from the combustion of the
mixture defined in step 104 (ADD25730 through ADD25770) at the user
specified flue gas temperature (ADD25790) and call ENTH to find
the enthalpy, HELUE(ADD25800)
.
106. Calculate the enthalpy of the products defined in step 105 at
25.0°C and 1.0 atm (ADD25830 and ADD25840).
107. Calculate the heat removed by the reactor tubes per mole of
methane burned from
QCH4 = HFLUE - H2 + HCCH4 (ADD25870)(A-8)
where HCCH4 is the heat of combustion of methane in BTU/lb mole.
Equation (A
-8) is derived by the same method as Equation (A-7).
108. Calculate the total molar flow rate of natural gas required by
dividing the total heat supplied by combustion of natural gas
(step 101) by the heat removed per mole of methane burned
(step 107) (ADD25890).
109. Store the stream variables data for the natural gas supply stream
in the process module vector elements for input stream 2
(ADD25920 and ADD25940 through ADD25970), taking the pressure at
15.7 PSIA.
110. Restore the flash gas stream variables data saved in step 81
to the process module vector elements for input stream 3
(ADD26000 through ADD26050).
11. Store the stream variables data for the air supply stream in the
Process module vector elements for input stream 4 (ADD26080 through
ADD26140) taking the pressure at 15.7 PSIA.
112. Store the stream variables data for the flue gas stream that
results from combustion of the flash gas/natural gas in the
process module vector elements for output stream 2 (ADD26170
through ADD26210) taking the pressure at 14.7 PSIA.
113. Store the. total flow rate of natural gas, in MSCFH, in the
equipment parameters vector (ADD26230 and ADD26240).
114. Print the final results if requested by the user (ADD26260
through ADD26310).
115. Restore the reactor feed stream variables data saved in step 4
(ADD26330 through ADD26380).
116. Store the number of parallel tube runs, the minimum acceptable
tube size and the number of tubes required per tube run in the
equipment parameters vector (ADD26400 through ADD2 6420)
.
117. Store the reactor product stream variables data in output stream
1 (ADD26440 through ADD26510).
118. Return (ADD26520).
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Use and Sequence of Operations : Subroutine PDROP
The call statement for Subroutine FDROP is :
CALL PDROP (VISC , FMASS , DIN, TMLAVG , PIN ,POUT , PDLEN , TAVG , ZAVG
)
where the parameters in the call statement are scalars defined as
follows s
VISC = stream viscosity, centipoises
FMASS = total mass flow rate, Ibs/hr
DIN = inside diameter of tube, inches
TMLAVG = total molar flow rate of stream, lb moles/hr
PIN = pressure at inlet to tube increment, PSIA
POUT = pressure at outlet from tube increment, PSIA
PDLEN = tube increment length for pressure drop calculations, ft
TAVG - average temperature of stream, °R
ZAVG = average compressibility factor of stream
All items in the parameters list of the call statement are input
data for Subroutine PDROP, except for POUT, which is calculated by
PDROP
.
The sequence of operations in Subroutine PDROP is :
1. Convert the viscosity to micropoises (PDR00080).
. 3
• Calculate the product of the average vapor density (lbs/ft ) from
Equation 98 of Reference 19 (PDR00090).
3. The result of step 2 may be written as
CONS = (PIN - POUT)(RHOAVG)/PDLEN (A-9)
238
3
where RHOAVG is the average stream density in lbs/ft .
RHOAVG may be calculated from





where TAVG, ZAVG, PIN, POUT, FMASS and TMLAVG are as defined in
the parameters list for the call statement and
PAVG = (PIN + POUT)/2.0 , PSIA
AVGMW = average molecular weight of stream
R = 10.73 PSIA ft
3/lb mole °R
Equation (A-10) may be rearranged to yield
PIN - POUT = CONS (PDLEN) /RHOAVG (A-ll)
Substitution of Equation (A-10) into Equation (A-ll) yields
PIN - POUT = (CONS ) (PDLEN) (R) (TAVG) (ZAVG) (2.0) (TMLAVG) ,,
(PIN + POUT) (FMASS)
Rearrangement of Equation (A-12) yields




> The variable TERM is defined as
TERM = PIN
2
- 2.0(C0NS1) = POUT2 (PDR00110) (A-14)
5
-
If TERM is less than 0.0001, it is taken as 0.0001 (PDR00120). .
6
*
Calculate POUT by taking the square root of TERM(PDR 00140)
.
7. Return (PDR 00140)
.
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Use and Sequence of Operations : Subroutine QCALC
The call statement for Subroutine QCALC is :
CALL QCALC (XPOS , DXPOS , HTDL ,UNHTDL , RBLEN, DOUT , HTFLUX, Q)
here the parameters in the call statement are scalars defined as
follows j
XPOS distance from tube inlet to outlet of current tube increment, ft
DXPOS = tube increment size, ft
HTDL heated length in one straight run, ft
UNHTDL = unheated length in one straight run, ft
RBLEN = return bend length, ft
DOUT outside tube diameter, ft
HTFLUX = heat flux, BTU/hr ft2
Q rate of heat input to current increment, BTU/hr
All items in the parameters list are input data to Subroutine QCALC,
except for Q, which is calculated by QCALC.
The sequence of operations in Subroutine QCALC is :
1. Calculate the total length of one tube (QCL00140).
2. Calculate the values of HALF and RHALF as shown in Figure A-l
(QCL00150 and QCL00160).
3
> See if the outlet of the current tube increment is located downstream
of the left most unheated section shown in Figure A-l (QCL00190). If
n°t, set the heat input to the current increment equal to zero
(QCL00200) and return (QCL00210).
4» S ee lf the outlet of the current tube increment is located downstream
. 242
of the beginning of the right most unheated section shown in
Figure A-l (QCL00240). If this is the case, go to step 6.
5. Check for overlap of heated and unheated sections at the start
of the current tube increment (QCL00270 and QCL00280). Determine
the length of the current increment that is heated (QCL00300
through QCL00340) and go to step 7.
6. See if the inlet to the current increment is located downstream
of the right most unheated section shown in Figure A-l
(QCL00360 and QCL00370). If this is the case, set the heat input
to the current increment equal to zero (QCL00420) and return
(QCL00430)
.
Otherwise, determine the length of the current
increment that is heated (QCL00390 and QCL00400).
7. Calculate the heat input to the current increment based on the
length of the current increment that is heated as determined
above, the constant heat flux specified by the user and the
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Use and Sequence of Operations : Subroutine RATES
The call statement for Subroutine RATES is :







where the parameters in the call statement are defined as follows :
KEYCOM = integer denoting the key component being cracked (1 for ethane,
2 for propane)
average temperature in the current increment, °R
average pressure in the current increment, PSIA
20 element vector containing the composition at the inlet to
the current tube increment, lb moles /hr
20 element vector containing the average mole fractions in
the current increment
TMOLIN = total molar feed rate at the inlet to the current tube
increment, lb moles /hr
20 element vector containing the composition at the outlet from
the current tube increment, lb moles/hr
3
volume of the current tube increment, ft
heat of reaction for the current tube increment at 25.0°C
and 1.0 atm, BTU/hr
3
average density in the current tube increment, lb/ft
Program output control variable described in the source
listing for Program ADD2 (ADD20560 through ADD20580)
8 element vector containing the mole fractions of all








outlet of the current tube increment
AVGMN = average molecular weight in the current tube increment
All items in the parameters list of the call statement are input data
to Subroutine RATES except for COUT, HR25, and XX, which are calculated
by Subroutine RATES.
The sequence of operations in Subroutine RATES is :
1. Define the heats of combustion for hydrogen, methane, ethane,
propane, n-butane, ethylene and propylene in BTU/lb mole at
25.0°C and 1.0 atm with all products in the vapor phase (RTS00230
through RTS00290).
2. Define the Universal Gas Constant as 1.987 cal/gm mole °K(RTS00300)
.
3. Convert the average temperature to °K (RTS00320) and the average
pressure to atm (RTS00340).
4. Set the first seven elements in vector XX(8) to zero (RTS00360 and
RTS00370).
5. Transfer the component molar flow rates from inlet vector CIN(20)
to outlet vector COUT(20) (RTS00400 and RTS00410).
6- Transfer the average mole fractions and inlet component molar flow
rates of components involved in the pyrolysis reaction from vectors
XAVG(20) and CIN(20) to elements 1 through 7 of vectors XX(8)
and FF(8) respectively (RTS00560 through RTS 006 30) . The specific
component assigned to each of the first seven elements in XX(8) and
FF (8) is listed in a table given in the source listing of Subroutine
RATES (RTS00420 through RTS00540) . Element 8 of vectors XX(8) and
^(8) contains the total mole fraction and total molar flow
rate respectively of all inert components in
248
the inlet stream.
7. Go to step 8 (ethane) or step 12 (propane) depending upon which
component is specified as the key component (RTS00650).
8. Calculate the rates of the primary cracking reactions for ethane
(RTS00710 and RTS00720) using the kinetic model of ethane pyrolysis
described in Section 4-6.
9. Convert the reaction rates obtained in step 8 from lb moles
3
ethane/ft hr to lb moles ethane/hr by multiplying the rate of
each primary cracking reaction by the volume of the current tube
increment (RTS00740 and RTS00750)
.
10. Determine the conversion rate of ethane and the production rates of
hydrogen, methane and ethylene from the results of step 9 and the
appropriate stoichiometric ratios. Add the conversion/production
rate of each component to the molar flow rate of the component at
the inlet to the increment to obtain the molar flow rate of the
component at the outlet from the increment (RTS00770 through
RTS00800).
11. Calculate the total heat of reaction for the current increment
in BTU/hr at 25.0°C and 1.0 atm with all products in the vapor
Phase (RTS00810 through RTS00850) and go to step 16 (RTS00860).
12. Calculate the rates of the primary cracking reactions for propane
(RTS00920 through RTS00980) using the kinetic model of propane
Pyrolysis described in Section 4-6.
!3. Convert the propane reaction rates obtained in step 12 from
lb m°les/ft 3 hr to lb moles /hr by multiplying each by the volume
of the current tube increment (RTS01000 through RTS01030).
14. Determine the conversion rate of propane and the production rates
of hydrogen, methane, ethane, n-butane, ethylene and propylene from
the results of step 13 and the appropriate stoichiometric ratios.
Add the conversion/production rate of each component to the molar
flow rate of the component at the inlet to the current tube incre-
ment to get the molar flow rate of the component at the outlet of
the current tube increment (RTS01050 through RTS01110)
.
15. Calculate the total heat of reaction in BTU/hr at 25.0°C and 1.0
atm for the current increment (RTS01150 through RTS01200).
16. Transfer the component molar flow rates at the outlet from the
increment from vector FF(8) to outlet vector C0UT(20) (RTS01220
through RTS01280).
17. Convert the average pressure back to PSIA (RTS01300).
18. Calculate the total molar flow rate at the outlet of the increment
(RTS01380 through RTS01400).
19. Calculate the mole fractions at the outlet of the increment and
store them in vector XX(8) (RTS01440 and RTS01450). The mole
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Use and Sequence of Operations : Subroutine VISCAL
The call statement for Subroutine VISCAL is :
CALL VISCAL(TAVG,X, VISC, MET)
The parameters in the call statement are defined as follows :
TAVG = average temperature in tube increment, k
X =20 element vector containing the average mole fractions in the
tube increment
VISC = stream viscosity, cps
NRET = return code flag
NRET=0 Normal
NRET=1 Fatal error in Subroutine VISCAL
TAVG and VISC are input data to Subroutine VISCAL; VISC and NRET are
calculated by Subroutine VISCAL.
Subroutine VISCAL contains a 98 element vector, SIG, used to store
the Lennard-Jones (17) potential for each of the 98 components included
in the CHESSHJ Mass (32) physical properties package. At present,
only the Lennard-Jones (17) potentials for hydrogen, methane, ethane,
propane, n-butane, ethylene, propylene and water are included in
Subroutine VISCAL. The Lennard-Jones (17) potentials for the 90
remaining components may be added to the data statement (VIS00320
and VIS00330) containing this information at the user's discretion.
If the user attempts to retrieve data for a component not included
ln the Present data statement, return code flag NRET is reset from
to
1 and return is made to the calling subroutine with the viscosity
defined. The user should set return code NRET to zero prior to
256
calling Subroutine VISCAL.
The sequence of operations in Subroutine VISCAL is :
1. Retrieve the Lennard-Jones (17) potential for each component in the
stream (VIS00390 through VIS00410).
2. Verify that the data for each component in the stream is included
in the present data statement (VIS00430 and VIS00440). If required
data is not included in the present data statement, print an error
message (VIS00490 through VIS00530) identifying the component, set
the return code flag to fatal (VIS00540) and return (VIS00550).
3. Determine the pure component viscosity of each component in the
stream at the stream temperature by the folios-zing method :
a. Calculate the collision integral by Kirk's (21) method (VIS00620
through VIS 006 30).
b. Calculate the pure component viscosity by the Chapman-Cowling(4)
equation as reported on page 11-47 of Reference 2 (VIS00660).
4. Calculate the stream viscosity by Herning and Zipperer's (16)
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Sequence of Operations and Source Listing
Program ADD1 (Steam/hydrocarbon mass ratio controller)
Program ADD 3 (Quencher module)
Program ADD4 (Flash economizer module)
Program ADD5 (Ethylene column overhead condenser system module)
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Sequence of Operations : Program ADD1
The sequence of operations in Program ADD1 is :
1. Set the error flag to zero (ADD10660).
2. See if water is specified as one of the components in COMPNT(20)
(ADD10680 through ADD10700). If water is omitted, print an error
message to that effect (ADD10710 through ADD10740), set the error
flag to one (ADD10750) and go to step 5 (ADD10760).
3. Compute the total mass flow rate of hydrocarbons in input stream 1
(ADD10790 through ADD10860).
4. Multiply the total mass flow rate of hydrocarbons computed in step
3 by the steam/hydrocarbon mass ratio specified by the user in the
equipment parameters vector (ADD10880).
5. Transfer the stream supply temperature and pressure from the
equipment parameters vector to the stream variables data for the
steam supply stream (ADD10900 and ADD10910).
6. If the error flag is set to one (ADD10920), set the total molar
flow rate in the steam supply stream to zero (ADD11170) and go to
step 8 (ADD1H80).
7. Convert the steam mass flow rate computed in step 3 to a molar flow
rate and store it in the stream variables data for the steam supply
stream (ADD10930 and ADD10940).
8 ^
• ^et the vapor fraction in the steam supply stream equal to 1.0
(ADD10950) and call ENTH to determine the enthalpy (ADD10960).
9 T ia*e the lesser of the two input stream pressures (hydrocarbon feed
stream and steam supply stream) as the pressure of the output stream
containing the steam/hydrocarbon mixture (ADD10980 through
ADD11010).
If the steam supply stream pressure is less than the pressure of
the hydrocarbon feed stream, print a warning to that effect
(ADD11020 through ADD11040).
Determine the stream variables data for the output stream
containing the steam/hydrocarbon mixture as follows :
a. Take the pressure as the lowest of the two input stream
pressures (ADDU050).
b. Transfer the component molar flow rates in the hydrocarbon
feed stream to the output stream (ADD 11060 and ADD11070).
c. If the error flag is set to one (ADD11080), go to step 11. e.
d. Add the component molar flow rate of steam in the steam
supply stream to the output stream (ADDH090)
.
e. Determine the total molar flow rate in the output stream
(ADD1H00 through ADD11120).
f. Add the enthalpies of the two input streams (adiabatic mixing)
to obtain the enthalpy of the output stream (ADD11130).
g. Set the vapor fraction in the output stream equal to 1.0
(ADD1H40).
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Sequence of Operations : Program ADD3
A flow diagram of the quencher that includes definitions of some
of the variables used in Program ADD 3 is given in Figure B-l. The
sequence of operations in ADD3 is :
1. See if water is specified as one of the components in C0MPNT(20)
(ADD.30920 through ADD30940). If water is omitted, print an error
message to that effect (ADD30950 through ADD30980) and return
(ADD 30990).
2. Transfer data from the equipment parameters vector to local
variables (ADD31020 through ADD31110).
3. Call Subroutine CWATER to find the molar enthalpy of the quench
water supply and return streams to the quencher (ADD31150 and
ADD31160). The molar enthalpy returned by Subroutine CWATER is
based on an enthalpy of 0.0 BTU/lb mole for the ideal gas at 0. 0°R.
The use of and sequence of operations in Subroutine CWATER is identi-
cal to those for Subroutine WATER given in Appendix C of Reference
32. The source listing of Subroutine CWATER is included with the
source listing of Program ADD3.
4. Store the quench water supply and return stream enthalpies in the
equipment parameters vector (ADD31170 and ADD31180). The enthalpies
stored in the equipment parameters vector are in BTU/lb based on an
enthalpy of 0.0 BTU/lb for liquid water at 32.0°F.
5
-
Call Subroutine CWATER to find the saturation pressure of water
vapor, PSA, at the temperature, TQUEN , of the quenched gas stream
(ADD31200).
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6. Approximate the mole fraction of water vapor in the quenched gas
stream, XWOUT, as the partial pressure PS4 divided by the reactor
discharge pressure (ADD31210).
7. Calculate the total molar flow rate of hydrocarbons in the reactor
product stream, FHCIN (ADD31230).
8. Calculate the mole fraction of hydrocarbons in the quenched gas
stream by subtracting the result of step 6 from 1.0 (ADD31250).
9. Calculate the total molar flow rate of the quenched gas stream by
dividing the result of step 7 by the result of step 8 (ADD31260).
10. Subtract the total molar flow rate of the quenched gas stream
from that of the reactor product stream to get the molar steam
condensation rate in the quencher, W5 (ADD31280).
11. Load the process module vector elements for output stream 2 with
the stream variables data for the quenched gas stream (ADD31320
through ADD31380) and call ENTH to determine its enthalpy,
S0ENTH(2) (ADD31390).
12. Load the process module vector elements for output stream 3 with
the stream variables data for the steam condensed in the quencher
after condensation (ADD31430 through ADD31480). The enthalpy is
determined by multiplying the molar enthalpy of the cooling water
return stream, H3, as determined in step 3, by the molar steam
condensation rate, W5, calculated in step 10.
13. Referring to Figure B-l, a heat balance on the quencher yields
CW1)(H1) + SIENTH(2) = (Wl)(H3) + S0ENTH(2) + S0ENTH(3) (B-l)
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Solving for Wl, the molar flow rate of the quench water supply-
stream, yields
Wl = (SIENTHQ) - S0ENTH(2) - SOENTH(3))/(H3 - Hi) (B-2)
(ADD31510)
14. Fill in the stream variables data for input stream 1 and output
stream 1 utilizing the quench water supply stream molar flow rate
calculated in step 13 (ADD31550 through ADD31570 and ADD31630
through ADD31670).
15. Find the log mean temperature difference based on Equations (B-3)
through (B-5).
DTB = SITEMK2) - SOTEMP(l) (ADD31710) (B-3)
DTAA= S0TEMP(2) - SITEMP(l) (ADD31720) (B-4)
DTLM= (DTB - DTAA)/ln (DTB/DTAA) (ADD31730) (B-5)
The variables used in Equations (B-3) and (B-4) are defined
in Figure B-l.
16. Determine the minimum acceptable quencher volume, VMIN, by Fair's
method (28) as applied in Reference 3 (ADD31770 through ADD31870).
17. Calculate the minimum acceptable tangent to tangent dimension from
the volume calculated in step 16 (ADD31890).
18. Determine the number of sprays by dividing the tangent to tangent
dimension by the distance between sprays specified by the user in
the equipment parameters vector and round it off to the next
highest integer (ADD31870).
I 9
* Calculate the actual tangent to tangent dimension by multiplying
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the result of step 18 by the separation between sprays (ADD31930)-
and store the result in the equipment parameters vector (ADD31940).
20. Store the quencher operating pressure, in PSIG, in the equipment
parameters vector (ADD31960).
21. Determine the required quench water circulation pump output pressure
by adding the quench water circulation system pressure drop
specified by the user in the equipment parameters vector to the
quencher operating pressure and store the result in the equipment
parameters vector for the quench water circulation pump (ADD 31990),
a 'PUMP* process module.
22. Store the quench water circulation system pressure drop in the
equipment parameters vector for the quench water cooler (ADD 32010),
an 'HXES' process module.
23. See if execution time printout of the results of the quencher
design calculations is desired (ADD32020). If printout is not
desired, return. Otherwise, set up the variables that appear in
the printout in vectors suitable for tabular printout (ADD32030
through ADD32220), convert certain information to whole numbers
(ADD32230 through ADD32 300)
,
print the results (ADD32310 through
ADD32540) and return (ADD 32550).
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FIGURE B-l
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Sequence of Operations : Program ADM
A flow diagram of the flash economizer that includes definitions
of the variables used in Program ADD 4 is given in Figure B-2. The
sequence of operations in Program ADD 4 is :
1. Check the input data in the equipment parameters vector for omis-
sions (ADD40730 through ADD40750). If data is missing, print a
message indicating erroneous input data (ADD40770 through ADD40790)
and return (ADD40800).
2. Save the stream variables data for input stream 1 and the value of
NOUT (ADD40820 through ADD40890).
3. See if there is a flow in input streams 2 and 3 (ADD40910)
.
4. If there is no flow in input streams 2 and 3 ( i.e. the flash
separator has not been simulated) proceed as follows :
a. Set the temperature of output stream 1 at -120. 0°F (ADD40940).
b. Set the pressure of output stream 1 at that of input stream 1
minus the pressure drop in input stream 1 specified by the user
(ADD40960).
c. Transfer the composition of input stream 1 to output stream 1
(ADD40970 through ADD40990).
d. Set up input stream 1 for an isothermal flash calculation on
output stream 1 (ADD40950, ADD40960, ADD41020 through ADD41040).
e
» Flash output stream 1 isothermally at -120. 0°F to determine its
vapor fraction and enthalpy (ADD41050) and restore the variables





5. If there is flow in input streams 2 and 3, design the flash
economizer in accordance with the procedure outlined in the
steps that follow.
6. Transfer input data from the equipment parameters vector to local
variables (ADD 41170 through ADD41230).
7. Flash output stream 2 isothermally at the temperature specified
by the user in the equipment parameters vector (ADD41240 and
ADD41270 through ADD41330) and save the calculated vapor fraction
(ADD41340) and enthalpy (ADD 41 3 5 0)
.
8. Flash output stream 3 isothermally at the temperature specified
by the user in the equipment parameters vector (ADD41380 through
ADD41450) to determine its vapor fraction and enthalpy.
9. Calculate the heat gained by output streams 2 and 3 (heat duty) from
Q = SE2 + S0ENTH(3) - SIENTH(2) - SIENTH(3) (ADD41470) (B-6)
The variables used in Equation (B-6) are defined in Figure B-2.
10. Calculate the enthalpy of output stream 1 from the heat balance
SIENTH(l) = SE - Q (ADD41480) (B-7)
11. Flash output stream 1 adiabatically at the enthalpy calculated in
step 10 to obtain its temperature and vapor fraction (ADD41510
through ADD41620).
12. R estore all variables previously saved (ADD41640 through ADD41770).
13 See if the temperature of approach is less than 10. 0 degrees
Farenheit (ADD41790 through ADD41860). If the temperature of
approach falls below this value at any point, print an error
283
message to that effect (ADD41880 through ADD41900) and return
(ADD41920).
14. Calculate the log mean temperature difference for input streams
1 and 2 / output streams 1 and 2 and the corresponding heat
transfer area (ADD41940 and ADD41950).
15. Calculate the log mean temperature difference for input streams
1 and 3 / output streams 1 and 3 and the corresponding heat
transfer area (ADD41970 and ADD41980).
16. Store the areas calculated in steps 14 and 15 and their sum in
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Sequence of Operations : Program ADD5
A flow diagram of the ethylene column overhead condenser system
that includes definitions of the variables used in Program ADD5 is
given in Figure B-3. The sequence of operations in Program ADD5 is :
1. Check data in the equipment parameters vector for omissions
(ADD50770 through ADD50790). If data is missing, print an error
message to that effect (ADD52090 through ADD52H0) and return
(ADD 52 120).
2. Transfer data from the equipment parameters vector to local
variables (ADD50800 through ADD50850)
.
3. If the saturation temperature and pressure of the propane
refrigerant supply stream are known from prior calculations, use
the calculated values rather than those specified by the user in
the equipment parameters vector (ADD50870 and ADD50880).
4. Verify that there is a flow in input streams 1 (refrigerant supply
stream to heat pump condenser) and 2 (ethylene column gross overhead
stream) (ADD50900). If either stream has zero flow, print an error
message to that effect (ADD52170 through ADD52190) and return
(ADD52200).
5. Load the process module vector elements for output stream 1
(vaporized refrigerant from heat pump condenser) with the properties
of input stream 1, change the vapor fraction to 1.0 and determine




Subtract the enthalpy of input stream 1, SIENTH(l), from the enthalpy
of output stream 1, SOENTH(l), to get the heat duty of the heat pump
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condenser, Q (ADD51000).
7. Retrieve the enthalpy change per mole of gross overhead passing
through the overhead condenser system, DHOH, from the equipment
parameters vector for the ethylene column (ADD51020).
8. If the value obtained in step 7 is zero or negative (ADD51030),
print a message indicating an erroneous value has been found
(ADD52130 through ADD52150) and return (ADD52160).
9. Divide the heat duty for the heat pump condenser (Q, step 6)
by the enthalpy change per mole of overhead (DHOH, step 7)
to obtain the total molar flow rate of gross overhead through the
heat pump condenser, W (ADD51040).
10. Fill in the stream variables data for output stream 2 (vapor
distillate stream) as follows :
a. Retrieve the temperature (ADD51070) and the pressure (ADD51080)
from the intensive properties vector for the vapor distillate
stream.
b. Set the vapor fraction equal to 1.0 (ADD51090).
c. Calculate the total molar flow rate in the gross overhead stream
by summing the total molar flow rates of the reflux liquid and
vapor distillate streams, TMOLE (ADD51100).
d. Calculate the total molar flow rate of the vapor distillate from
the heat pump condenser from Equation (B-8).
SOMOLEQ) = (W)(SEXTSV(3,ND))/TM0LE (ADD51110) (B-9)
e. Retrieve the total component molar flow rates of vapor distillate
from both condensers (ADD51120 and ADD51130).
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f. Calculate the enthalpy of the vapor distillate exiting from
the heat pump condenser from Equation (B-9)
S0'NTH(2) =(SOMOLE(2))(SINTSV(6,ND))/SEXTSV(3,ND) (B-9)
(ADD51140)
11. Fill in the stream variables data for output stream 3 (reflux
liquid) as follows :
a. Retrieve the temperature (ADD51160) and the pressure (ADD51170)
from the intensive properties vector for the reflux stream.
b. Set the vapor fraction equal to 0.0 (ADD51180).
c. Calculate the total molar flow rate of reflux liquid from the
heat pump condenser from Equation (B-10).
S0M0LE(3) = (W)(SEXTSV(3,NR))/TM0LE (ADD51190) (B-10)
d. Retrieve the component molar flow rates of reflux liquid from
the overhead condenser system (ADD51200 and ADD51210).
e. Calculate the enthalpy of the reflux liquid condensed in the
heat pump condenser from Equation (B-ll).
S0ENTH(3) =(SOMOLE(3))(SINTSV(6,NR))/SEXTSV(3,NR) (B-ll)
(ADD51220)
12. Check for a minimum 10.0°F approach in the heat pump condenser
(ADD51240 and ADD51250). If the minimum temperature of approach is
below 10.0°F, print an error message to that effect (ADD52210




-culate the log mean temperature difference (ADD51270 through
^051290), the heat duty (ADD51300) and the required surface area
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(ADD51310) for the vapor distillate cooled in the heat pump
condens er
.
14. Repeat step 13 for the reflux liquid condensed in the heat pump
condenser (ADD51330 through ADD51370)
.
15. Sum the areas calculated in steps 13 and 14 to obtain the total
area of the heat pump condenser (ADD51380) and store the result
in the equipment parameters vector (ADD51410).
16. Sum the heat duties calculated in steps 13 and 14 and store the
result in the equipment parameters vector (ADD51400).
17. Calculate the total molar flow rates of vapor distillate,
SMV (ADD51480), and liquid reflux, SML (ADD51490), through the
ethylene column refrigerated condenser by subtracting the
corresponding flow rates through the heat pump condenser from
the total vapor distillate and liquid reflux flow rates.
18. Repeat step 17 for the output enthalpies of the vapor distillate,
HV (ADD51500), and reflux liquid, HL (ADD51510), from the ethylene
column refrigerated condenser.
19. Retrieve the enthalpies of reflux liquid, S0ENTH(3) (ADD51520),
and vapor distillate, S0ENTH(2) (ADD51530), from the ethylene
column overhead condenser system.
2
°. Calculate the heat duties for the vapor distillate cooled, QV,
and the reflux liquid condensed, QL, in the ethylene column
refrigerated condenser from Equations (B-12) and (B-13)
respectively.
QV = HV - (SIENTH(2))(SMV)/SIM0LE(2) (ADD51540) (B-12)
QL = HL - (SIENTH(2))(SML)/SIMOLE(2) (ADD51550) (B-13)
29.5
21. Size the ethylene column refrigerated condenser using the same
procedure as was used for the heat pump condenser in steps 13
and 14 (ADD51560 through ADD51620).
22. Sum the heat duties and surface areas for the vapor distillate
and liquid reflux in the ethylene column refrigerated condenser
calculated in step 20 and store the results in the equipment
parameters vector (ADD51630 through ADD51660).
23. Verify that propane has been included in vector COMPNT (ADD51690
through ADD51730). If propane is not included, print an error
message to that effect (ADD52050 through ADD52070) and return
(ADD 52 080).
24. See if the enthalpy of the propane refrigerant supply stream
is known (ADD51760). If it is known, go to step 33.
25. Load the process module vector elements for input stream 3 and
output stream 4 with the saturation temperature and pressure
of propane determined in step 3 (ADD51780 and ADD51790).
26. Determine the molar enthalpy of the propane refrigerant supply
stream as saturated liquid, HL (ADD51800 and ADD51830), and as
saturated vapor, HV (ADD51840 and ADD51850).
27. Take the propane refrigerant return stream as saturated vapor
(ADD51860).
28. Calculate the molar heat of vaporization of the propane refrigerant
supply stream, HVAP (ADD51880).
29. Calculate the molar flow rate of propane required in the ethylene
column refrigerated condenser, W, by dividing the heat duty, Ql,
by the molar heat of vaporization, HVAP (ADD51890).
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30. Store the molar flow rate of propane refrigerant determined in
step 29 in the process module vector elements for the propane
refrigerant supply streams (ADD51900 and ADD51910).
31. Calculate the enthalpy of the propane refrigerant supply and
return streams (ADD51920 and ADD51930).
32. Return (ADD51940).
33. Save the vapor fraction of the propane refrigerant supply stream
(ADD51960), take the supply stream as all vapor (ADD51990) and
calculate its enthalpy as a vapor (ADD52000).
34. Restore the vapor fraction of the propane refrigerant supply
stream (ADD520T0), calculate the molar enthalpy of the propane
refrigerant stream as a vapor (ADD52020) and as a liquid
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Sequence of Operations, Source Listing and Input Data for Program
HIDEAL (Ideal Gas Enthalpy Calculation and Comparison Program)
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Description of Program HIDEAL
Program HIDEAL calculates the ideal gas molar enthalpy of 11 common
components at a series of temperatures by two different methods and
compares the calculated ideal gas molar enthalpies with their respective
published values (l). The two methods of ideal gas enthalpy calculation
are :
1. The method used in the original version of CHESS (24) that is
described in Section 6-1.
2. The alternative method developed in this work and implemented in
CHESS-U Mass (32) that is described in Section 6-2.
For each of the 11 components of interest, a set of (T,H)
(T = temperature, °K; H = published ideal gas molar enthalpy (l),
cal/gm mole) data are read from an input data file assigned to the
component. The names of these files are listed in Table C-l. In order
to perform the comparison described above, HIDEAL is run twice. The
KR0N0S Control Language (8) required to run the comparison on the
batch subsystem of the KRONOS timesharing system (9) is listed in
Figure C-l.
During the first run, two statements in the source code for
Program HIDEAL that are used to read the (H,D) (H = ideal gas molar
enthalpy, cal/gm mole; D = difference between calculated value of H
and Published value, cal/gm mole) data previously calculated by the
Method in the original version of CHESS (24) are removed and HIDEAL is
c°mpii ed and linked with a library file, A3, containing binary versions






The first run produces a file, TAPE30, containing ideal gas enthalpies
and their deviations from published values when calculated using the
ideal gas enthalpy calculation method in the original version of
CHESS (24). TAPE30 is saved and retrieved as TAPE20 for use in the
second run.
During the second run, the complete version of HIDEAL is compiled
and linked with a library file, B3, containing binary versions of the







The source versions of these subroutines must contain labelled COMMON
statements identical to those in the original version of CHESS (24)
rather than the blank COMMON statements used in CHESS-U Mass (32).
The second run produces a file, TAPE10, which contains the results
of the comparison of the two enthalpy calculation methods with
Published ideal gas enthalpies (l). Table 6-2 is a listing of file
TAPEtn1
'
as Produced in the second run of Program HIDEAL, with the
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data pertaining to n-butane and propylene removed by subsequent text
editing.
Sequence of Operations : Program HIDEAL
X. Specify a one component stream consisting of 1.0 lb mole/hr of a
single component at 0.01 PSIA in the vapor phase (HID00150 through
HID 00180).
2. Rewind all input data files containing (T,H) data for each of the
11 components handled by Program HIDEAL (HID00190 through HID00220).
3. Rewind all other files used by Program HIDEAL (HID00230 through
HID00250).
4. For each of the 11 components handled by Program HIDEAL, perform
the following calculations :
a. Zero DTOT (HID00270). DTOT is used to sum the deviations of the
calculated ideal gas enthalpies from the published values.
b. Set the pure component index number to that for the current
component of interest (HID00280).
c. Call Subroutine C0MPID to retrieve the physical properties of
the current component of interest (HID 002 90).
d. Read the published (T,H) data and the previously calculated (H,D)
data for the current component of interest (HID00350 through
HID00390).
e
* Calculate the ideal gas molar enthalpy and the deviation of the
calculated ideal gas molar enthalpy from the published ideal gas
molar enthalpy at each temperature in the input data file for the
current component of interest (HID00400 through HID00450).
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f. Write the published (T,H) data read in step 4.d, the (H,D)
data calculated in step 4.e and the previously calculated (H,D)
data read in step 4.d at each temperature in the input data file
for the current component of interest on output file TAPE10
(HID00470 and HID00490).
g. Read the previously calculated average ideal gas enthalpy
deviation for the current component of interest from published
values (HID00510).
h. Determine the average deviation of ideal gas enthalpies for the
current component of interest calculated in step 4.e from
published values (HID00520 and HID00530).
i. Write the average deviation of ideal gas enthalpies for the
current component of interest calculated in step 4.h and read
in step 4.g on output file TAPE10 (HID00540 and HID00560).
j. Write the average deviation of ideal gas enthalpies for the
current component of interest calculated in step 4.h on output
file TAPE 30 (HID00550).
TABLE C-l



























KRONOS CONTROL LANGUAGE (8) REQUIRED TO RUN PROGRAM HIDEAL ON THE BATCH





























Get the source code for Program HIDEAL
Edit the source code for Program HIDEAL
Remove the too statements used to read
the (H,D) data calculated by a previous
run of Program HIDEAL. Only user inputs
to the text editor are shown here.
Compile the edited version of Program
HIDEAL
Get a file containing the source code
for subroutines COMPID, KHZT, SUPSUM
and ZERO from the original version of
CHESS (24).
Compile the subroutines in file OSUBS
Generate a library file with the compiled
version of OSUBS
Link the edited version of Program
HIDEAL with the library containing the
binary versions of the subroutines in
file OSUBS
Get the file containing (T,H) data for H2
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
methane
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
ethane
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
propane
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
n-Butane
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
ethylene
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Get the file containing (T,H) data for
propylene
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
nitrogen
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
oxygen
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
carbon dioxide
Get the file containing (T,H) data for
water
Run Program HIDEAL. This run stores
(H,D) data for the original version of
CHESS (24) on file TAPE 30
Save local file TAPE 30 produced by the
first run of HIDEAL and retrieve it as
local file TAPE20 which is used as input
data in the second run
Get the source code for Program HIDEAL
Compile the complete version of Program
HIDEAL
Get a file containing the source code
for subroutines COMPID, KHZT, MFRAC
,
SOLVE, SUPSUM and ZERO from CHESS -U Mass
(32). These subroutines must contain
labelled COMMON statements compatible
with those in Program HIDEAL and the
original version of CHESS (24) rather
than the blank COMMON declaration
statements used in CHESS-U Mass (32).
Compile the subroutines on file NSUBS
Generate a library file with the
compiled version of NSUBS
Link the complete version of Program
HIDEAL with the library containing the
binary versions of the subroutines in
NSUBS
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Run Program HIDEAL. This run producesfile TAPE10, which contains the results
of the calculations from both runs.
Rewind the output file containing the
results
.
Print the results on
printer
the high speed line
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APPENDIX D
equence of Operations and Source Listing for Program MOLLIER
(Enthalpy Calculation and Comparison Program)
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Sequence of Operations : Program MOLLIER
The sequence of operati ons in Program MOLLIER is :
1. Specify a one component stream (MOL00300).
2. Rewind the two output files (MOL0C310 and M0L00320).
3. Set the value of TLOW at 960. 0°R (MOL00330) . The use of TLOW
in Program MOLLIER is identical to that described in Section
5-8 of Reference 32.
h. Set counter KK equal to zero (M0L00340). KK counts the passes
through Program MOLLIER as follows :
KK=1 First pass through Program MOLLIER, Lee-Erbar-Edmister (2 3)
procedure in use.
KK=2 Second pass through Program MOLLIER, Redlich-Kwong (26)
equation of state in use.
5. Increment counter KK (MOL00350).
6. For each of the three components considered in Program MOLLIER
(methane, ethane and ethylene), perform the following calculations:
a. Retrieve the pure component physical properties (M0L00380).
b. Set the number of moles of the component of interest equal
to the reciprocal of its molecular weight, i.e., specify 1.0 lb
of the component (MOL00400).
c
« At each of the 8 isobars of interest in Program MOLLIER (pressures
stored in vector PRES(8), PSIA), perform the following calculations
for the component of interest:
D Determine the temperatures -at which the enthalpy of the component
°f interest is to be calculated (MOL00420 through MOL00490).
321
2) Set all enthalpies in this temperature range equal to
1.0 x 10
6
BTU/lb (MOL00500 and MOL00510).
3) Retrieve the pressure from vector PRES(8) (MOL00520).
4) Print the table header for every other isobar (M0L00530 and
MOL00540)
.
5) Print the table subheading (M0L00550 through MOL00570).
6) Find the dew point temperature at the pressure of interest
(MOL00580 through MOL00610).
7) Include the dew point temperature in the list of temperatures
determined in step 6.c.l (MOL00640 through MOL00710).
8) For the list of temperatures modified in step 6.c.7, proceed
as follows
:
a) For all temperatures above the critical temperature,
calculate the enthalpy of the component of interest as
a vapor in BTU/lb (MOL00780 and MOL00870 through MOL00890).
b) For temperatures below the dew point temperature, calculate
the enthalpy of the component as a liquid in BTU/lb
(MOL00790 through MOL00810).
c) At the dew point temperature, calculate the enthalpy of the
component in both the vapor and liquid phases in BTU/lb
(MOL00790 and M0L00830 through MOL00850)
.
d) Above the dew point temperature, calculate the enthalpy of
the component as a vapor in BTU/lb (MOL00790 and MOL00870
through M0L00890).
9 > Print the results of step 6.C.8 (MOL00910 through MOL01090)
.
10) Print the point and deviation summary header (MOL01100 through
M0L01120).
7 . If KK = 2 go to step 10 (M0L0U50)
.
8. Set the value of TLOW at 1.0 (MOL01160)
.
9. Go to step 5 (MOL01170).
10. Rewind output file TAPE10 (MOL01180).
11. Read TAPE10 and transfer all enthalpies calculated in step 6.c.
to TAPE20 (MOL01190 through MOL01260). Enthalpies set equal to
1.0 x 10 BTU/lb in step 6.C.2 appear as asterisks on TAPE10
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ENTHALPIES OF METHANE, ETHANE AND ETHYLENE CALCULATED WITH THE
LEE-ERBAR-EDMISTER (23) PROCEDURE COMPARED
WITH PUBLISHED VALUES (12)
NOTE : The computer printout in Appendix E was produced by-
Program MOLLIER.
Nomenclature, Appendix E
AVG. DEV. Average deviation of calculated enthalpies from published





Liquid phase enthalpy, BTU/lb relative to the ideal gas
at 0.0° R
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APPENDIX F
ENTHALPIES OF METHANE, ETHANE AND ETHYLENE CALCULATED WITH THE
REDLICH-KWONG (26) EQUATION OF STATE COMPARED
WITH PUBLISHED VALUES (12)
NOTE : The computer printout in Appendix F was produced by
Program MOLLIER.
Nomenclature, Appendix F
AVG. DEV. Average deviation of calculated enthalpies from published





Liquid phase enthalpy, BTU/lb relative to the ideal gas
at 0.0° R
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APPENDIX G
Sequence of Operations and Source Listing for Program MULKV
(Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium K-Value Calculation
and Comparison Program)
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Use and Sequence of Operations : Program MULKV
Program MULKV compares calculated K-values against experimental
K-values for one or more experimental (T, P, x, y) data points. One
or more multicomponent systems can be handled in the course of a single
run. The input data for each system is structured as follows :
Card 1 : NOCOMP, (COMPNT(i), i = 1, NOCOMP)
Card 2 through card n: T, P, ^ through ^qqq^ > Y-L through
yNOCOMP
Card (n+l) : This card is only used when an additional
system is to be handled. Its format is :
-500. followed by 1. specified (2 • NOCOMP
+ 1 ) times
The variables used above are defined as follows :
(COMPNT(i), i = 1, N0C0MP)= CHESS -U Mass (32) pure component
indax numbers of components in system
n = number of .data points + 1
NOCOMP = number of components in the system
P
= experimental pressure, PSIA
T O
= experimental temperature, F
\ thru xN0C0Mp = experimentally determined composition or
mole fractions of components 1 through
NOCOMP in liquid phase
y
i through yN0C0Mp
= experimentally determined composition or
mole fractions of components 1 through
NOCOMP in vapor phase
The input data for Program MULKV is entered in free form compatible
with a list directed read statement as described on page 1-9-9 of
Reference 7. The experimental (T, P, x, y) data should be grouped
by isotherms. When experimental (x,y) data is given in units other




KHZT, MFRAC, SOLVE, SUPSUM, and ZERO from
CHESS-U Mass (32) should be linked with Program MULKV.
The sequence of operations in Program MULKV is :
1. Rewind input file TAPE 5 and output file TAPE 6 (MKV00270 and
MKV00280).
2. Call Subroutine CLEAN to initialize all of blank COMMON to zero
(MKV00290).
3. Set KCHAO equal to zero (MKV00300). The use of scalar KCHAO is
discussed in Section 2-3 of Reference 32.
4. Set logical variable EXFLAG to FALSE (MKV00310). This suppresses
the printing of physical properties data when Subroutine COMPID
is called.
5
« Set scalar IS equal to zero (MKV00320). Scalar IS is used as
follows :
IS = o indicates one of two situations -
a
« The component specification data for the first multicomponent
system being handled is to be read.
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b. Additional (T, P, x, y) data for the multicomponent system
currently being handled is to be read.
IS = 1 indicates that the component specification data for a new
multicomponent system is to be read.
6. Read the component specification data for the next system to be
handled (MKV00330)
.
7. Initialize the elements in alphanumeric vector Nl(6) to the values
1H1 through 1H6 respectively (MKV00340 through MKV00390).
8. Initialize the vectors used to totalize the deviations of calculated
K-values from the experimental K-values for the current isotherm and
for all isotherms to zero (MKV00400 through MKV0C460).
9. Set scalar TT to 1.0 x 10
6 (MKV00470)
. The temperature of the
current isotherm is subsequently stored in TT.
10. Print the heading for a new multicomponent system indicating which
components are included in the system (MKV00570 through MKV00730).
11. Set the variables used to store the experimental (x,y) data equal
to zero (MKV00740 through MKV00760).
12. Read an experimental (T, P, x, y) point (MKV00770 and MKV00780).
13. If the temperature is less than -460.0° F, go to step 37.
Specifying a temperature less than -460.0 F instructs MULKV
to complete calculations for the current system and begin reading
data for a new system.
14« If an end of file condition was reached in step 12, go to step 37
(MKV00800).
15
' If the temperature read in step 12 is not the same as that of the
current isotherm, go to step 30 (MKV00810).
16. Sum the compositions read in step 12 to get the total number of
moles (1.0 if the (x,y) data is in mole fractions) in each phase
(MKV00820 through MKV00860)
.
17. Calculate the experimental K-values from the experimental
(x,y) data (MKV00780 through MKV00920)
.
18. Convert the temperature read in step 12 to degrees Rankine
(MKV00930).
19. Increment counters K and KK by 1 (MKV00940 and MKV00950). The
total number of experimental (T, P, x, y) points is stored in K.
The number of experimental (T, P, x, y) points in the current
isotherm is stored in KK.
20. Set TLOW at 1000.0 (MKV00970) and calculate the K-values for the
current experimental data point using the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure (MKV00980 and MKV00990). The use of scalar TLOW is
discussed in Section 5-8 of Reference 32.
21. Set TLOW at 1.0 (MKV01000) and calculate the K-values for the
current experimental data point using the Grayson-Streed (15)
modification of the Chao-Seader (5) method (MKV01010 and MKV01020).
22. Set KCHAO at 1 (MKV01030) and calculate the K-values for the
current experimental data point using the Chao-Seader (5)
method (MKV01040 and MKV01050).
23. Reset KCHAO to zero (MKV01060).
• *f the experimental K-value for a component in the current data
Point is zero, set the calculated K-values for that component
to zero (MKV01070 through MKV01110).
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25. Determine the deviation of all the calculated K-values for the
current data point for each calculation method from the experimental
K-values and add them to the total deviations for each calculation
method for the current isotherm and the current system
(MKV01120 through MKV01200).
26. Convert the temperature of the current data point back to degrees
Farenheit for printout purposes (MKV01220).
27. If the current data point is not the first point in the current
isotherm, go to step 34 (MKV01230).
28. a. Print the temperature, pressure and experimental K-values for
the current (first in current isotherm) data point (MKV01240).
b. Print the K-values as calculated by the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure (MKV01250), the Grays on-S treed (15) modification of
the Chao-Seader (5) method (MKV01260) and the Chao-Seader (5)
method (MKV01270) for the current data point.
29. Go to step 11.
30. Calculate the average deviations of each of the three calculation
methods for all the data points in the current isotherm from
the experimental data (MKV01320 through MKV01380) and print them
(MKV01390 through MKV01440).
31. If IS = i (the data for a new system is to be read) go to step 40
(MKV01450)
.
32. Initialize the vectors used to totalize the deviations of calculated
K-values from experimental K-values for the current isotherm to
zero (MKV01460 through MKV01490).
33
•
Go to step 16 (MKV01500).
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34. a.Print the pressure and the experimental K-values for the current
data point (MKV01510).
b. Print the K-values as calculated by the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23)
procedure (MKV01530), the Grays on-S treed (15) modification of the
Chao-Seader (5) method (MKV01540) and the Chao-Seader (5) method
(MKV01550).
35. Set the value of scalar TT to the temperature read in step 12
(MKV01560).
36. Go to step 11 (MKV01570).
37. Calculate the average deviations of each of the three calculation
methods from the experimental data for all data points in all the
isotherms considered in the current system (MKV01580 through
MKV01620).
38. Set scalar IS to one (MKV01630).
39. Go to step 30 (MRV01640).
40. Print the average deviations of each of the three calculation
methods from the experimental data for all the data points in
all the isotherms considered in the current system (MKV01650
through MKV01710).
^1. If MULKV has been instructed to begin reading data for a new system
(see step 13), go to step 5. (M1CV01720).
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APPENDIX H
Comparison of Calculated vs. Experimental (6) Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium
K-Values for the Hydrogen-Methane-Ethane-Ethylene System
Between -50°F and -150°F
NOTE : The computer output contained in Appendix H, except for the
listing of the input data, was produced by Program MULKV
NOMENCLATURE, APPENDIX H
K-CS K-value as calculated with the Chao-Seader (5) method
K-ED K-value as calculated with the Lee-Erbar-Edmister (23) procedure
K-EX Experimental K-value (6)
K-GS K-value calculated with the Grayson-Streed (15) modification
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Program Output for Case Study 1
NOTE : The program output in Appendix I was produced
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E : The program output in Appendix K, except for the listing of the
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